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1. Overview

1.1. Scope

This standard defines the SystemC® AMS extensions as an ANSI standard C++ class library based on SystemC for system design containing analog/mixed-signal (AMS) functionality.

1.2. Purpose

The general purpose of the SystemC AMS extensions is to provide a C++ standard for designers and architects who need to address complex heterogeneous systems that are a hybrid between hardware and software. This standard is built on the IEEE Std 1666™-2011 (SystemC Language Reference Manual) and extends it to create analog/mixed-signal, multi-disciplinary models to simulate continuous-time, discrete-time, and discrete-event behavior simultaneously.

The specific purpose of this standard is to provide a precise and complete definition of the AMS class library so that a SystemC AMS implementation can be developed with reference to this standard alone. This standard is not intended to serve as a user’s guide nor to provide an introduction to AMS extensions in SystemC, but does contain useful information for end users.

1.3. Subsets

It is anticipated that tool vendors will create implementations that support only a subset of this standard or that impose further constraints on the use of this standard. Such implementations are not fully compliant with this standard but may nevertheless claim partial compliance with this standard and may use the name SystemC AMS extensions.

1.4. Relationship with C++

This standard is closely related to the C++ programming language and adheres to the terminology used in ISO/IEC 14882:2003. This standard does not seek to restrict the usage of the C++ programming language; an application using the SystemC AMS extensions may use any of the facilities provided by C++, which in turn may use any of the facilities provided by C. However, where the facilities provided by this standard are used, they shall be used in accordance with the rules and constraints set out in this standard.

This standard defines the public interface to the SystemC AMS class library and the constraints on how those classes may be used. The SystemC AMS class library may be implemented in any manner whatsoever, provided only that the obligations imposed by this standard are honored.

A C++ class library may be extended using the mechanisms provided by the C++ language. Implementors and users are free to extend SystemC AMS extensions in this way, provided that they do not violate this standard.

NOTE—It is possible to create a well-formed C++ program that is legal according to the C++ programming language standard but that violates this standard. An implementation is not obliged to detect every violation of this standard.

1.5. Relationship with SystemC

This standard is built on the IEEE Std 1666-2011 (SystemC Language Reference Manual) and extends it using the mechanisms provided by the C++ language, to provide an additional layer of analog/mixed-signal constructs. Any SystemC compliant application shall behave the same in the presence of the SystemC AMS extensions.
1.6. Guidance for readers

Readers who are not entirely familiar with the SystemC AMS extensions should start with Annex A, “Introduction to the SystemC AMS extensions”, which provides a brief informal summary of the subject intended to aid in the understanding of the normative definitions. Such readers may also find it helpful to scan the examples embedded in the normative definitions and to see Annex B, “Glossary”.

Readers should pay close attention to Clause 2, “Terminology and conventions used in this standard”. An understanding of the terminology defined in that clause is necessary for a precise interpretation of this standard.

The semantic definitions given in the subsequent clauses detailing the individual classes are built upon the foundations laid in Clause 3, “Core language definitions”.

The clauses from Clause 4 onward define the public interface to the SystemC AMS class library defining the predefined models of computation. The following information is listed for each class:

a. A brief class description.
b. A C++ source code listing of the class definition.
c. A statement of any constraints on the use of the class and its members.
d. A statement of the semantics of the class and its members.
e. For certain classes, a description of functions, typedefs, macros, and template parameters associated with the class.

For each predefined model of computation, the execution semantics for elaboration and simulation are defined.

Readers should bear in mind that the primary obligation of a tool vendor is to implement the abstract semantics defined in Clause 4, using the framework and constraints provided by the class definitions starting in Clause 3.

Annex A is intended to aid the reader in the understanding of the structure and intent of the SystemC AMS class library.

Annex B is giving informal descriptions of the terms used in this standard.

Annex C lists the deprecated features, that is, features that were present in version 1.0 of the SystemC AMS extensions language reference manual but are not part of the SystemC AMS 2.0 standard.

Annex D lists the changes between the SystemC AMS 1.0 and 2.0 standard.

1.7. Reference documents

The following documents are indispensable for the applications of this document. For dated references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, the latest edition of the document (including any amendments or corrigenda) applies.

This standard shall be used in conjunction with the following publications:

- ISO/IEC 14882:2003, Programming Languages—C++
2. Terminology and conventions used in this standard

2.1. Terminology

2.1.1. Shall, should, may, can

The word *shall* is used to indicate a mandatory requirement.

The word *should* is used to recommend a particular course of action, but does not impose any obligation.

The word *may* is used to mean shall be permitted (in the sense of being legally allowed).

The word *can* is used to mean shall be able to (in the sense of being technically possible).

In some cases, word usage is qualified to indicate on whom the obligation falls, such as *an application may* or *an implementation shall.*

2.1.2. Implementation, application

The word *implementation* is used to mean any specific implementation of the full SystemC AMS class library as defined in this standard, only the public interface of which need be exposed to the application.

The word *application* is used to mean a C++ program, written by an end user, that uses the SystemC AMS class library, that is, uses classes, functions, or macros defined in this standard.

2.1.3. Call, called from, derived from

The term *call* is taken to mean call directly or indirectly. Call indirectly means call an intermediate function which in turn calls the function in question, where the chain of function calls may be extended indefinitely.

Similarly, *called from* means called from directly or indirectly.

Except where explicitly qualified, the term *derived from* is taken to mean derived directly or indirectly from. Derived indirectly from means derived from one or more intermediate base classes.

2.1.4. Specific technical terms

The specific technical terms as defined in IEEE Std 1666-2011 (SystemC Language Reference Manual) also apply for the AMS extensions. In addition, the following technical terms are defined:

A *model of computation* (MoC) is a set of rules defining the behavior and interaction between AMS primitive modules. The defined models of computation in this standard are: timed data flow (TDF), linear signal flow (LSF) and electrical linear networks (ELN).

A *cluster* is a set of AMS primitive modules connected by channels via AMS ports, which have no defined decoupling semantics. All modules have to be associated with the same model of computation.

An *AMS primitive module* is a class derived from the class `sca_core::sca_module` and associated with a model of computation. A primitive module cannot be hierarchically decomposed and contains no child modules or channels. A TDF module is a primitive module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module`. An LSF module is a primitive module derived from class `sca_lsf::sca_module`. An ELN module is a primitive module derived from class `sca_eln::sca_module`.

An *AMS port* is a class derived from the class `sca_core::sca_port` and associated with a model of computation. A primitive port is a part of a primitive module.

An *AMS terminal* is a class derived from the class `sca_core::sca_port` and associated with the electrical linear networks model of computation.

An *AMS interface* is a class derived from the class `sca_core::sca_interface` and associated with a model of computation.
An AMS interface proper is an abstract class derived from the class sca_core::sca_interface and associated with a model of computation.

An AMS channel is a non-abstract class derived from one or more interfaces and associated with a model of computation.

An AMS node is an object of the class sca_eln::sca_node or sca_eln::sca_node_ref and is an AMS channel associated with the electrical linear networks model of computation.

An AMS signal is an object of the class sca_tdf::sca_signal or sca_lsf::sca_signal and is an AMS channel associated with the timed data flow or linear signal flow model of computation, respectively.

2.2. Syntactical conventions

2.2.1. Implementation-defined

The italicized term implementation-defined is used where part of a C++ definition is omitted from this standard. In such cases, an implementation shall provide an appropriate definition that honors the semantics defined in this standard.

2.2.2. Disabled

The italicized term disabled is used within a C++ class definition to indicate a group of member functions that shall be disabled by the implementation so that they cannot be called by an application. The disabled member functions are typically the default constructor, the copy constructor, or the assignment operator.

2.2.3. Ellipsis

An ellipse, which consists of three consecutive dots (...), is used to indicate that irrelevant or repetitive parts of a C++ code listing or example have been omitted for clarity.

2.2.4. Class names

Class names italicized and annotated with a superscript dagger (†) should not be used explicitly within an application. Moreover, an application shall not create an object of such a class. An implementation is strongly recommended to use the given class name. However, an implementation may substitute an alternative class name in place of every occurrence of a particular daggered class name.

Only the class name is being considered here. Whether any part of the definition of the class is implementation-defined is a separate issue.

The class names in question are the following:

- sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy†
- sca_core::sca_assign_to_proxy†
- sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy†
- sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy†
- sca_util::sca_information_mask†
- sca_util::sca_traceable_object†

2.2.5. Prefixes for AMS extensions

The AMS extensions are denoted with the prefix sca_ for namespaces, classes, functions, global definitions and variables and with the prefix SCA_ for macros and enumeration values.

An application shall not make use of these prefixes for namespaces, functions, global definitions, variables, macros, and classes derived from the classes as defined in this standard.

2.3. Typographical conventions

The following typographical conventions are used in this standard:
1. The italic font is used for:
   - Arguments of member functions in class definitions and in the text that are generally substituted with real values by the implementation or application.

2. The bold font is used for all reserved keywords of SystemC and the AMS extensions as defined in namespaces, macros, constants, enum literals, classes, member functions, data members and types.

3. The constant-width (Courier) font is used:
   - for the SystemC AMS class definition including its member functions, data members and data types.
   - to illustrate SystemC AMS language examples when the exact usage is depicted.
   - for references to the SystemC AMS language syntax and headers.

The conventions listed previously are for ease of reading only. Editorial inconsistencies in the use of typography are unintentional and have no normative meaning in this standard.

2.4. Semantic conventions

2.4.1. Class definitions and the inheritance hierarchy

An implementation may differ from this standard in that an implementation may introduce additional base classes, class members, and friends to the classes defined in this standard. An implementation may modify the inheritance hierarchy by moving class members defined by this standard into base classes not defined by this standard. Such additions and modifications may be made as necessary in order to implement the semantics defined by this standard or in order to introduce additional functionality not defined by this standard.

2.4.2. Function definitions and side-effects

This standard explicitly defines the semantics of the C++ functions for the AMS class library for SystemC. Such functions shall not have any side-effects that would contradict the behavior explicitly mandated by this standard. In general, the reader should assume the common-sense rule that if it is explicitly stated that a function shall perform action A, that function shall not perform any action other than A, either directly or by calling another function defined in this standard. However, a function may, and indeed in certain circumstances shall, perform any tasks necessary for resource management, performance optimization, or to support any ancillary features of an implementation. As an example of resource management, it is assumed that a destructor will perform any tasks necessary to release the resources allocated by the corresponding constructor. As an example of an ancillary feature, an implementation could have the constructor for class `sca_core::sca_module` increment a count of the number of module instances in the module hierarchy.

2.4.3. Functions whose return type is a reference or a pointer

Many functions in this standard return a reference to an object or a pointer to an object, that is, the return type of the function is a reference or a pointer. This subclause gives some general rules defining the lifetime and the validity of such objects.

An object returned from a function by pointer or by reference is said to be valid during any period in which the object is not deleted and the value or behavior of the object remains accessible to the application. If an application refers to the returned object after it ceases to be valid, the behavior of the implementation shall be undefined.

2.4.3.1. Functions that return *this or an actual argument

In certain cases, the object returned is either an object (*this) returned by reference from its own member function (for example, the assignment operators), or is an object that was passed by reference as an actual argument to the function being called (for example, std::ostream& operator<<(std::ostream&, const T&) ).
In either case, the function call itself places no additional obligations on the implementation concerning the lifetime and validity of the object following return from the function call.

### 2.4.3.2. Functions that return const char*

Certain functions have the return type const char*, that is, they return a pointer to a null-terminated character string. The const char* pointer shall remain valid for the whole lifetime of the object associated to the member function, which returns this pointer.

### 2.4.4. Namespaces and internal naming

An implementation shall place every declaration and definition specified by this standard within one of the following namespaces: sca_core, sca_tdf, sca_lsf, sca_eln, sca_ac_analysis, or sca_util.

The core language base classes shall be placed in the namespace sca_core.

For the predefined models of computation, the following namespaces shall be used:

- The predefined classes for timed data flow shall be placed in the namespace sca_tdf.
- The predefined classes for linear signal flow shall be placed in the namespace sca_lsf.
- The predefined classes for electrical linear networks shall be placed in the namespace sca_eln.

The predefined classes for small-signal frequency-domain analyses shall be placed in the namespace sca_ac_analysis. The utilities shall be placed in the namespace sca_util.

It is recommended that an implementation uses nested namespaces within sca_core, sca_tdf, sca_lsf, sca_eln, sca_ac_analysis, and sca_util in order to reduce to a minimum the number of implementation-defined names in these namespaces.

For predefined primitive modules, which use ports to connect to a different model of computation, the namespace associated with the connected model of computation shall be used as nested namespace. The nested namespace sca_de shall be used for modules or ports, which are used to connect to SystemC discrete-event channels or ports.

In general, the choice of internal, implementation-specific names within an implementation can cause naming conflicts within an application. It is up to the implementor to choose names that are unlikely to cause naming conflicts within an application.

### 2.4.5. Non-compliant applications and errors

In the case where an application fails to meet an obligation imposed by this standard, the behavior of the AMS implementation shall be undefined in general. When this results in the violation of a diagnosable rule of the C++ standard, the C++ implementation will issue a diagnostic message in conformance with the C++ standard.

When this standard explicitly states that the failure of an application to meet a specific obligation is an error or a warning, the AMS implementation shall generate a diagnostic message by calling the function sc_core::sc_report_handler::report. In the case of an error, the implementation shall call function report with a severity of sc_core::SC_ERROR. In the case of a warning, the implementation shall call function report with a severity of sc_core::SC_WARNING.

An implementation or an application may choose to suppress run-time error checking and diagnostic messages because of considerations of efficiency or practicality. For example, an application may call member function set_actions of class sc_core::sc_report_handler to take no action for certain categories of reports. An application that fails to meet the obligations imposed by this standard remains in error. There are cases where this standard states explicitly that a certain behavior or result is undefined. This standard places no obligations on the implementation in such a circumstance. In particular, such a circumstance may or may not result in an error or a warning.
2.5. Notes and examples

Notes appear at the end of certain subclauses, designated by the upper-case word “NOTE”. Notes often describe consequences of rules defined elsewhere in this standard. Certain subclauses include examples consisting of fragments of C++ source code. Such notes and examples are informative to help the reader but are not an official part of this standard.
3. Core language definitions

3.1. Class header files

To use the AMS class library features, an application shall include either of the C++ header files specified in this subclause at appropriate positions in the source code as required by the scope and linkage rules of C++.

3.1.1. #include “systemc-ams”

The header file named systemc-ams shall add the names sca_core, sca_tdf, sca_lsf, sca_eln, sca_ac_analysis, and sca_util, as well as the names defined in IEEE Std 1666-2011 for the header file named systemc, to the declarative region in which it is included. The header file systemc-ams shall not introduce into the declarative region, in which it is included, any other names from this standard or any names from the standard C or C++ libraries.

It is recommended that applications include the header file systemc-ams rather than the header file systemc-ams.h.

3.1.2. #include “systemc-ams.h”

The header file named systemc-ams.h shall add names from the namespace sca_core, sca_ac_analysis, sca_util, and sca_tdf as defined in this subclause to the declarative region, in which it is included. It is recommended that an implementation keeps the number of additional implementation-specific names introduced by this header file to a minimum.

The header file systemc-ams.h is provided for backward compatibility with earlier versions of the SystemC AMS extensions and may be deprecated in future versions of this standard.

The header file systemc-ams.h shall include at least the following:

```cpp
#include "systemc.h"
#include "systemc-ams"

// Using declarations for the following names in the sca_ac_analysis namespace
using sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_start;
using sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_noise_start;
using sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac;
using sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_is_running;
using sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_noise;
using sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_noise_is_running;
using sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_f;
using sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_w;
using sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_s;
using sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_delay;
using sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_ltf_nd;
using sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_ltf_sp;
using sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_ss;
using sca_ac_analysis::SCA_LOG;
using sca_ac_analysis::SCA_LIN;

// Using declarations for the following names in the sca_util namespace
using sca_util::sca_trace_file;
using sca_util::sca_trace;
using sca_util::sca_create_tabular_trace_file;
using sca_util::sca_close_tabular_trace_file;
using sca_util::sca_create_vcd_trace_file;
using sca_util::sca_close_vcd_trace_file;
using sca_util::sca_write_comment;
using sca_util::sca_complex;
using sca_util::sca_matrix;
using sca_util::sca_vector;
using sca_util::sca_create_vector;
using sca_util::sca_information_on;
using sca_util::sca_information_off;
using sca_util::SCA_AC_REAL_IMAG;
using sca_util::SCA_AC_MAG_RAD;
using sca_util::SCA_AC_DB_DEG;
using sca_util::SCA_NOISE_SUM;
using sca_util::SCA_NOISE_ALL;
using sca_util::SCA_INTERPOLATE;
```
using sca_util::SCA_DONT_INTERPOLATE;
using sca_util::SCA_HOLD_SAMPLE;
using sca_util::sca_sc_format;
using sca_util::sca_noise_format;
using sca_util::sca_decimation;
using sca_util::sca_sampling;
using sca_util::sca_multirate;
using sca_util::SCA_COMPLEX_J;
using sca_util::SCA_INFINITY;
using sca_util::SCA_UNDEFINED;

namespace sca_info = sca_util::sca_info;

using sca_core::sca_parameter;
using sca_core::sca_time;
using sca_core::sca_max_time;
using sca_core::sca_copyright;
using sca_core::sca_version;
using sca_core::sca_release;

using sca_tdf::SCA_CT_CUT;
using sca_tdf::SCA_DT_CUT;
using sca_tdf::SCA_NO_CUT;

3.2. Base class definitions
All names used in the base class definitions shall be placed in the namespace sca_core.

3.2.1. sca_core::sca_module

3.2.1.1. Description
The class sca_core::sca_module shall define the base class to derive primitive modules for the predefined models of computation.

3.2.1.2. Class definition
namespace sca_core {

    class sca_module : public sc_core::sc_module {
    public:
        virtual const char* kind() const;
        virtual void set_timestep( const sca_core::sca_time& );
        virtual void set_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );
        virtual void set_max_timestep( const sca_core::sca_time& );
        virtual void set_max_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );

    protected:
        sca_module();
        virtual ~sca_module();
    };

    #define SCA_CTOR(name) implementation-defined name( sc_core::sc_module_name )

} // namespace sca_core

3.2.1.3. Constraints on usage
Any primitive module as defined in Clause 4 shall be publicly derived from class sca_core::sca_module.

Objects of class sca_core::sca_module can only be constructed during elaboration. It shall be an error to instantiate a primitive module during simulation.

Although class sca_core::sca_module is derived from class sc_core::sc_module, the use of classes, member functions, and functions, which have direct access to the SystemC kernel shall not be allowed in the context of a module derived from class sca_core::sca_module.

The following member functions of class sc_core::sc_module shall not be called in the context of a module derived from class sca_core::sca_module:
- All forms of member function `sc_core::sc_module::wait`.
- All forms of member function `sc_core::sc_module::next_trigger`.
- All forms of member function `sc_core::sc_module::reset_signal_is`.
- All forms of member function `sc_core::sc_module::async_reset_signal_is`.
- Member function `sc_core::sc_module::dont_initialize`.
- Member function `sc_core::sc_module::set_stack_size`.

The following macros shall not be used in the context of a module derived from class `sca_core::sca_module`:
- Macro `SC_CTOR`.
- Macro `SC_HAS_PROCESS`.
- Macro `SC_METHOD`.
- Macro `SC_THREAD`.
- Macro `SC_CTHREAD`.
- Macro `SC_FORK`.
- Macro `SC_JOIN`.

The following functions shall not be used in the context of a module derived from class `sca_core::sca_module`:
- All forms of function `sc_core::wait`.
- All forms of function `sc_core::next_trigger`.
- Function `sc_core::sc_time_stamp`.
- Function `sc_core::sc_delta_count`.
- Function `sc_core::sc_get_current_process_handle`.
- Function `sc_core::sc_spawn`.

Objects of the following classes shall not be created in the context of modules derived from class `sca_core::sca_module`:
- Objects of class `sc_core::sc_event`.
- Objects of class `sc_core::sc_process_handle`.
- All objects which are derived from class `sc_core::sc_export_base`.
- All objects which are derived from class `sc_core::sc_interface`.
- All objects which are derived from class `sc_core::sc_module`.
- All objects which are derived from class `sc_core::sc_port_base` and not from `sca_core::sca_port`.

An application shall not derive from class `sca_core::sca_module` directly, but shall use the primitive modules defined in Clause 4.

### 3.2.1.4. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string "sca_core::sca_module".

### 3.2.1.5. set_timestep

```cpp
virtual void set_timestep( const sca_core::sca_time& );
virtual void set_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );
```

The member function `set_timestep` shall define the timestep of the module according to the execution semantics of the associated predefined model of computation (see 4.1.3, 4.2.3, 4.3.3). If the member function is not called, the current timestep of the module is computed as defined in the execution semantics of the associated predefined model of computation. It shall be an error to call this function
after the first `sc_core::sc_module::end_of_elaboration` callback has been executed, except in the context of the callbacks `set_attributes` and `change_attributes` of the current module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module` (see 4.1.1.6).

### 3.2.1.6. set_max_timestep

```cpp
default virtual void set_max_timestep( const sc_core::sca_time& );
default virtual void set_max_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );
```

The member function `set_max_timestep` shall define the maximum timestep or the latest first activation time after elaboration of the module according to the execution semantics of the associated predefined model of computation (see 4.1.3, 4.2.3, 4.3.3). If `set_max_timestep` is not called, an implementation shall set the maximum timestep to the value returned by function `sca_core::sca_max_time`. It shall be an error to call this function after the first `sc_core::sc_module::end_of_elaboration` callback has been executed, except in the context of the callbacks `set_attributes` and `change_attributes` of the current module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module` (see 4.1.1.6).

### 3.2.1.7. SCA_CTOR

The macro `SCA_CTOR` is provided for convenience when declaring or defining a constructor for a module derived from class `sca_core::sca_module`. The macro shall only be used at a place where the rules of C++ permit a constructor to be declared and can be used as the declarator of a constructor declaration or a constructor definition. The name of the module class being constructed shall be passed as the argument to the macro.

### 3.2.2. sca_core::sca_interface

#### 3.2.2.1. Description

The class `sca_core::sca_interface` shall define the base class to derive interfaces for the predefined models of computation.

#### 3.2.2.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_core {

    class sca_interface : public sc_core::sc_interface {
    {
        // Protected
        sca_interface();

        // Private
        // Disabled
        sca_interface( const sca_core::sca_interface& );
        sca_core::sca_interface& operator= ( const sca_core::sca_interface& );
    };

    } // namespace sca_core

    3.2.2.3. Constraints on usage

    An application shall not use class `sca_core::sca_interface` as the direct base class for any class other than an interface proper.

### 3.2.3. sca_core::sca_prim_channel

#### 3.2.3.1. Description

The class `sca_core::sca_prim_channel` shall be used as base class to derive primitive channels for the predefined models of computation.

#### 3.2.3.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_core {

```
### 3.2.3.3. Constraints on usage

Any primitive channel as defined in Clause 4 shall be publicly derived from class `sca_core::sca_prim_channel`.

Objects of class `sca_core::sca_prim_channel` can only be constructed during elaboration. It shall be an error to instantiate a primitive channel during simulation.

**NOTE**—Because the constructors are protected, class `sca_core::sca_prim_channel` cannot be instantiated directly. An application shall use only the channels defined in Clause 4 and shall not derive directly any channel from this class.

### 3.2.3.4. Constructors

```cpp
sca_prim_channel();
explicit sca_prim_channel( const char* );
```

The constructor for class `sca_core::sca_prim_channel` shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class `sc_core::sc_object` to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function `sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name("sca_prim_channel")` to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class `sc_core::sc_object`.

### 3.2.3.5. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string "sca_core::sca_prim_channel".

### 3.2.4. sca_core::sca_port

#### 3.2.4.1. Description

The class `sca_core::sca_port` shall define the base class to derive ports for the predefined models of computation. The class `sca_core::sca_port` shall implement the interface of class `sca_util::sca_traceable_object`, in such a way that the channel, to which the port is bound, can be traced.

#### 3.2.4.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_core {
    template <class IF>
    class sca_port : public sc_core::sca_object,
                    public sca_util::sca_traceable_object
    {
        public:
            virtual const char* kind() const;
    }
} // namespace sca_core
```
protected:
    sca_port();
    explicit sca_port( const char* );
    virtual ~sca_port();
};
} // namespace sca_core

3.2.4.3. Template parameter IF

The argument of template sca_core::sca_port shall be the name of an interface proper. The interface shall be derived from class sc_core::sc_interface.

3.2.4.4. Constraints on usage

An application shall not use the class sca_core::sca_port to instantiate ports, but shall use the ports defined in Clause 4.

3.2.4.5. Constructors

sca_port();
explicit sca_port( const char* );

The constructor for class sca_core::sca_port shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class sc_core::sc_port to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name("sca_port") to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class sc_core::sc_port.

3.2.4.6. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_core::sca_port".

3.2.5. sca_core::sca_time

The class sca_core::sca_time shall be used to represent simulation time for the AMS extensions.

namespace sca_core { typedef sc_core::sc_time sca_time; }

NOTE—The type sca_core::sca_time has been introduced to facilitate future extensions to decouple the time resolution used in the AMS extensions from the time resolution as defined in IEEE Std 1666-2011 (SystemC Language Reference Manual).

3.2.6. sca_core::sca_max_time

The implementation shall provide a function sca_core::sca_max_time with the following declaration:

namespace sca_core { const sca_core::sca_time& sca_max_time(); }

The function sca_core::sca_max_time shall return the maximum value of type sca_core::sca_time, calculated after taking into account the time resolution. Since function sca_core::sca_max_time necessarily returns a reference to an object of type sca_core::sca_time that represents a non-zero time value, the time resolution cannot be modified after a call to sca_core::sca_max_time. Every call to sca_core::sca_max_time during a given simulation run shall return an object having the same value and representing the maximum simulation time. The actual value is implementation-defined. Whether each call to sca_core::sca_max_time returns a reference to the same object or a different object is implementation-defined.
3.2.7. sca_core::sca_parameter_base

3.2.7.1. Description

The class `sca_core::sca_parameter_base` shall define a type independent base class for module parameters. After construction, parameters shall be unlocked.

NOTE—All instances of class `sca_core::sca_parameter_base` become part of the object hierarchy to facilitate the access to the primitive module parameter values.

3.2.7.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_core {

    class sca_parameter_base : public sc_core::sc_object {
    public:
        virtual const char* kind() const;
        virtual std::string to_string() const = 0;
        virtual void print(std::ostream& os = std::cout) const = 0;
        void lock();
        void unlock();
        bool is_locked() const;

    protected:
        sca_parameter_base();
        explicit sca_parameter_base(const char*);
        virtual ~sca_parameter_base();

    private:
        // Disabled
        sca_parameter_base(const sca_core::sca_parameter_base&);
        sca_core::sca_parameter_base& operator=(const sca_core::sca_parameter_base&);
        std::ostream& operator<<(std::ostream& os, const sca_core::sca_parameter_base&);
    } // namespace sca_core
```

3.2.7.3. Constructors

```cpp
sca_parameter_base();
explicit sca_parameter_base(const char*);
```

The constructor for class `sca_core::sca_parameter_base` shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class `sc_core::sc_object` to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function `sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name("sca_parameter_base")` to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class `sc_core::sc_object`.

3.2.7.4. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string "sca_core::sca_parameter_base".

3.2.7.5. to_string

```cpp
virtual std::string to_string() = 0;
```

The member function `to_string` shall perform the conversion of the parameter value to an object of class `std::string`.
3.2.7.6. print

virtual void print( std::ostream& os = std::cout ) = 0;

The member function print shall print the parameter value to the stream passed as an argument.

3.2.7.7. lock

void lock();

The member function lock shall prevent any further assignment to the parameter. It shall be an error if an assignment is executed on a locked parameter.

3.2.7.8. unlock

void unlock();

The member function unlock shall allow further assignments to the parameter.

3.2.7.9. is_locked

bool is_locked() const;

The member function is_locked shall return true if the parameter is locked; otherwise, it shall return false.

3.2.7.10. operator<<

std::ostream& operator<<( std::ostream& os, const sca_core::sca_parameter_base& );

The operator<< shall write the value of the parameter passed as the second argument to the stream passed as the first argument by calling the member function print( std::ostream ).

3.2.8. sca_core::sca_parameter

3.2.8.1. Description

The class sca_core::sca_parameter shall assign a parameter to a module.

3.2.8.2. Class definition

namespace sca_core {

    template<class T>
    class sca_parameter : public sca_core::sca_parameter_base
    {
        public:
            sca_parameter();
            explicit sca_parameter( const char* name_ );
            sca_parameter( const char* name_, const T& default_value );
            ~sca_parameter();

            virtual const char* kind() const;
            virtual std::string to_string() const;
            virtual void print( std::ostream& os = std::cout ) const;

            const T& get() const;
            operator const T&() const;

            void set( const T& );
        sca_core::sca_parameter<T>& operator= ( const T& value );
        sca_core::sca_parameter<T>& operator= ( const sca_core::sca_parameter<T>& value );
    };

}
3.2.8.3. Template parameter T

The argument passed as template parameter T shall be either a C++ type for which the predefined semantics for assignment are adequate (for example, a fundamental type or a pointer), or a type T that obeys each of the following rules:

a. The following stream operator shall be defined and should copy the state of the object given as the second argument to the stream given as the first argument. The way in which the state information is formatted is undefined by this standard.

```cpp
std::ostream & operator<<( std::ostream, const T& );
```

b. If the default assignment semantics are inadequate (in the sense given in this subclause), the following assignment operator should be defined for the type T. In either case (default assignment or explicit operator), the semantics of assignment should be sufficient to assign the state of an object of type T such that the value of the left operand is indistinguishable from the value of the right operand.

```cpp
const T& operator= ( const T& );
```

c. If any constructor for type T exists, a default constructor for type T shall be defined.

3.2.8.4. Constructors

The constructors shall only be called within the context of a sc_core::sc_module during module construction.

```cpp
sca_parameter();
```

The default constructor shall call function sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name("sca_parameter") to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class sc_core::sca_parameter_base. The actual parameter value shall be created by the default constructor of the corresponding type.

```cpp
explicit sca_parameter( const char* name_ );
```

The constructor shall pass the character string name_ through to the constructor belonging to the base class sc_core::sca_parameter_base to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy. The actual parameter value shall be created by the default constructor of the corresponding type.

```cpp
sca_parameter( const char* name_, const T& default_value );
```

The constructor shall pass the character string name_ through to the constructor belonging to the base class sc_core::sca_parameter_base to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy. The actual parameter value shall be created by the default constructor and initialized with the default value default_value.

3.2.8.5. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_core::sca_parameter”.

3.2.8.6. to_string

```cpp
virtual std::string to_string() const;
```

The member function to_string shall perform the conversion of the parameter value to an object of class std::string. Conversion shall be done by calling operator<<( std::ostream&, const T& ). (See 3.2.8.3.)
3.2.8.7. print

 virtual void print( std::ostream& os = std::cout ) const ;

The member function print shall print the current parameter value to the stream passed as an argument by calling operator<<( std::ostream&, const T& ). (See 3.2.8.3.)

3.2.8.8. get

 const T& get() const ;
 operator const T&() const ;

The member function get and operator const T& shall return a const reference to the actual parameter value. If the member functions lock or unlock were not yet executed, the member function get and operator const T& shall execute the member function lock of the base class sca_core::sca_parameter_base.

3.2.8.9. set

 void set( const T& value );
 sca_core::sca_parameter<T>& operator= ( const T& value );

The member function set and operator= shall assign the value to the parameter.

 sca_core::sca_parameter<T>& operator= ( const sca_core::sca_parameter<T>& value );

The operator= shall copy the value of the parameter passed as argument.

3.2.9. sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy†

3.2.9.1. Description

The class sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy† shall be a helper class to facilitate the implementation of the assignment operator from one class to another.

NOTE—This class is the base class of sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy† and sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy†, to implement the assignment of the values returned by these classes to a port or vector, which type is passed to this base class as template parameter of type T.

3.2.9.2. Class definition

 namespace sca_core {
   template<class T>
   class sca_assign_from_proxy†
   {
     implementation-defined
   };
 } // namespace sca_core

3.2.9.3. Constraint on usage

An application shall not explicitly create an instance of class sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy†.

3.2.10. sca_core::sca_assign_to_proxy†

3.2.10.1. Description

The class sca_core::sca_assign_to_proxy† shall be a helper class to facilitate the implementation of operators to assign values to an object.

NOTE—This class is used to support the implementation of the operator[] for the classes sca_tdf::sca_out, sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out and sca_tdf::sca_trace_variable.
3.2.10.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_core {

  template <class T, class TV>
  class sca_assign_to_proxy {
    sca_core::sca_assign_to_proxy<T, TV>& operator= ( const TV& value );
  };

} // namespace sca_core
```

3.2.10.3. operator=

```cpp
sca_assign_to_proxy<T, TV>& operator= ( const TV& value );
```

The `operator=` performs the assignment of value `value` to an object of class `T`.

3.2.10.4. Constraint on usage

An application shall not explicitly create an instance of class `sca_core::sca_assign_to_proxy`.
4. Predefined models of computation

4.1. Timed data flow model of computation

The TDF model of computation shall define the procedural behavior that processes samples, which are
tagged in time. A TDF module shall define time domain processing, which is activated when a predefined
number of samples is available at its input port(s), and generates a predefined number of output samples at
its output port(s). Since the number of read and written samples is known and fixed, the activation schedule
of a set of connected TDF modules can be statically determined. For the communication with the SystemC
kernel, predefined specialized ports shall be used to maintain synchronization. For synchronization, the
tagged time of the samples shall be used. A TDF module is a primitive module that cannot be further
hierarchically decomposed.

4.1.1. TDF class definitions

All names used in the TDF class definitions shall be placed in the namespace `sca_tdf`.

4.1.1.1. `sca_tdf::sca_module`

4.1.1.1.1. Description

The class `sca_tdf::sca_module` shall define the base class for all TDF primitive modules.

4.1.1.1.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_tdf {

class sca_module : public sca_core::sca_module
{
    public:
        virtual const char* kind() const;

    protected:
        typedef void (sca_tdf::sca_module::*sca_module_method)();

        virtual void set_attributes();
        virtual void change_attributes();
        virtual void initialize();
        virtual void reinitialize();
        virtual void processing();
        virtual void ac_processing();

        void register_processing(sca_tdf::sca_module::sca_module_method);
        void register_ac_processing(sca_tdf::sca_module::sca_module_method);

        void request_next_activation(const sca_core::sca_time&);
        void request_next_activation(double, sca_core::sc_time_unit);
        void request_next_activation(const sca_core::sc_event&);
        void request_next_activation(const sca_core::sca_time&, const sca_core::sc_event_or_list&);
        void request_next_activation(const sca_core::sca_time&, const sca_core::sc_event_and_list&);
        void request_next_activation(double, sca_core::sca_time_unit, const sca_core::sc_event_or_list&);
        void request_next_activation(double, sca_core::sca_time_unit, const sca_core::sc_event_and_list&);

        template< class T>
        void request_next_activation(const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<T>&);

        void accept_attribute_changes();
        void reject_attribute_changes();
        void does_attribute_changes();
        void does_no_attribute_changes();

        sca_core::sca_time get_time() const;
        sca_core::sca_time get_timestep() const;
        sca_core::sca_time get_max_timestep() const;
        sca_core::sca_time get_last_timestep() const;

        bool is_dynamic() const;
        bool are_attribute_changes_allowed() const;
};
```
bool are_attributes_changed() const;
bool is_timestep_changed() const;

explicit sca_module( sc_core::sc_module_name );
sca_module();
virtual ~sca_module();
};

#define SCA_TDF_MODULE(name) struct
  name : sca_tdf::sca_module
} // namespace sca_tdf

4.1.1.1.3. Constraints on usage

Modules, channels, signals, and ports outside of the namespace sca_tdf shall not be instantiated in the context of class sca_tdf::sca_module.

Objects of class sca_tdf::sca_module can only be constructed during elaboration. It shall be an error to instantiate such a module during simulation. Every class derived (directly or indirectly) from class sca_tdf::sca_module shall have at least one constructor. Every such constructor shall have one and only one argument of class sc_core::sc_module_name. A string-valued argument shall be passed to the constructor of every module instance.

Inter-module communication for TDF modules shall be accomplished using interface method calls, that is, a module should communicate with its environment through its ports.

4.1.1.1.4. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_tdf::sca_module”.

4.1.1.1.5. set_attributes

virtual void set_attributes();

The member function set_attributes shall provide a context to set attributes, which are required for TDF MoC elaboration (see 4.1.3). The attributes can be defined using the member functions set_timestep, set_max_timestep, and request_next_activation of a TDF module and member functions set_timestep, set_max_timestep, set_delay, and set_rate for ports of classes sca_tdf::sca_in, sca_tdf::sca_out, sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in, sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out, and in addition set_ct_delay for ports of classes sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_CT_CUT, INTERP> and sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_DT_CUT>. The member function set_attributes shall be called during the elaboration phase (see 4.1.3.1.1). The application shall not call this member function.

4.1.1.1.6. change_attributes

virtual void change_attributes();

The member function change_attributes shall provide a context to change attributes of the TDF module and its ports. The attributes can be changed using the member functions set_timestep, set_max_timestep, or request_next_activation of a TDF module and member functions set_timestep, set_max_timestep, set_delay, and set_rate for ports of classes sca_tdf::sca_in, sca_tdf::sca_out, sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in, sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out, and in addition set_ct_delay for ports of classes sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_CT_CUT, INTERP> and sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_DT_CUT>. The member function shall only be called during simulation (see 4.1.3.2). The application shall not call this member function.

4.1.1.1.7. initialize

virtual void initialize();

The member function initialize shall provide a context to set initial values to member variables and ports. In the context of member function initialize, the application should initialize the delay samples of all ports
if their delay attribute has been set to a value greater than zero. The member function shall only be called during simulation (see 4.1.3.2.1). The application shall not call this member function.

### 4.1.1.1.8. `reinitialize`

```cpp
template<typename ScaModule>
virtual void reinitialize();
```

The member function `reinitialize` shall provide a context to reinitialize values to member variables and ports. The member function shall be called after each cluster execution period (see 4.1.3.2.3). The application shall not call this member function.

**NOTE**—The member function may be used to reinitialize the delay samples of the associated ports by using the member function `initialize` in case of attribute changes.

### 4.1.1.1.9. `processing`

```cpp
template<typename ScaModule>
virtual void processing();
```

The member function `processing` shall provide a context to define the time-domain behavior of the TDF module. It may be replaced by a registered application-defined member function (see 4.1.1.1.11). It shall be a warning if a TDF module does not implement a single member function `processing` or a registered application-defined member function when time-domain simulation starts. If no application-defined member function is registered, this member function shall be called during time-domain simulation (see 5.1). The application shall not call this member function.

### 4.1.1.1.10. `ac_processing`

```cpp
template<typename ScaModule>
virtual void ac_processing();
```

The member function `ac_processing` shall provide a context to define the small-signal frequency-domain behavior of the TDF module. It may be replaced by a registered application-defined member function (see 4.1.1.1.12). If no application-defined member function is registered, this function shall be called during small-signal frequency-domain simulation (see 5.2). The application shall not call this member function.

### 4.1.1.1.11. `register_processing`

```cpp
void register_processing(ScaModule::ScaModuleMethod);
```

The member function `register_processing` shall register a time-domain processing member function as a replacement to the default time-domain processing member function `processing`. The argument shall be a pointer to a member function of the TDF module. The registered application-defined member function shall behave in the same way as defined in member function `processing` (see 4.1.1.1.9). The member function `register_processing` shall only be called during module construction; otherwise, it shall be an error. It shall be an error if more than one member function is registered.

### 4.1.1.1.12. `register_ac_processing`

```cpp
void register_ac_processing(ScaModule::ScaModuleMethod);
```

The member function `register_ac_processing` shall register a small-signal frequency-domain processing member function as a replacement to the default small-signal frequency-domain processing member function `ac_processing`. The argument shall be a pointer to a member function of the TDF module. The registered application-defined member function shall behave in the same way as defined in member function `ac_processing` (see 4.1.1.1.10). The member function `register_ac_processing` shall only be called during module construction; otherwise, it shall be an error. It shall be an error if more than one member function is registered.

### 4.1.1.1.13. `request_next_activation`

The member function `request_next_activation` shall override the propagated timestep defined by the member function `set_timestep` of the TDF modules and ports for the next module activation. The next module activation shall be no later than the time requested by this member function.
The time given as argument shall be taken to be relative to the time in the context of the member function `change_attributes` of the current module, in which the member function `request_next_activation` is called.

**NOTE**—The propagated maximum timestep defined by the member function `set_max_timestep` is always respected.

```cpp
void request_next_activation( const sca_core::sca_time& );
void request_next_activation( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );
```

The next module activation is requested after the time given as an argument has elapsed.

```cpp
void request_next_activation( const sc_core::sc_event& );
```

The next module activation is requested when the event, passed as an argument, is notified.

```cpp
void request_next_activation( const sca_core::sca_time&, const sc_core::sc_event& );
void request_next_activation( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit, const sc_core::sc_event& );
```

The next module activation is requested after the time given as an argument has elapsed or when the given event is notified, whichever occurs first.

```cpp
void request_next_activation( const sc_core::sc_event_or_list& );
void request_next_activation( const sc_core::sc_event_and_list& );
```

The next module activation is requested based on the event list, passed as argument.

```cpp
void request_next_activation( const sca_core::sca_time&, const sc_core::sc_event_or_list& );
void request_next_activation( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit, const sc_core::sc_event_or_list& );
void request_next_activation( const sca_core::sca_time&, const sc_core::sc_event_and_list& );
void request_next_activation( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit, const sc_core::sc_event_and_list& );
```

The next module activation is requested after the time given as an argument has elapsed or in response to the given event or event list, passed as argument, whichever is satisfied first.

```cpp
template<class T>
void request_next_activation( const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<T>& );
```

The next module activation is requested when the event, which is returned by the member function `default_event` of the port, passed as an argument, is notified.

**4.1.1.14. accept_attribute_changes**

```cpp
void accept_attribute_changes();
```

The member function `accept_attribute_changes` shall mark a TDF module to accept attribute changes caused by other TDF modules, which belong to the same TDF cluster, after all `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` callbacks of the current cluster execution have been executed (see 4.1.3.2.3). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `set_attributes`, `change_attributes`, or the constructor of the current TDF module.

**NOTE**—A TDF module, which accepts attribute changes is not allowed to change attributes itself, unless the member function `does_attribute_changes` has been called.

**4.1.1.15. reject_attribute_changes**

```cpp
void reject_attribute_changes();
```

The member function `reject_attribute_changes` shall mark a TDF module to reject attribute changes made by other TDF modules, which belong to the same TDF cluster, after all `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` callbacks of the current cluster execution have been executed (see 4.1.3.2.3). It shall be an error if the TDF module is marked to reject attribute changes, and if other TDF modules, which belong to the same
TDF cluster, change the attributes. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes, change_attributes, or the constructor of the current TDF module.

NOTE—A TDF module, which rejects attribute changes may still change attributes itself, as long as the member function does_attribute_changes has been called.

4.1.1.16. does_attribute_changes

```cpp
void does_attribute_changes();
```

The member function does_attribute_changes shall mark a TDF module to allow it to make attribute changes after all set_attributes or change_attributes callbacks of the current cluster execution have been executed (see 4.1.3.2.3). It shall be a warning if the TDF module is marked to allow making attribute changes and if there is no change_attributes callback implemented in the TDF module. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes, change_attributes, or the constructor of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.17. does_no_attribute_changes

```cpp
void does_no_attribute_changes();
```

The member function does_no_attribute_changes shall mark a TDF module to disallow it to make attribute changes after all set_attributes or change_attributes callbacks of the current cluster execution have been executed (see 4.1.3.2.3). It shall be an error if the TDF module is marked to disallow making attribute changes, but changes its attributes or the ones of its ports. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes, change_attributes, or the constructor of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.18. get_time

```cpp
sca_core::sca_time get_time() const;
```

The member function get_time shall return the current module time of type sca_core::sca_time. It represents the time of the first input sample of the current module activation. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

NOTE—The function sc_core::sc_time_stamp should not be used in a TDF module as there may be time offsets between the current module time of the TDF module and the SystemC kernel time.

4.1.1.19. get_timestep

```cpp
sca_core::sca_time get_timestep() const;
```

The member function get_timestep shall return the current timestep of the module according to the execution semantics (see 4.1.3). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.20. get_max_timestep

```cpp
sca_core::sca_time get_max_timestep() const;
```

The member function get_max_timestep shall return the maximum timestep of the module according to the execution semantics (see 4.1.3), ignoring the timesteps set for all TDF modules and TDF ports through the member function set_timestep. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

NOTE—The member function request_next_activation will overrule the resolved timestep set by the member functions set_timestep of the TDF modules and needs to satisfy the resolved maximum timestep set by member functions set_max_timestep of the TDF modules. The member function get_max_timestep returns the maximum resolved timestep.
4.1.1.1.21. get_last_timestep

```
sc_core::sca_time get_last_timestep() const;
```

The member function `get_last_timestep` shall return the last non-zero module timestep of type `sc_core::sca_time` of the last module activation or before. For the first module activation, the member function shall return the propagated timestep. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.1.22. is_dynamic

```
bool is_dynamic() const;
```

The member function `is_dynamic` shall return true if at least one TDF module within the TDF cluster has been marked to allow making attribute changes using the member function `does_attribute_changes`. Otherwise, it shall return false. The state returned by the member function `is_dynamic` is updated after the execution of all member functions `change_attributes` of the current cluster (see 4.1.3.2.3). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.1.23. are_attribute_changes_allowed

```
bool are_attribute_changes_allowed() const;
```

The member function `are_attribute_changes_allowed` shall return true if changes to the attributes of the TDF module, in which the member function is called, and its ports are allowed. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.1.24. are_attributes_changed

```
bool are_attributes_changed() const;
```

In the context of the callbacks `processing` and `reinitialize`, the member function `are_attributes_changed` shall return true if the timestep, delay, or rate of the TDF module, or its ports, have changed since the last activation of the callback `processing`. In the context of the callback `change_attributes`, the member function `are_attributes_changed` shall return true if the timestep, delay, or rate of the TDF module, or its ports, have changed between the last activation and before last activation of the callback `processing`. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.1.25. is_timestep_changed

```
bool is_timestep_changed() const;
```

In the context of the callbacks `processing` and `reinitialize`, the member function `is_timestep_changed` shall return true if the timestep of the TDF module, or its ports, have changed since the last activation of the callback `processing`. In the context of the callback `change_attributes`, the member function `is_timestep_changed` shall return true if the timestep of the TDF module, or its ports, have changed between the last activation and before last activation of the callback `processing`. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

NOTE—A change in the propagated timestep (see 4.1.3.1.2) may change the TDF module or port timestep, which is then also detected by this member function.

4.1.1.1.26. Constructor

```
explicit sca_module(sc_core::sc_module_name);
```
sca_module();

Module names are managed by class `sc_core::sc_module_name`, not by class `sca_tdf::sca_module`. The string name of the module instance is initialized using the value of the string name passed as an argument to the constructor.

### 4.1.1.27. SCA_TDF_MODULE

The macro `SCA_TDF_MODULE` may be used to prefix the definition of a `sca_tdf::sca_module`, but the use of the macro is not obligatory.

Example:

```cpp
SCA_TDF_MODULE(M1)
{
    // ports, data members, member functions
    ...
    SCA_CTOR(M1);
};
M1::M1(sc_core::sc_module_name)
{
    // constructor body
}
```

### 4.1.1.2. sca_tdf::sca_signal_if

#### 4.1.1.2.1. Description

The class `sca_tdf::sca_signal_if` shall define an interface proper for a primitive channel of class `sca_tdf::sca_signal`. The interface class member functions are implementation-defined.

#### 4.1.1.2.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_tdf
{
    template<class T>
    class sca_signal_if : public sca_core::sca_interface
    {
        protected:
            sca_signal_if();

        private:
            // Other members
            implementation-defined

            // Disabled
            sca_signal_if( const sca_tdf::sca_signal_if<T>& );
            sca_tdf::sca_signal_if<T>& operator=( const sca_tdf::sca_signal_if<T>& );
    };
} // namespace sca_tdf
```

### 4.1.1.3. sca_tdf::sca_signal

#### 4.1.1.3.1. Description

The class `sca_tdf::sca_signal` shall define a primitive channel for the TDF MoC. It shall be used for connecting modules derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module` using port classes `sca_tdf::sca_in` and `sca_tdf::sca_out`. An application shall not access the associated interface directly.

#### 4.1.1.3.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_tdf
{
    template<class T>
    class sca_signal : public sca_tdf::sca_signal_if<T>,
                        public sca_core::sca_prim_channel
    {
        public:
```
sca_signal();
explicit sca_signal( const char* name_ );

private:
// Disabled
sca_signal( const sca_tdf::sca_signal<T>& );
};
} // namespace sca_tdf

4.1.1.3.3. Template parameter T

The argument passed as template parameter T shall be either a C++ type for which the predefined semantics for assignment are adequate (for example, a fundamental type or a pointer), or a type T that obeys each of the following rules:

a. The following stream operator shall be defined and should copy the state of the object given as the second argument to the stream given as the first argument. The way in which the state information is formatted is undefined by this standard. The implementation shall use this operator for writing trace values in time-domain simulation (see 6.1).

```cpp
std::ostream & operator<<( std::ostream &, const T& );
```

b. If the default assignment semantics are inadequate (in the sense given in this subclause), the following assignment operator should be defined for the type T. In either case (default assignment or explicit operator), the semantics of assignment should be sufficient to assign the state of an object of type T such that the value of the left operand is indistinguishable from the value of the right operand. The implementation shall use this assignment operator within the implementation for writing to or reading from ports of type T.

```cpp
const T& operator=( const T& );
```

c. If any constructor for type T exists, a default constructor for type T shall be defined.

4.1.1.3.4. Constructors

```cpp
sca_signal();
explicit sca_signal( const char* name_ );
```

The constructor for class sca_tdf::sca_signal shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_prim_channel to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name("sca_tdf::signal") to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_prim_channel.

4.1.1.3.5. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_tdf::signal".

4.1.1.4. sca_tdf::sca_defaultInterpolator

4.1.1.4.1. Description

The class sca_tdf::sca_defaultInterpolator shall define the default interpolation mechanism for the continuous-time decoupling port of class sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_CT_CUT, INTERP>. The specialized classes sca_tdf::sca_defaultInterpolator<double> and sca_tdf::sca_defaultInterpolator<sca_util::sca_complex> shall provide a default interpolation mechanism by interpreting the signal as continuous in time. For all other types, the class shall keep the value of the last available time point.
4.1.1.4.2. Class definition

namespace sca_tdf {

    template<class T>
    class sca_default_interpolator {
        public:
            void store_value( const sca_core::sca_time& time, const T& value );
            T get_value( const sca_core::sca_time& time ) const;
    };

    template<>
    class sca_default_interpolator<double> {
        public:
            void store_value( const sca_core::sca_time& time, const double& value );
            double get_value( const sca_core::sca_time& time ) const;
    };

    template<>
    class sca_default_interpolator<sca_util::sca_complex> {
        public:
            void store_value( const sca_core::sca_time& time, const sca_util::sca_complex& value );
            sca_util::sca_complex get_value( const sca_core::sca_time& time ) const;
    };

} // namespace sca_tdf

4.1.1.4.3. Template parameter T

The argument passed as template parameter T shall be either a C++ type for which the predefined semantics for assignment are adequate (for example, a fundamental type or a pointer), or a type T that obeys each of the following rules:

a. If the default assignment semantics are inadequate (in the sense given in this subclause), the following assignment operator should be defined for the type T. In either case (default assignment or explicit operator), the semantics of assignment should be sufficient to assign the state of an object of type T such that the value of the left operand is indistinguishable from the value of the right operand.

    const T& operator=( const T& );

b. If any constructor for type T exists, a default constructor for type T shall be defined.

4.1.1.4.4. store_value

void store_value( const sca_core::sca_time& time, const T& value );
void store_value( const sca_core::sca_time& time, const double& value );
void store_value( const sca_core::sca_time& time, const sca_util::sca_complex& value );

An implementation shall use the member function store_value to store a time-value pair to the interpolator class.

4.1.1.4.5. get_value

T get_value( const sca_core::sca_time& time ) const;
double get_value( const sca_core::sca_time& time ) const;
sca_util::sca_complex get_value( const sca_core::sca_time& time ) const;

An implementation shall use the member function get_value to return an interpolated value at a given time point given as argument.

4.1.1.5. sca_tdf::sca_in

4.1.1.5.1. Description

The class sca_tdf::sca_in shall define a port class for the TDF MoC. It provides functions for defining or getting attribute values (e.g., sampling rate or timestep), for initialization, and for reading input samples.
4.1.1.5.2. Class definition

namespace sca_tdf {

    template < class T>
    class sca_in : public sca_core::sca_port< sca_tdf::sca_signal_if<T> >
    {
        public:
            sca_in();
            explicit sca_in( const char *name_);

            void set_delay( unsigned long );
            void set_rate( unsigned long );
            void set_timestep( const sca_core::sca_time& );
            void set_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );
            void set_max_timestep( const sca_core::sca_time& );
            void set_max_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );

            unsigned long get_delay() const;
            unsigned long get_rate() const;
            sca_core::sca_time get_time( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
            sca_core::sca_time get_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
            virtual const char * kind() const;

            void initialize( const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
            const T& read_delayed_value( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;

            bool is_timestep_changed( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
            bool is_rate_changed() const;
            bool is_delay_changed() const;

            const T& operator[ ]( unsigned long sample_id ) const;

            private:
                // Disabled
                sca_in( const sca_tdf::sca_in<T>& );
                sca_tdf::sca_in<T>& operator= ( const sca_tdf::sca_in<T>& );
            }

} // namespace sca_tdf

4.1.1.5.3. Template parameter T

The argument passed as template parameter T shall be either a C++ type for which the predefined semantics for assignment are adequate (for example, a fundamental type or a pointer), or a type T that obeys each of the following rules:

a. The following stream operator shall be defined and should copy the state of the object given as the second argument to the stream given as the first argument. The way in which the state information is formatted is undefined by this standard. The implementation shall use this operator for writing trace values in time-domain simulation (see 6.1).

    std::ostream operator<< ( std::ostream, const T& );

b. If the default assignment semantics are inadequate (in the sense given in this subclause), the following assignment operator should be defined for the type T. In either case (default assignment or explicit operator), the semantics of assignment should be sufficient to assign the state of an object of type T such that the value of the left operand is indistinguishable from the value of the right operand. The implementation shall use this assignment operator within the implementation for writing to or reading from ports of type T.

    const T& operator= ( const T& );

c. If any constructor for type T exists, a default constructor for type T shall be defined.

4.1.1.5.4. Constructors

    sca_in();
explicit sca_in( const char* name_ );

The constructor for class sca_tdf::sca_in shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name("sca_tdf_in") to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port.

4.1.1.5.5. set_delay

void set_delay( unsigned long );

The member function set_delay shall define the number of samples to be inserted before the first input sample. If the member function is not called, the port shall have a delay of zero. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.5.6. set_rate

void set_rate( unsigned long );

The member function set_rate shall define the number of samples that can be read during the execution of the member function processing of the current TDF module by using member function read. The argument rate shall have a positive, nonzero value. If the member function is not called, the port rate shall be equal to 1. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.5.7. set_timestep

void set_timestep( const sca_core::sca_time& );
void set_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );

The member function set_timestep shall define the timestep between two consecutive samples. If the member function is not called, the current timestep of the port is computed as defined in the execution semantics (see 4.1.3). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.5.8. set_max_timestep

void set_max_timestep( const sca_core::sca_time& );
void set_max_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );

The member function set_max_timestep shall define the maximum timestep between two consecutive samples. If set_max_timestep is not called, an implementation shall set the maximum timestep to the value returned by function sca_core::sca_max_time. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.5.9. get_delay

unsigned long get_delay() const;

The member function get_delay shall return the delay set at the port. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes of the current TDF module.
4.1.1.5.10. get_rate

```c++
unsigned long get_rate() const;
```

The member function `get_rate` shall return the rate set at the port. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.5.11. get_time

```c++
sca_core::sca_time get_time( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `get_time` shall return the time of the sample with index `sample_id`. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

The following relation shall hold:

$$ P \text{get\_time}(\text{sample\_id}) = M \text{get\_time}() + \frac{M \text{get\_timestep() \cdot sample\_id}}{P \text{get\_rate}()} \tag{4.1} $$

where `P` is an instance of a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` and `M` is the parent module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module` (see 4.1.3).

NOTE—The relation is valid within the time resolution bound, which is returned by the function `sc_core::sc_get_time_resolution` (see 4.1.3.1.2).

4.1.1.5.12. get_timestep

```c++
sca_core::sca_time get_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `get_timestep` shall return the timestep between the preceding and current sample with index `sample_id`. If the preceding sample is not available, the member function shall return the propagated timestep (see 4.1.3.1.2). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.5.13. get_max_timestep

```c++
sca_core::sca_time get_max_timestep() const;
```

The member function `get_max_timestep` shall return the maximum timestep between two consecutive samples. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.5.14. get_last_timestep

```c++
sca_core::sca_time get_last_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `get_last_timestep` shall return the timestep between the two samples preceding the sample with index `sample_id`. If the timestep between these two preceding samples is equal to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`, the member function shall return the last non-zero timestep. If one or both of the preceding samples are not available or if all preceding timesteps are all equal to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`, the member function shall return the propagated timestep (see 4.1.3.1.2). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.5.15. kind

```c++
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string “`sca_tdf::sca_in`”.

```
4.1.1.5.16. initialize

```cpp
void initialize( const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
```

The member function `initialize` shall initialize one sample at the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the sample being written. The samples shall be indexed from zero to \( P \) \text{get_delay}() – 1, where \( P \) denotes the port. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port delay. This member function shall only be called in the member functions `initialize` or `reinitialize` of the current TDF module; otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive initializations with the same `sample_id` shall overwrite the value.

NOTE—The writing of an initial value to the port requires that the port has been assigned a delay using the member function `set_delay`, which shall be called in the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the TDF module.

4.1.1.5.17. read_delayed_value

```cpp
const T& read_delayed_value( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `read_delayed_value` shall return a reference to the value of a delayed sample that is available at the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the delayed sample being read. The samples shall be indexed from zero to \( P \) \text{get_delay}() – 1, where \( P \) denotes the port. A `sample_id` of zero shall refer to the first delayed sample in time. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port delay.

The member function shall only be called in the member function `reinitialize` of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive reads with the same `sample_id` during the same module activation shall return the same delayed value.

4.1.1.5.18. is_timestep_changed

```cpp
bool is_timestep_changed( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `is_timestep_changed` shall return true if the timestep of the sample with index `sample_id` of the TDF port, returned by its member function `get_timestep(sample_id)`, has changed with respect to the preceding sample. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.5.19. is_rate_changed

```cpp
bool is_rate_changed() const;
```

In the context of the callbacks `processing` and `reinitialize`, the member function `is_rate_changed` shall return true if the rate of the TDF port has changed since the last activation of the callback `processing` of the current TDF module. In the context of the callback `change_attributes`, the member function `is_rate_changed` shall return true if the rate of the TDF port has changed between the last activation and before last activation of the callback `processing` of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.5.20. is_delay_changed

```cpp
bool is_delay_changed() const;
```

In the context of the callbacks `processing` and `reinitialize`, the member function `is_delay_changed` shall return true if the delay of the TDF port has changed since the last activation of the callback `processing` of the current TDF module. In the context of the callback `change_attributes`, the member function `is_delay_changed` shall return true if the delay of the TDF port has changed between the last activation and before last activation of the callback `processing` of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.
4.1.1.5.21. read

const T& read( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
operator const T&() const;
const T& operator[] ( unsigned long sample_id ) const;

The member functions read, operator const T&, and operator[] shall return a reference to the value of a particular sample that is available at the port. The argument sample_id denotes the index of the sample being read. The samples shall be indexed from zero to \( P \text{get_rate}() - 1 \), where \( P \) denotes the port. A sample_id of zero shall refer to the first input sample in time. It shall be an error if sample_id is greater than or equal to the port rate.

The member functions read, operator const T&, and operator[] shall only be called in the time-domain or small-signal frequency-domain processing member function of the current module; otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive reads with the same sample_id during the same module activation shall return the same value.

4.1.1.6. sca_tdf::sca_out

4.1.1.6.1. Description

The class sca_tdf::sca_out shall define a port class for the TDF MoC.

4.1.1.6.2. Class definition

namespace sca_tdf {
enum sca_cut_policy
{
  SCA_NO_CUT,
  SCA_CT_CUT,
  SCA_DT_CUT
};
template < class T, sca_tdf::sca_cut_policy CUT_POL = sca_tdf::SCA_NO_CUT,
  class INTERP = sca_tdf::sca_default_interpolator<T> >
class sca_out implementation-defined;
} // namespace sca_tdf

4.1.1.6.3. Constraint on usage

An application shall not instantiate the sca_tdf::sca_out class template with template parameter combinations matching none of the partial template specializations sca_tdf::sca_out<T>, sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_CT_CUT, INTERP> or sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_DT_CUT> (see 4.1.1.7, 4.1.1.8, and 4.1.1.9 respectively).

4.1.1.6.4. Template parameters

The first argument passed as template parameter T shall be either a C++ type for which the predefined semantics for assignment are adequate (for example, a fundamental type or a pointer), or a type T that obeys each of the following rules:

a. The following stream operator shall be defined and should copy the state of the object given as the second argument to the stream given as the first argument. The way in which the state information is formatted is undefined by this standard. The implementation shall use this operator for writing trace values in time-domain simulation (see 6.1).

\[
\text{std::ostream } \operator{<<} ( \text{std::ostream}, \text{const } T )
\]

b. If the default assignment semantics are inadequate (in the sense given in this subclause), the following assignment operator should be defined for the type T. In either case (default assignment or explicit operator), the semantics of assignment should be sufficient to assign the state of an object of type T such that the value of the left operand is indistinguishable from the value of the right operand.
implementation shall use this assignment operator within the implementation for writing to or reading from ports of type \( T \).

\[ \text{const } T & \text{ operator=} ( \text{const } T & ) \; ; \]

c. If any constructor for type \( T \) exists, a default constructor for type \( T \) shall be defined.

The second argument passed as template parameter CUT_POL is an optional port decoupling policy of type \texttt{sca_tdf::sca_cut_policy}. The port decoupling policy argument determines the rules how sample time points to ports of class \texttt{sca_tdf::sca_in} shall be decoupled:

a. The policy \texttt{sca_tdf::SCA_NO_CUT} means that the port shall not decouple TDF clusters. As such, it acts as a normal TDF port of class \texttt{sca_tdf::sca_out\langle T \rangle}. For this type of port, the third template parameter INTERP shall be ignored.

b. The policy \texttt{sca_tdf::SCA_CT_CUT} means that the port shall decouple TDF clusters using interpolation as defined by the third template parameter INTERP.

c. The policy \texttt{sca_tdf::SCA_DT_CUT} means that the port shall decouple TDF clusters using a sample-and-hold regime. For this type of port, the third template parameter INTERP shall be ignored.

The third argument passed as template parameter INTERP is an optional interpolation mechanism for the type \( T \). By default, the class \texttt{sca_tdf::sca_default_interpolator\langle T \rangle} shall be used. If any constructor for type INTERP exists, a default constructor for type INTERP shall be defined. An application may define its own interpolator classes for other types. Such class shall provide the following public member functions:

\[ \text{void } \text{store_value( const } \text{sc_core::sca_time & time, const } T & \text{value }) ; \]
\[ \text{T get_value( const } \text{sc_core::sca_time & time }) \text{ const} ; \]

An implementation shall guarantee that the time passed as argument to member function \texttt{store_value} is always larger than the time passed as argument to the last call to member function \texttt{store_value}.

An implementation shall guarantee that the time passed as argument to member function \texttt{get_value} is always smaller than or equal to the time passed as argument to the last call to member function \texttt{store_value} and larger than or equal to the time passed as argument to the before last call of member function \texttt{store_value} (see 4.1.1.4).

\subsection{4.1.1.7. sca_tdf::sca_out\langle T \rangle}

\subsubsection{4.1.1.7.1. Description}

The class \texttt{sca_tdf::sca_out\langle T \rangle} shall define a port class for the TDF MoC. It provides functions for defining or getting attribute values (e.g., sampling rate or timestep), for initialization, and for writing output samples.

\subsubsection{4.1.1.7.2. Class definition}

\begin{verbatim}
namespace sca_tdf {
    template<class T>
    class sca_out_base : public sc_core::sca_port< sca_tdf::sca_signal_if<T> >
    { implementation-defined; }

template<class T>
class sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_NO_CUT> : public sca_tdf::sca_out_base<T>
{ public:
  sca_out();
  explicit sca_out( const char* name_);

  void set_delay( unsigned long );
  void set_rate( unsigned long );
  void set_timestep( const sc_core::sca_time );
  void set_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );
  void set_max_timestep( const sc_core::sca_time );
  void set_max_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );
}
\end{verbatim}
unsigned long get_delay() const;
unsigned long get_rate() const;
sca_core::sca_time get_time(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;
sca_core::sca_time get_timestep(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;
sca_core::sca_time get_max_timestep() const;
sca_core::sca_time get_last_timestep(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;

virtual const char* kind() const;

void initialize(const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0);
const T& read_delayed_value(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;

bool is_timestep_changed(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;
bool is_rate_changed() const;
bool is_delay_changed() const;

void write(const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0);
void write(sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy<sca_tdf::sca_out_base<T>>&);

sca_tdf::sca_out<T>& operator=(const T&);
sca_tdf::sca_out<T>& operator=(const sca_tdf::sca_in<T>&);
sca_tdf::sca_out<T>& operator=(const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<T>&);
sca_tdf::sca_out<T>& operator=(sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy<sca_tdf::sca_out_base<T>> &);

private:
// Disabled
sca_out(const sca_tdf::sca_out<T>&);
sca_tdf::sca_out<T>& operator=(sca_tdf::sca_out<T>&);

}; // namespace sca_tdf

4.1.1.7.3. Constructors

sca_out();
explicit sca_out(const char* name_);

The constructor for class sca_tdf::sca_out shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name("sca_tdf_out") to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port.

4.1.1.7.4. set_delay

void set_delay(unsigned long);

The member function set_delay shall define the number of samples to be inserted before the first output sample. If the member function is not called, the port shall have a delay of zero. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.7.5. set_rate

void set_rate(unsigned long);

The member function set_rate shall define the number of samples that can be written during the execution of the member function processing of the current TDF module by using member function write. The argument rate shall have a positive, nonzero value. If the member function is not called, the port rate shall be equal to 1. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.7.6. set_timestep

void set_timestep(const sca_core::sca_time&);
void set_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );

The member function `set_timestep` shall define the timestep between two consecutive samples. If the member function is not called, the current timestep of the port is computed as defined in the execution semantics (see 4.1.3). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.7.7. `set_max_timestep`

void set_max_timestep( const sca_core::sca_time );
void set_max_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );

The member function `set_max_timestep` shall define the maximum timestep between two consecutive samples. If `set_max_timestep` is not called, an implementation shall set the maximum timestep to the value returned by function `sca_core::sca_max_time`. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.7.8. `get_delay`

unsigned long get_delay() const;

The member function `get_delay` shall return the delay set at the port. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.7.9. `get_rate`

unsigned long get_rate() const;

The member function `get_rate` shall return the rate set at the port. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.7.10. `get_time`

sca_core::sca_time get_time( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;

The member function `get_time` shall return the time of the sample with index `sample_id`. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

The following relation shall hold:

\[
    P \text{ get time}(\text{sample_id}) = M \text{ get time} + \frac{M \text{ get timestep} \cdot \text{sample_id}}{P \text{ get rate}}
\]

(4.2)

where \(P\) is an instance of a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_out` and \(M\) is the parent module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module` (see 4.1.3).

**NOTE**—The relation is valid within the time resolution bound, which is returned by the function `sc_core::sc_get_time_resolution` (see 4.1.3.1.2).

### 4.1.1.7.11. `get_timestep`

sca_core::sca_time get_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;

The member function `get_timestep` shall return the timestep between the preceding and current sample with index `sample_id`. If the preceding sample is not available, the member function shall return the propagated timestep (see 4.1.3.1.2). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.
4.1.1.7.12. get_max_timestep

```cpp
sca_core::sca_time get_max_timestep() const;
```

The member function `get_max_timestep` shall return the maximum timestep between two consecutive samples. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.7.13. get_last_timestep

```cpp
sca_core::sca_time get_last_timestep(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;
```

The member function `get_last_timestep` shall return the timestep between the two samples preceding the sample with index `sample_id`. If the timestep between these two preceding samples is equal to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`, the member function shall return the last non-zero timestep. If one or both of the preceding samples are not available or if all preceding timesteps are all equal to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`, the member function shall return the propagated timestep (see 4.1.3.1.2). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.7.14. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string “`sca_tdf::sca_out`”.

4.1.1.7.15. initialize

```cpp
void initialize(const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0);
```

The member function `initialize` shall initialize one sample at the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the sample being written. The samples shall be indexed from zero to `P.get_delay()–1`, where `P` denotes the port. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port delay.

This member function shall only be called in the member functions `initialize` or `reinitialize` of the current TDF module; otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive initializations with the same `sample_id` shall overwrite the value.

NOTE—The writing of an initial value to the port requires that the port has been assigned a delay using the member function `set_delay`, which shall be called in the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the TDF module.

4.1.1.7.16. read_delayed_value

```cpp
const T& read_delayed_value(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;
```

The member function `read_delayed_value` shall return a reference to the value of a delayed sample that is available at the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the delayed sample being read. The samples shall be indexed from zero to `P.get_delay()–1`, where `P` denotes the port. A `sample_id` of zero shall refer to the first delayed sample in time. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port delay.

The member function shall only be called in the member function `reinitialize` of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive reads with the same `sample_id` during the same module activation shall return the same delayed value.

4.1.1.7.17. is_timestep_changed

```cpp
bool is_timestep_changed(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;
```

The member function `is_timestep_changed` shall return true if the timestep of the sample with index `sample_id` of the TDF port, returned by its member function `get_timestep(sample_id)`, has changed with respect to the preceding sample. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function
is called outside the context of the member functions initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.7.18. is_rate_changed

```cpp
bool is_rate_changed() const;
```

In the context of the callbacks processing and reinitialize, the member function is_rate_changed shall return true if the rate of the TDF port has changed since the last activation of the callback processing of the current TDF module. In the context of the callback change_attributes, the member function is_rate_changed shall return true if the rate of the TDF port has changed between the last activation and before last activation of the callback processing of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.7.19. is_delay_changed

```cpp
bool is_delay_changed() const;
```

In the context of the callbacks processing and reinitialize, the member function is_delay_changed shall return true if the delay of the TDF port has changed since the last activation of the callback processing of the current TDF module. In the context of the callback change_attributes, the member function is_delay_changed shall return true if the delay of the TDF port has changed between the last activation and before last activation of the callback processing of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.7.20. write

```cpp
void write( const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
sca_tdf::sca_out<T>& operator= ( const T& );
sca_tdf::sca_out<T>& operator[]= ( unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
```

The member functions write, operator=, and operator[] shall write one sample to the port. The argument sample_id denotes the index of the sample being written. The samples shall be indexed from zero to \( P \) get_rate()–1, where \( P \) denotes the port. It shall be an error if sample_id is greater than or equal to the port rate.

```cpp
sca_tdf::sca_out<T>& operator= ( const sca_tdf::sca_in<T>& );
sca_tdf::sca_out<T>& operator= ( const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<T>& );
```

The operator= shall read the first value from the input port of class sca_tdf::sca_in or sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in and write it to the first value of the output port.

```cpp
void write( sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy<sca_tdf::sca_out<T>&&> );
sca_tdf::sca_out<T>& operator= ( sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy<sca_tdf::sca_out<T>&&> );
```

The member functions write and operator[] shall write the value made available through the object of class sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy to the output port.

The member functions write, operator=, and operator[] shall only be called in the time-domain processing member function of the current module; otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive writes with the same sample_id during the same module activation shall overwrite the value.

### 4.1.1.8. sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_CT_CUT, INTERP>

#### 4.1.1.8.1. Description

The class sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_CT_CUT, INTERP> shall define a decoupling port class for the TDF MoC. It provides functions for defining or getting attribute values (e.g., sampling rate or...
timestep), for initialization, and for writing output samples. The samples read by the connected ports
of class \texttt{sca\_tdf::sca\_in} shall be interpreted as forming a continuous-time signal.

### 4.1.1.8.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca\_tdf {

    template<class T, class INTERP>
    class sca\_out<T, sca\_tdf::SCA\_CT\_CUT, INTERP> : public sca\_tdf::sca\_out\_base<T> {
        public:
            sca\_out();
            explicit sca\_out( const char* name_ );

            void set\_delay( unsigned long );
            void set\_ct\_delay( const sca\_core::sca\_time\_unit unit_ );
            void set\_rate( unsigned long );
            void set\_timestep( const sca\_core::sca\_time\_unit unit_ );

            unsigned long get\_delay() const;
            sca\_core::sca\_time get\_ct\_delay() const;

            virtual const char* kind() const;

            void initialize( const T& value, unsigned long sample\_id = 0 );
            const T& read\_delayed\_value( unsigned long sample\_id = 0 ) const;

            bool is\_timestep\_changed( unsigned long sample\_id = 0 ) const;
            bool is\_rate\_changed() const;
            bool is\_delay\_changed() const;

            void write( const T& value, unsigned long sample\_id = 0 );

            sca\_tdf::sca\_assign\_to\_proxy\_base<T>& sca\_assign\_to\_proxy( const T& );
            sca\_tdf::sca\_assign\_to\_proxy\_base<T>& sca\_assign\_to\_proxy( const T& value, unsigned long sample\_id );

            sca\_tdf::sca\_assign\_from\_proxy<T>& sca\_assign\_from\_proxy( const T& value );

            private:
            // Disabled
            sca\_out<T, sca\_tdf::SCA\_CT\_CUT, INTERP>{}
            sca\_tdf::sca\_assign\_from\_proxy<T>::sca\_assign\_from\_proxy()
        }
    } // namespace sca\_tdf

4.1.1.8.3. Constructors

```cpp
sca\_out();
    explicit sca\_out( const char* name_ );

```
4.1.1.8.4. set_delay

void set_delay( unsigned long );

The member function set_delay shall define the number of samples to be inserted before the first output sample. If the member function is not called, the port shall have a delay of zero. The total delay of the port shall be the sum of the delay set by the member functions set_delay and set_ct_delay. It shall be an error if the total delay of the port is smaller than one timestep. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the constructor of the parent module or called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.8.5. set_ct_delay

void set_ct_delay( const sca_core::sca_time& cdt );
void set_ct_delay( double cdt, sc_core::sc_time_unit unit );

The member function set_ct_delay shall define the continuous-time delay to be inserted before the first output sample. If the member function is not called, the continuous-time delay is set to sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME. The total delay of the port shall be the sum of the delay set by the member functions set_delay and set_ct_delay. It shall be an error if the total delay of the port is smaller than one timestep. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the constructor of the parent module or called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.8.6. set_rate

void set_rate( unsigned long );

The member function set_rate shall define the number of samples that can be written during the execution of the member function processing of the current TDF module by using member function write. The argument rate shall have a positive, nonzero value. If the member function is not called, the port rate shall be equal to 1. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.8.7. set_timestep

void set_timestep( const sca_core::sca_time& );
void set_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit unit );

The member function set_timestep shall define the timestep between two consecutive samples. If the member function is not called, the current timestep of the port is computed as defined in the execution semantics (see 4.1.3). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.8.8. set_max_timestep

void set_max_timestep( const sca_core::sca_time& );
void set_max_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );

The member function set_max_timestep shall define the maximum timestep between two consecutive samples. If set_max_timestep is not called, an implementation shall set the maximum timestep to the value returned by function sca_core::sca_max_time. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.8.9. get_delay

unsigned long get_delay() const;

The member function get_delay shall return the delay set at the port. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes of the current TDF module.
4.1.1.8.10. get_ct_delay

\begin{verbatim}
sca_core::sca_time get_ct_delay() const;
\end{verbatim}

The member function `get_ct_delay` shall return the continuous-time delay of type `sca_core::sca_time` set at the port. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.8.11. get_rate

\begin{verbatim}
unsigned long get_rate() const;
\end{verbatim}

The member function `get_rate` shall return the rate set at the port. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.8.12. get_time

\begin{verbatim}
sca_core::sca_time get_time(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;
\end{verbatim}

The member function `get_time` shall return the time of the sample with index `sample_id`. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

The following relation shall hold:

\[
P \cdot \text{get_time}(\text{sample_id}) = M \cdot \text{get_time} + \frac{M \cdot \text{get_timestep} \cdot \text{sample_id}}{P \cdot \text{get_rate}}
\]

(4.3)

where \(P\) is an instance of a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_CT_CUT, INTERP>` and \(M\) is the parent module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module` (see 4.1.3).

NOTE—The relation is valid within the time resolution bound, which is returned by the function `sc_core::sc_get_time_resolution` (see 4.1.3.1.2).

4.1.1.8.13. get_timestep

\begin{verbatim}
sca_core::sca_time get_timestep(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;
\end{verbatim}

The member function `get_timestep` shall return the timestep between the preceding and current sample with index `sample_id`. If the preceding sample is not available, the member function shall return the propagated timestep (see 4.1.3.1.2). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.8.14. get_max_timestep

\begin{verbatim}
sca_core::sca_time get_max_timestep() const;
\end{verbatim}

The member function `get_max_timestep` shall return the maximum timestep between two consecutive samples. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.8.15. get_last_timestep

\begin{verbatim}
sca_core::sca_time get_last_timestep(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;
\end{verbatim}

The member function `get_last_timestep` shall return the timestep between the two samples preceding the sample with index `sample_id`. If the timestep between these two preceding samples is equal to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`, the member function shall return the last non-zero timestep. If one or both of the preceding samples are not available or if all preceding timesteps are all equal to...
**sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME**, the member function shall return the propagated timestep (see 4.1.3.1.2). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.8.16. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string “sca_tdf::sca_out<SCA_CT_CUT>”.

### 4.1.1.8.17. initialize

```cpp
void initialize( const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
```

The member function `initialize` shall initialize one sample at the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the sample being written. The samples shall be indexed from zero to $P \cdot \text{get_delay}()–1$, where $P$ denotes the port. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port delay.

This member function shall only be called in the constructor of the parent module or in the member functions initialize or reinitialize of the current TDF module; otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive initializations with the same `sample_id` shall overwrite the value.

**NOTE**—The writing of an initial value to a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_CT_CUT, INTERP>` requires that the port has been assigned a delay using the member function `set_delay`, which shall be called in the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the TDF module.

### 4.1.1.8.18. read_delayed_value

```cpp
const T& read_delayed_value( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `read_delayed_value` shall return a reference to the value of a delayed sample that is available at the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the delayed sample being read. The samples shall be indexed from zero to $P \cdot \text{get_delay}()–1$, where $P$ denotes the port. A `sample_id` of zero shall refer to the first delayed sample in time. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port delay.

The member function shall only be called in the member function reinitialize of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive reads with the same `sample_id` during the same module activation shall return the same delayed value.

### 4.1.1.8.19. is_timestep_changed

```cpp
bool is_timestep_changed( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `is_timestep_changed` shall return true if the timestep of the sample with index `sample_id` of the TDF port, returned by its member function `get_timestep(sample_id)`, has changed with respect to the preceding sample. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.8.20. is_rate_changed

```cpp
bool is_rate_changed() const;
```

In the context of the callbacks processing and reinitialize, the member function `is_rate_changed` shall return true if the rate of the TDF port has changed since the last activation of the callback processing of the current TDF module. In the context of the callback change_attributes, the member function `is_rate_changed` shall return true if the rate of the TDF port has changed between the last activation and before last activation of the callback processing of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall return false.
It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.8.21. is_delay_changed

```cpp
def bool is_delay_changed() const;
```

In the context of the callbacks `processing` and `reinitialize`, the member function `is_delay_changed` shall return `true` if the delay of the TDF port has changed since the last activation of the callback `processing` of the current TDF module. In the context of the callback `change_attributes`, the member function `is_delay_changed` shall return `true` if the delay of the TDF port has changed between the last activation and before last activation of the callback `processing` of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.8.22. write

```cpp
def void write(const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0);
```

The member functions `write`, `operator=`, and `operator[]` shall write one sample to the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the sample being written. The samples shall be indexed from zero to \(P - \text{get_rate}() - 1\), where \(P\) denotes the port. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port rate.

```cpp
sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_CT_CUT, INTERP>& operator= (const T&);
sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_CT_CUT, INTERP>& operator[] (unsigned long sample_id);
```

The `operator=` shall read the first value from the input port of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` or `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in` and write it to the first value of the output port.

```cpp
sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_CT_CUT, INTERP>& operator=(
    sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy<sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_CT_CUT, INTERP>, T>&

The member functions `write` and `operator=` shall write the value made available through the object of class `sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy` to the output port.

The member functions `write`, `operator=`, and `operator[]` shall only be called in the time-domain processing member function of the current module; otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive writes with the same `sample_id` during the same module activation shall overwrite the value.

### 4.1.1.9. sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_DT_CUT>

#### 4.1.1.9.1. Description

The class `sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_DT_CUT>` shall define a decoupling port class for the TDF MoC. It provides functions for defining or getting attribute values (e.g., sampling rate or timestep), for initialization, and for writing output samples. The samples read by the connected ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` shall always have the value of the last available time point.

#### 4.1.1.9.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_tdf {
    template<class T>
    class sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_DT_CUT> : public sca_tdf::sca_out_base<T> {
        
        sca_out();
    }
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void set_ct_delay( const sc_core::sc_time& cdt );
void set_ct_delay( double cdt, sc_core::sc_time_unit unit );
void set_rate( unsigned long );
void set_timestep( const sc_core::sc_time& );
void set_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );
void set_max_timestep( const sc_core::sc_time& );
void set_max_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );

unsigned long get_delay() const;
sc_core::sc_time get_ct_delay() const;
unsigned long get_rate() const;
sc_core::sc_time get_time( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
sc_core::sc_time get_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
sc_core::sc_time get_max_timestep() const;
sc_core::sc_time get_last_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;

virtual const char* kind() const;

void initialize( const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
const T& read_value( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
bool is_timestep_changed( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
bool is_rate_changed() const;
bool is_delay_changed() const;

void write( const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
void write( sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name( const T& ) );
void write( T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
void write( SCA_OUT_BASE& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );

private:
   // Disabled
   sca_tdf::sca_assign_from_proxy( const T& );
   sca_tdf::sca_assign_to_proxy( const T& );
};

// namespace sca_tdf

4.1.1.9.3. Constructors

sca_out();
explicit sca_out( const char* name_ );

The constructor for class sca_tdf::sca_out<T, SCA_DT_CUT> shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name("sca_tdf_out_dt_cut") to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port.

4.1.1.9.4. set_delay

void set_delay( unsigned long );

The member function set_delay shall define the number of samples to be inserted before the first output sample. If the member function is not called, the port shall have a delay of zero. The total delay of the port shall be the sum of the delay set by the member function set_delay and set_ct_delay. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the constructor of the parent module or called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.9.5. set_ct_delay

void set_ct_delay( const sc_core::sc_time& cdt );
void set_ct_delay( double cdt, sc_core::sc_time_unit unit );

The member function `set_ct_delay` shall define the continuous-time delay to be inserted before the first output sample. If the member function is not called, the continuous-time delay is set to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`. The total delay of the port shall be the sum of the delay set by the member functions `set_delay` and `set_ct_delay`. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the constructor of the parent module or called outside the context of the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.9.6. set_rate

```c
void set_rate( unsigned long );
```

The member function `set_rate` shall define the number of samples that can be written during the execution of the member function `processing` of the current TDF module by using member function `write`. The argument `rate` shall have a positive, nonzero value. If the member function is not called, the port rate shall be equal to 1. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.9.7. set_timestep

```c
void set_timestep( const sc_core::sca_time& );
void set_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );
```

The member function `set_timestep` shall define the timestep between two consecutive samples. If the member function is not called, the current timestep of the port is computed as defined in the execution semantics (see 4.1.3). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.9.8. set_max_timestep

```c
void set_max_timestep( const sc_core::sca_time& );
void set_max_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );
```

The member function `set_max_timestep` shall define the maximum timestep between two consecutive samples. If `set_max_timestep` is not called, an implementation shall set the maximum timestep to the value returned by function `sc_core::sca_max_time`. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.9.9. get_delay

```c
unsigned long get_delay() const;
```

The member function `get_delay` shall return the delay set at the port. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.9.10. get_ct_delay

```c
sc_core::sca_time get_ct_delay() const;
```

The member function `get_ct_delay` shall return the continuous-time delay of type `sc_core::sca_time` set at the port. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.9.11. get_rate

```c
unsigned long get_rate() const;
```

The member function `get_rate` shall return the rate set at the port. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.
4.1.1.9.12. get_time

```cpp
sca_core::sca_time get_time( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `get_time` shall return the time of the sample with index `sample_id`. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

The following relation shall hold:

\[
P \cdot \text{get_time}(\text{sample_id}) = M \cdot \text{get_time()} + \frac{M \cdot \text{get_timestep()} \cdot \text{sample_id}}{P \cdot \text{get_rate()}}
\]  

(4.4)

where `P` is an instance of a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_DT_CUT>` and `M` is the parent module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module` (see 4.1.3).

**NOTE—**The relation is valid within the time resolution bound, which is returned by the function `sc_core::sc_get_time_resolution` (see 4.1.3.1.2).

4.1.1.9.13. get_timestep

```cpp
sca_core::sca_time get_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `get_timestep` shall return the timestep between the preceding and current sample with index `sample_id`. If the preceding sample is not available, the member function shall return the propagated timestep (see 4.1.3.1.2). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.9.14. get_max_timestep

```cpp
sca_core::sca_time get_max_timestep() const;
```

The member function `get_max_timestep` shall return the maximum timestep between two consecutive samples. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.9.15. get_last_timestep

```cpp
sca_core::sca_time get_last_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `get_last_timestep` shall return the timestep between the two samples preceding the sample with index `sample_id`. If the timestep between these two preceding samples is equal to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`, the member function shall return the last non-zero timestep. If one or both of the preceding samples are not available or if all preceding timesteps are all equal to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`, the member function shall return the propagated timestep (see 4.1.3.1.2). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.9.16. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string "sca_tdf::sca_out<SCA_DT_CUT>".

4.1.1.9.17. initialize

```cpp
void initialize( const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
```

The member function `initialize` shall initialize one sample at the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the sample being written. The samples shall be indexed from zero to `P.get_delay()`–1, where `P` denotes the port. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port delay.
This member function shall only be called in the constructor of the parent module or in the member functions `initialize` or `reinitialize` of the current TDF module; otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive initializations with the same `sample_id` shall overwrite the value.

NOTE—The writing of an initial value to the port requires that the port has been assigned a delay using the member function `set_delay`, which shall be called in the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the TDF module.

4.1.1.9.18. `read_delayed_value`

```cpp
const T& read_delayed_value( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `read_delayed_value` shall return a reference to the value of a delayed sample that is available at the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the delayed sample being read. The samples shall be indexed from zero to `P.get_delay()–1`, where `P` denotes the port. A `sample_id` of zero shall refer to the first delayed sample in time. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port delay.

The member function shall only be called in the member function `reinitialize` of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive reads with the same `sample_id` during the same module activation shall return the same delayed value.

4.1.1.9.19. `is_timestep_changed`

```cpp
bool is_timestep_changed( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `is_timestep_changed` shall return true if the timestep of the sample with index `sample_id` of the TDF port, returned by its member function `get_timestep(sample_id)`, has changed with respect to the preceding sample. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.9.20. `is_rate_changed`

```cpp
bool is_rate_changed() const;
```

In the context of the callbacks `processing` and `reinitialize`, the member function `is_rate_changed` shall return true if the rate of the TDF port has changed since the last activation of the callback `processing` of the current TDF module. In the context of the callback `change_attributes`, the member function `is_rate_changed` shall return true if the rate of the TDF port has changed between the last activation and before last activation of the callback `processing` of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.9.21. `is_delay_changed`

```cpp
bool is_delay_changed() const;
```

In the context of the callbacks `processing` and `reinitialize`, the member function `is_delay_changed` shall return true if the delay of the TDF port has changed since the last activation of the callback `processing` of the current TDF module. In the context of the callback `change_attributes`, the member function `is_delay_changed` shall return true if the delay of the TDF port has changed between the last activation and before last activation of the callback `processing` of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.9.22. `write`

```cpp
void write( const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
```

```cpp
sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_DT_CUT> & operator= ( const T& );
```

```cpp
sca_core::sca_assign_to_proxy<sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_DT_CUT>, T> & operator[] ( 
```
The member functions write, operator=, and operator[] shall write one sample to the port. The argument sample_id denotes the index of the sample being written. The samples shall be indexed from zero to P.get_rate()–1, where P denotes the port. It shall be an error if sample_id is greater than or equal to the port rate.

sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_DT_CUT>& operator= ( const sca_tdf::sca_in<T>& );
sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_DT_CUT>& operator= ( const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<T>& );

The operator= shall read the first value from the input port of class sca_tdf::sca_in or sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in and write it to the first value of the output port.

void write( sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy<sca_tdf::sca_out_base<T>>& );
sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_DT_CUT>& operator= ( sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy<sca_tdf::sca_out_base<T>>& );

The member functions write and operator= shall write the value made available through the object of class sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy to the output port.

The member functions write, operator=, and operator[] shall only be called in the time-domain processing member function of the current module; otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive writes with the same sample_id during the same module activation shall overwrite the value.

4.1.1.10. sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in, sca_tdf::sc_in

4.1.1.10.1. Description

The class sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in shall define a specialized port class for the TDF MoC. It provides functions for defining or getting attribute values (e.g., sampling rate or timestep), for initialization, and for reading input values. The port shall perform the synchronization between the TDF MoC and the SystemC kernel (see 4.1.3.2.4). A port of class sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in can be only a member of a module derived from class sca_tdf::sca_module; otherwise, it shall be an error.

4.1.1.10.2. Class definition

namespace sca_tdf {
    namespace sca_de {
        template<class T>
        class sca_in : public sca_core::sca_port< sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<T> >
        {
            public:
                sca_in();
                explicit sca_in( const char* name_ );

                void set_delay( unsigned long );
                void set_rate( unsigned long );
                void set_timestep( const sca_core::sca_time& );
                void set_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );
                void set_max_timestep( const sca_core::sca_time& );
                void set_max_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );

                unsigned long get_delay() const;
                unsigned long get_rate() const;
                sca_core::sca_time get_time( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
                sca_core::sca_time get_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
                sca_core::sca_time get_max_timestep() const;
                sca_core::sca_time get_last_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;

                virtual const char* kind() const;

                void initialize( const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
                const T& read_delayed_value( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;

                bool is_timestep_changed( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
                bool is_rate_changed() const;
                bool is_delay_changed() const;
        }
    }
}
const T& read( unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
operator const T&();
const T& operator[]( unsigned long sample_id );

const sc_event& default_event() const;
const sc_event& value_changed_event() const;
bool event() const;

virtual void bind( sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<T>& );
void operator() ( sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<T>& );
virtual void bind( sc_core::sc_port<sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<T> >& );
void operator() ( sc_core::sc_port<sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<T> >& );
virtual void bind( sc_core::sc_port<sc_core::sc_signal_inout_if<T> >& );
void operator() ( sc_core::sc_port<sc_core::sc_signal_inout_if<T> >& );

private:
// Disabled
sca_in( const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<T>& );
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<T>& operator= ( const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<T>& );

}
} // namespace sca_de

// Template parameter T

4.1.1.10.3. Template parameter T

The argument passed as template parameter T shall be either a C++ type for which the predefined semantics for assignment are adequate (for example, a fundamental type or a pointer), or a type T that obeys each of the following rules:

a. The following stream operator shall be defined and should copy the state of the object given as the second argument to the stream given as the first argument. The way in which the state information is formatted is undefined by this standard. The implementation shall use this operator for writing trace values in time-domain simulation (see 6.1).

std::ostream& operator<<( std::ostream&, const T& );

b. If the default assignment semantics are inadequate (in the sense given in this subclause), the following assignment operator should be defined for the type T. In either case (default assignment or explicit operator), the semantics of assignment should be sufficient to assign the state of an object of type T such that the value of the left operand is indistinguishable from the value of the right operand. The implementation shall use this assignment operator within the implementation for writing to or reading from ports of type T.

const T& operator= ( const T& );

c. If any constructor for type T exists, a default constructor for type T shall be defined.

4.1.1.10.4. Constructors

sca_in();
explicit sca_in( const char* name_ );

The constructor for class sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name("sca_tdf_sc_in") to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port.
4.1.1.10.5. set_delay

```c
void set_delay( unsigned long );
```

The member function `set_delay` shall define the number of samples to be inserted before the first input sample. If the member function is not called, the port shall have a delay of zero. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.10.6. set_rate

```c
void set_rate( unsigned long );
```

The member function `set_rate` shall define the number of samples that can be read during the execution of the member function `processing` of the current TDF module by using member function `read`. The argument `rate` shall have a positive, nonzero value. If the member function is not called, the port rate shall be equal to 1. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.10.7. set_timestep

```c
void set_timestep( const sca_core::sca_time& );
void set_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );
```

The member function `set_timestep` shall define the timestep between two consecutive samples. If the member function is not called, the current timestep of the port is computed as defined in the execution semantics (see 4.1.3). It shall be an error if the function is called outside the context of the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.10.8. set_max_timestep

```c
void set_max_timestep( const sca_core::sca_time& );
void set_max_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );
```

The member function `set_max_timestep` shall define the maximum timestep between two consecutive samples. If `set_max_timestep` is not called, an implementation shall set the maximum timestep to the value returned by function `sca_core::sca_max_time`. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.10.9. get_delay

```c
unsigned long get_delay() const;
```

The member function `get_delay` shall return the delay set at the port. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.10.10. get_rate

```c
unsigned long get_rate() const;
```

The member function `get_rate` shall return the rate set at the port. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.10.11. get_time

```c
sca_core::sca_time get_time( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `get_time` shall return the time of the sample with index `sample_id`. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.
The following relation shall hold:

\[ P \text{get_time}(sample_id) = M \text{get_time} + \frac{M \text{get_timestep} \cdot sample_id}{P \text{get_rate}} \]  

(4.5)

where \( P \) is an instance of a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in` and \( M \) is the parent module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module` (see 4.1.3).

NOTE—The relation is valid within the time resolution bound, which is returned by the function `sc_core::sc_get_time_resolution` (see 4.1.3.1.2).

### 4.1.1.10.12. get_timestep

```cpp
sca_core::sca_time get_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `get_timestep` shall return the timestep between the preceding and current sample with index `sample_id`. If the preceding sample is not available, the member function shall return the propagated timestep (see 4.1.3.1.2). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.10.13. get_max_timestep

```cpp
sca_core::sca_time get_max_timestep() const;
```

The member function `get_max_timestep` shall return the maximum timestep between two consecutive samples. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.10.14. get_last_timestep

```cpp
sca_core::sca_time get_last_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `get_last_timestep` shall return the timestep between the two samples preceding the sample with index `sample_id`. If the timestep between these two preceding samples is equal to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`, the member function shall return the last non-zero timestep. If one or both of the preceding samples are not available or if all preceding timesteps are all equal to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`, the member function shall return the propagated timestep (see 4.1.3.1.2). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

### 4.1.1.10.15. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string “`sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in`”.

### 4.1.1.10.16. initialize

```cpp
void initialize( const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
```

The member function `initialize` shall initialize one sample at the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the sample being written. The samples shall be indexed from zero to \( P \text{get_delay()–1} \), where \( P \) denotes the port. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port delay.

This member function shall only be called in the member functions `initialize` or `reinitialize` of the current TDF module; otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive initializations with the same `sample_id` shall overwrite the value.

NOTE—The writing of an initial value to the port requires that the port has been assigned a delay using the member function `set_delay`, which shall be called in the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the TDF module.
4.1.1.10.17. read_delayed_value

const T& read_delayed_value(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;

The member function **read_delayed_value** shall return a reference to the value of a delayed sample that is available at the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the delayed sample being read. The samples shall be indexed from zero to \( P \_\text{get_delay}() - 1 \), where \( P \) denotes the port. A `sample_id` of zero shall refer to the first delayed sample in time. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port delay.

The member function shall only be called in the member function **reinitialize** of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive reads with the same `sample_id` during the same module activation shall return the same delayed value.

4.1.1.10.18. is_timestep_changed

bool is_timestep_changed(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;

The member function **is_timestep_changed** shall return true if the timestep of the sample with index `sample_id` of the TDF port, returned by its member function **get_timestep**(`sample_id`), has changed with respect to the preceding sample. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions **initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes** of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.10.19. is_rate_changed

bool is_rate_changed() const;

In the context of the callbacks **processing** and **reinitialize**, the member function **is_rate_changed** shall return true if the rate of the TDF port has changed since the last activation of the callback **processing** of the current TDF module. In the context of the callback **change_attributes**, the member function **is_rate_changed** shall return true if the rate of the TDF port has changed between the last activation and before last activation of the callback **processing** of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions **initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes** of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.10.20. is_delay_changed

bool is_delay_changed() const;

In the context of the callbacks **processing** and **reinitialize**, the member function **is_delay_changed** shall return true if the delay of the TDF port has changed since the last activation of the callback **processing** of the current TDF module. In the context of the callback **change_attributes**, the member function **is_delay_changed** shall return true if the delay of the TDF port has changed between the last activation and before last activation of the callback **processing** of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions **initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes** of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.10.21. read

const T& read(unsigned long sample_id = 0);
operator const T&();
const T& operator[](unsigned long sample_id);

The member functions **read, operator const T&, and operator[]** shall return a reference to the value of a particular sample that is available at the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the sample being read. The samples shall be indexed from zero to \( P \_\text{get_rate}() - 1 \), where \( P \) denotes the port. A `sample_id` of zero shall refer to the first input sample. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port rate.
The member functions read, operator const T&, and operator[] shall only be called in the time-domain or small-signal frequency-domain processing member function of the current module; otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive reads with the same sample_id during the same module activation shall return the same value.

The value of a sample shall be read by the member function read of the interface proper of class sc_core::sc_signal_in_if. The member function read of the interface proper of class sc_core::sc_signal_in_if shall be called in the evaluation phase at the first delta cycle of the associated time of the sample. (see 4.1.3).

4.1.1.10.22. default_event

const sc_event& default_event() const;

The member function default_event shall return a reference to the default event, which is returned by the member function default_event of the channel, to which the port is bound.

4.1.1.10.23. value_changed_event

const sc_event& value_changed_event() const;

The member function value_changed_event shall return a reference to the value-changed event, which is returned by the member function value_changed_event of the channel, to which the port is bound.

4.1.1.10.24. event

bool event() const;

The member function event shall return true if and only if the value of the channel, to which the port is bound, is changed in the update phase of the immediately preceding delta cycle and at the current simulation time; that is, a member function write or operator= was called in the immediately preceding evaluation phase, and the value written or assigned was different from the previous value of the signal.

NOTE—The member function event returns true when called from a process that was executed as a direct result of the default event of that same signal instance being notified.

4.1.1.10.25. bind, operator()

virtual void bind(sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<T>&);
void operator()(sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<T>&);

virtual void bind(sc_core::sc_port<sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<T>&>);
void operator()(sc_core::sc_port<sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<T>&>);

virtual void bind(sc_core::sc_port<sc_core::sc_signal_inout_if<T>&>);
void operator()(sc_core::sc_port<sc_core::sc_signal_inout_if<T>&>);

The member functions bind and operator() shall each call member function bind of the base class, passing through their parameters as arguments to the function bind, in order to bind the object of class sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in to the channel or port instance passed as an argument.

4.1.1.11. sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<bool>, sca_tdf::sc_in<bool>

4.1.1.11.1. Description

The class sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<bool> shall define a specialized port class for the TDF MoC. It provides additional member functions appropriate for two-valued signals.
template<>
class sca_in<bool> : public sca_core::sca_port<sc_core::sc_signal_if<bool> >
{
public:
    sca_in();
explicit sca_in(const char* name_);

    void set_delay(unsigned long);
    void set_rate(unsigned long);
    void set_timestep(const sca_core::sca_time&);
    void set_timestep(double, sca_core::sca_time_unit);
    void set_max_timestep(const sca_core::sca_time&);
    void set_max_timestep(double, sca_core::sca_time_unit);

    unsigned long get_delay() const;
    unsigned long get_rate() const;

    sca_core::sca_time get_time(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;
    sca_core::sca_time get_timestep(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;
    sca_core::sca_time get_max_timestep() const;
    sca_core::sca_time get_last_timestep(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;

    virtual const char* kind() const;

    void initialize(const bool value, unsigned long sample_id = 0);
    const bool& read_delayed_value(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;

    bool is_timestep_changed(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;
    bool is_rate_changed() const;
    bool is_delay_changed() const;

    const bool& read(unsigned long sample_id = 0);

    operator bool() const;
    const bool& operator[](unsigned long sample_id) const;

    const sc_event& default_event() const;
    const sc_event& value_changed_event() const;
    const sc_event& posedge_event() const;
    const sc_event& negedge_event() const;

    bool event() const;
    bool posedge() const;
    bool negedge() const;

private:
    // Disabled
    sca_in(const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<bool>&);
    sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<bool>& operator=(const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<bool>&);
};

// namespace sca_de

template<>
class sc_in<bool>: public sca_tdf::sca_de::sc_in<bool>
{
public:
    sc_in();
explicit sc_in(const char* name_);

    void bind(sc_core::sc_signal_if<bool>&);
    void operator()(sc_core::sc_signal_if<bool>&);
}

// namespace sca_tdf

4.1.1.11.3. Constructors

sca_in();

explicit sca_in(const char* name_);

The constructor for class sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<bool> shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.
The default constructor shall call function `std::unique_name` to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class `sca_port`.

4.1.1.11.4. set_delay

```cpp
void set_delay( unsigned long );
```

The member function `set_delay` shall define the number of samples to be inserted before the first input sample. If the member function is not called, the port shall have a delay of zero. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.11.5. set_rate

```cpp
void set_rate( unsigned long );
```

The member function `set_rate` shall define the number of samples that can be read during the execution of the member function `processing` of the current TDF module by using member function `read`. The argument `rate` shall have a positive, nonzero value. If the member function is not called, the port rate shall be equal to 1. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.11.6. set_timestep

```cpp
void set_timestep( const sca::sca_time& );
void set_timestep( double, sca::sca_time_unit );
```

The member function `set_timestep` shall define the timestep between two consecutive samples. If the member function is not called, the current timestep of the port is computed as defined in the execution semantics (see 4.1.3). It shall be an error if the function is called outside the context of the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.11.7. set_max_timestep

```cpp
void set_max_timestep( const sca::sca_time& );
void set_max_timestep( double, sca::sca_time_unit );
```

The member function `set_max_timestep` shall define the maximum timestep between two consecutive samples. If `set_max_timestep` is not called, an implementation shall set the maximum timestep to the value returned by function `sca::sca_max_time`. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.11.8. get_delay

```cpp
unsigned long get_delay() const;
```

The member function `get_delay` shall return the delay set at the port. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.11.9. get_rate

```cpp
unsigned long get_rate() const;
```

The member function `get_rate` shall return the rate set at the port. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.
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4.1.11.10. get_time

```c++
sc_core::sca_time get_time( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `get_time` shall return the time of the sample with index `sample_id`. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

The following relation shall hold:

\[
P \cdot \text{get_time}(sample_id) = M \cdot \text{get_time} + \frac{M \cdot \text{get_timestep} \cdot sample_id}{P \cdot \text{get_rate}}
\]  

(4.6)

where `P` is an instance of a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<bool>` and `M` is the parent module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module` (see 4.1.3).

NOTE—The relation is valid within the time resolution bound, which is returned by the function `sc_core::sc_get_time_resolution` (see 4.1.3.1.2).

4.1.11.11. get_timestep

```c++
sc_core::sca_time get_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `get_timestep` shall return the timestep between the preceding and current sample with index `sample_id`. If the preceding sample is not available, the member function shall return the propagated timestep (see 4.1.3.1.2). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.11.12. get_max_timestep

```c++
sc_core::sca_time get_max_timestep() const;
```

The member function `get_max_timestep` shall return the maximum timestep between two consecutive samples. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.11.13. get_last_timestep

```c++
sc_core::sca_time get_last_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `get_last_timestep` shall return the timestep between the two samples preceding the sample with index `sample_id`. If the timestep between these two preceding samples is equal to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`, the member function shall return the last non-zero timestep. If one or both of the preceding samples are not available or if all preceding timesteps are all equal to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`, the member function shall return the propagated timestep (see 4.1.3.1.2). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.11.14. kind

```c++
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string “`sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in`”.

4.1.11.15. initialize

```c++
void initialize( const bool& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
```

The member function `initialize` shall initialize one sample at the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the sample being written. The samples shall be indexed from zero to `P.get_delay()-1`, where `P` denotes the port. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port delay.
This member function shall only be called in the member functions initialize or reinitialize of the current TDF module; otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive initializations with the same sample_id shall overwrite the value.

NOTE—The writing of an initial value to the port requires that the port has been assigned a delay using the member function set_delay, which shall be called in the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the TDF module.

4.1.1.11.16. read_delayed_value

const bool& read_delayed_value( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;

The member function read_delayed_value shall return a reference to the value of a delayed sample that is available at the port. The argument sample_id denotes the index of the delayed sample being read. The samples shall be indexed from zero to P.get_delay() – 1, where P denotes the port. A sample_id of zero shall refer to the first delayed sample in time. It shall be an error if sample_id is greater than or equal to the port delay.

The member function shall only be called in the member function reinitialize of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive reads with the same sample_id during the same module activation shall return the same delayed value.

4.1.1.11.17. is_timestep_changed

bool is_timestep_changed( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;

The member function is_timestep_changed shall return true if the timestep of the sample with index sample_id of the TDF port, returned by its member function get_timestep(sample_id), has changed with respect to the preceding sample. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.11.18. is_rate_changed

bool is_rate_changed() const;

In the context of the callbacks processing and reinitialize, the member function is_rate_changed shall return true if the rate of the TDF port has changed since the last activation of the callback processing of the current TDF module. In the context of the callback change_attributes, the member function is_rate_changed shall return true if the rate of the TDF port has changed between the last activation and before last activation of the callback processing of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.11.19. is_delay_changed

bool is_delay_changed() const;

In the context of the callbacks processing and reinitialize, the member function is_delay_changed shall return true if the delay of the TDF port has changed since the last activation of the callback processing of the current TDF module. In the context of the callback change_attributes, the member function is_delay_changed shall return true if the delay of the TDF port has changed between the last activation and before last activation of the callback processing of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.11.20. read

const bool& read( unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
The member functions `read`, `operator const T&`, and `operator[]` shall return a reference to the value of a particular sample that is available at the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the sample being read. The samples shall be indexed from zero to `P.get_rate()–1`, where `P` denotes the port. A `sample_id` of zero shall refer to the first input sample. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port rate.

The member functions `read`, `operator const T&`, and `operator[]` shall only be called in the time-domain or small-signal frequency-domain processing member function of the current module; otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive reads with the same `sample_id` during the same module activation shall return the same value.

The value of a sample shall be read by the member function `read` of the interface proper of class `sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<bool>`. The member function `read` of the interface proper of class `sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<bool>` shall be called in the evaluation phase at the first delta cycle of the associated time of the sample. (see 4.1.3).

### 4.1.1.11.21. default_event

```cpp
const sc_event& default_event() const;
```

The member function `default_event` shall return a reference to the default event, which is returned by the member function `default_event` of the channel, to which the port is bound.

### 4.1.1.11.22. value_changed_event

```cpp
const sc_event& value_changed_event() const;
```

The member function `value_changed_event` shall return a reference to the value-changed event, which is returned by the member function `value_changed_event` of the channel, to which the port is bound.

### 4.1.1.11.23. posedge_event

```cpp
const sc_event& posedge_event() const;
```

The member function `posedge_event` shall return a reference to an event that is notified whenever the value of the channel, to which the port is bound, changes and the new value of the channel is true or ‘1’.

### 4.1.1.11.24. negedge_event

```cpp
const sc_event& negedge_event() const;
```

The member function `negedge_event` shall return a reference to an event that is notified whenever the value of the channel, to which the port is bound, changes and the new value of the channel is false or ‘0’.

### 4.1.1.11.25. event

```cpp
bool event() const;
```

The member function `event` shall return true if and only if the value of the channel, to which the port is bound, is changed in the update phase of the immediately preceding delta cycle and at the current simulation time; that is, a member function `write` or `operator=` was called in the immediately preceding evaluation phase, and the value written or assigned was different from the previous value of the signal.

NOTE—The member function `event` returns true when called from a process that was executed as a direct result of the default event of that same signal instance being notified.
4.1.1.11.26. posedge

bool posedge() const;

The member function posedge shall return true if and only if the value of the channel, to which the port is bound, is changed in the update phase of the immediately preceding delta cycle and at the current simulation time, and the new value of the channel is true or '1'.

4.1.1.11.27. negedge

bool negedge() const;

The member function negedge shall return true if and only if the value of the channel, to which the port is bound, changed in the update phase of the immediately preceding delta cycle and at the current simulation time, and the new value of the channel is false or '0'.

4.1.1.11.28. bind, operator()

virtual void bind( sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<bool>& );
void operator()( sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<bool>& );
virtual void bind( sc_core::sc_port<sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<bool>&> );
void operator()( sc_core::sc_port<sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<bool>&> );
virtual void bind( sc_core::sc_port<sc_core::sc_signal_inout_if<bool>&> );
void operator()( sc_core::sc_port<sc_core::sc_signal_inout_if<bool>&> );

The member functions bind and operator() shall each call member function bind of the base class, passing through their parameters as arguments to the function bind, in order to bind the object of class sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<bool> to the channel or port instance passed as an argument.

4.1.1.12. sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<sc_dt::sc_logic>, sca_tdf::sc_in<sc_dt::sc_logic>

4.1.1.12.1. Description

The class sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<sc_dt::sc_logic> shall define a specialized port class for the TDF MoC. It provides additional member functions appropriate for four-valued signals.

4.1.1.12.2. Class definition

namespace sca_tdf {
namespace sca_de {

template<>
class sca_in<sc_dt::sc_logic> : public sca_core::sca_port<
    sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<sc_dt::sc_logic> >
{
public:

    sca_in();
    explicit sca_in( const char* name_ );

    void set_delay( unsigned long );
    void set_rate( unsigned long );
    void set_timestep( const sca_core::sca_time& );
    void set_timestep( double, sca_core::sc_time_unit );
    void set_max_timestep( double, sca_core::sc_time_unit );

    unsigned long get_delay() const;
    unsigned long get_rate() const;
    sca_core::sca_time get_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
    sca_core::sca_time get_timestep( const sca_core::sca_time& );
    sca_core::sca_time get_max_timestep( const );
    sca_core::sca_time get_last_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;

    virtual const char* kind() const;

    void initialize( const sc_dt::sc_logic value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
    const sc_dt::sc_logic read_delayed_value( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;

};

};

};
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bool is_timestep_changed( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
bool is_rate_changed() const;
bool is_delay_changed() const;

const sc_dt::sc_logic read( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
const sc_dt::sc_logic operator[] ( unsigned long sample_id ) const;

const sc_event default_event() const;
const sc_event value_changed_event() const;
const sc_event posedge_event() const;
const sc_event negedge_event() const;

bool event() const;
bool posedge() const;
bool negedge() const;

virtual void bind( sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<sc_dt::sc_logic>& )
;
sca_in( const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<sc_dt::sc_logic>& )
;
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<sc_dt::sc_logic>& operator= ( const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<sc_dt::sc_logic>& );

4.1.1.12.3. Constructors

sca_in();
explicit sca_in( const char* name_ );

The constructor for class sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<sc_dt::sc_logic> shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function sca_core::sc_gen_unique_name("sca_tdf_sc_in") to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port.

4.1.1.12.4. set_delay

void set_delay( unsigned long );

The member function set_delay shall define the number of samples to be inserted before the first input sample. If the member function is not called, the port shall have a delay of zero. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.12.5. set_rate

void set_rate( unsigned long );

The member function set_rate shall define the number of samples that can be read during the execution of the member function processing of the current TDF module by using member function read. The argument
rate shall have a positive, nonzero value. If the member function is not called, the port rate shall be equal to 1. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.12.6. set_timestep

```cpp
void set_timestep(const sca::sca_time&);
void set_timestep(double, sc::sc_time_unit);
```

The member function set_timestep shall define the timestep between two consecutive samples. If the member function is not called, the current timestep of the port is computed as defined in the execution semantics (see 4.1.3). It shall be an error if the function is called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.12.7. set_max_timestep

```cpp
void set_max_timestep(const sca::sca_time&);
void set_max_timestep(double, sc::sc_time_unit);
```

The member function set_max_timestep shall define the maximum timestep between two consecutive samples. If set_max_timestep is not called, an implementation shall set the maximum timestep to the value returned by function sca::sca_max_time. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.12.8. get_delay

```cpp
unsigned long get_delay() const;
```

The member function get_delay shall return the delay set at the port. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.12.9. get_rate

```cpp
unsigned long get_rate() const;
```

The member function get_rate shall return the rate set at the port. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.12.10. get_time

```cpp
sca::sca_time get_time(unsigned long sample_id = 0) const;
```

The member function get_time shall return the time of the sample with index sample_id. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac_processing, or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

The following relation shall hold:

\[
P \cdot \text{get_time}(\text{sample_id}) = M \cdot \text{get_time}() + \frac{M \cdot \text{get_timestep()}}{P \cdot \text{get_rate()}} \cdot \text{sample_id} (4.7)
\]

where \(P\) is an instance of a port of class sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<sc_dt::sc_logic> and \(M\) is the parent module derived from class sca_tdf::sca_module (see 4.1.3).

NOTE—The relation is valid within the time resolution bound, which is returned by the function sc_core::sc_get_time_resolution (see 4.1.3.1.2).
4.1.12.11. get_timestep

```cpp
sca_core::sca_time get_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `get_timestep` shall return the timestep between the preceding and current sample with index `sample_id`. If the preceding sample is not available, the member function shall return the propagated timestep (see 4.1.3.1.2). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.12.12. get_max_timestep

```cpp
sca_core::sca_time get_max_timestep() const;
```

The member function `get_max_timestep` shall return the maximum timestep between two consecutive samples. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.12.13. get_last_timestep

```cpp
sca_core::sca_time get_last_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `get_last_timestep` shall return the timestep between the two samples preceding the sample with index `sample_id`. If the timestep between these two preceding samples is equal to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`, the member function shall return the last non-zero timestep. If one or both of the preceding samples are not available or if all preceding timesteps are all equal to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`, the member function shall return the propagated timestep (see 4.1.3.1.2). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_ATTRIBUTES` of the current TDF module.

4.1.12.14. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string “sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in”.

4.1.12.15. initialize

```cpp
void initialize( const sc_dt::sc_logic& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
```

The member function `initialize` shall initialize one sample at the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the sample being written. The samples shall be indexed from zero to `P.get_delay()–1`, where `P` denotes the port. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port delay.

This member function shall only be called in the member functions `initialize` or `reinitialize` of the current TDF module; otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive initializations with the same `sample_id` shall overwrite the value.

NOTE—The writing of an initial value to the port requires that the port has been assigned a delay using the member function `set_delay`, which shall be called in the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the TDF module.

4.1.12.16. read_delayed_value

```cpp
const sc_dt::sc_logic& read_delayed_value( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `read_delayed_value` shall return a reference to the value of a delayed sample that is available at the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the delayed sample being read. The samples shall be indexed from zero to `P.get_delay()–1`, where `P` denotes the port. A `sample_id` of zero shall refer to the first delayed sample in time. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port delay.
The member function shall only be called in the member function \texttt{reinitialize} of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive reads with the same \texttt{sample_id} during the same module activation shall return the same delayed value.

\textbf{4.1.1.12.17. is\_timestep\_changed}

\begin{verbatim}
bool is_timestep_changed( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
\end{verbatim}

The member function \texttt{is\_timestep\_changed} shall return true if the timestep of the sample with index \texttt{sample_id} of the TDF port, returned by its member function \texttt{get\_timestep(sample_id)}, has changed with respect to the preceding sample. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions \texttt{initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac\_processing, or change\_attributes} of the current TDF module.

\textbf{4.1.1.12.18. is\_rate\_changed}

\begin{verbatim}
bool is_rate_changed() const;
\end{verbatim}

In the context of the callbacks \texttt{processing} and \texttt{reinitialize}, the member function \texttt{is\_rate\_changed} shall return true if the rate of the TDF port has changed since the last activation of the callback \texttt{processing} of the current TDF module. In the context of the callback \texttt{change\_attributes}, the member function \texttt{is\_rate\_changed} shall return true if the rate of the TDF port has changed between the last activation and before last activation of the callback \texttt{processing} of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions \texttt{initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac\_processing, or change\_attributes} of the current TDF module.

\textbf{4.1.1.12.19. is\_delay\_changed}

\begin{verbatim}
bool is_delay_changed() const;
\end{verbatim}

In the context of the callbacks \texttt{processing} and \texttt{reinitialize}, the member function \texttt{is\_delay\_changed} shall return true if the delay of the TDF port has changed since the last activation of the callback \texttt{processing} of the current TDF module. In the context of the callback \texttt{change\_attributes}, the member function \texttt{is\_delay\_changed} shall return true if the delay of the TDF port has changed between the last activation and before last activation of the callback \texttt{processing} of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions \texttt{initialize, reinitialize, processing, ac\_processing, or change\_attributes} of the current TDF module.

\textbf{4.1.1.12.20. read}

\begin{verbatim}
const sc_dt::sc_logic& read( unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
operator const T&();
const sc_dt::sc_logic& operator[]( unsigned long sample_id ) const;
\end{verbatim}

The member functions \texttt{read, operator const T&} and \texttt{operator[]} shall return a reference to the value of a particular sample that is available at the port. The argument \texttt{sample_id} denotes the index of the sample being read. The samples shall be indexed from zero to $P\text{\_get\_rate}()$–1, where $P$ denotes the port. A \texttt{sample_id} of zero shall refer to the first input sample. It shall be an error if \texttt{sample_id} is greater than or equal to the port rate.

The member functions \texttt{read, operator const T&,} and \texttt{operator[]} shall only be called in the time-domain or small-signal frequency-domain processing member function of the current module; otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive reads with the same \texttt{sample_id} during the same module activation shall return the same value.

The value of a sample shall be read by the member function \texttt{read} of the interface proper of class \texttt{sc\_core::sc\_signal\_in\_if<sc\_dt::sc\_logic>}. The member function \texttt{read} of the interface proper of class \texttt{sc\_core::sc\_signal\_in\_if<sc\_dt::sc\_logic>} shall be called in the evaluation phase at the first delta cycle of the associated time of the sample. (see 4.1.3).
4.1.1.12.21. default_event

```cpp
cnst sc_event& default_event() const;
```

The member function `default_event` shall return a reference to the default event, which is returned by the member function `default_event` of the channel, to which the port is bound.

4.1.1.12.22. value_changed_event

```cpp
cnst sc_event& value_changed_event() const;
```

The member function `value_changed_event` shall return a reference to the value-changed event, which is returned by the member function `value_changed_event` of the channel, to which the port is bound.

4.1.1.12.23. posedge_event

```cpp
cnst sc_event& posedge_event() const;
```

The member function `posedge_event` shall return a reference to an event that is notified whenever the value of the channel, to which the port is bound, changes and the new value of the channel is true or '1'.

4.1.1.12.24. negedge_event

```cpp
cnst sc_event& negedge_event() const;
```

The member function `negedge_event` shall return a reference to an event that is notified whenever the value of the channel, to which the port is bound, changes and the new value of the channel is false or '0'.

4.1.1.12.25. event

```cpp
bool event() const;
```

The member function `event` shall return true if and only if the value of the channel, to which the port is bound, is changed in the update phase of the immediately preceding delta cycle and at the current simulation time; that is, a member function `write` or `operator=` was called in the immediately preceding evaluation phase, and the value written or assigned was different from the previous value of the signal.

NOTE—The member function `event` returns true when called from a process that was executed as a direct result of the default event of that same signal instance being notified.

4.1.1.12.26. posedge

```cpp
bool posedge() const;
```

The member function `posedge` shall return true if and only if the value of the channel, to which the port is bound, is changed in the update phase of the immediately preceding delta cycle and at the current simulation time, and the new value of the channel is true or '1'.

4.1.1.12.27. negedge

```cpp
bool negedge() const;
```

The member function `negedge` shall return true if and only if the value of the channel, to which the port is bound, is changed in the update phase of the immediately preceding delta cycle and at the current simulation time, and the new value of the channel is false or '0'.

4.1.1.12.28. bind, operator()
The member functions `bind` and `operator()` shall each call member function `bind` of the base class, passing through their parameters as arguments to the function `bind`, in order to bind the object of class `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<sc_dt::sc_logic>` to the channel or port instance passed as an argument.

### 4.1.1.13. `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out`, `sca_tdf::sc_out`

#### 4.1.1.13.1. Description

The class `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out` shall define a specialized port class for the TDF MoC. It provides functions for defining or getting attribute values (e.g., sampling rate or timestep), for initialization, and for writing output values. The port shall perform the synchronization between the TDF MoC and the SystemC kernel (see 4.1.3.2.4). A port of class `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out` can be only a member of a module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module`; otherwise, it shall be an error.

#### 4.1.1.13.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_tdf {
    namespace sca_de {
        template<class T>
        class sca_out : public sca_core::sca_port<sc_core::sc_signal_inout_if<T> >
        {
            public:
                sca_out();
                explicit sca_out( const char* name_ );
            
                void set_delay( unsigned long );
                void set_rate( unsigned long );
                void set_timestep( const sca_core::sca_time& );
                void set_max_timestep( double, sca_core::sca_time_unit );
                void set_timestep( double, sca_core::sca_time_unit );
                
                unsigned long get_delay() const;
                unsigned long get_rate() const;
                sca_core::sca_time get_time( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
                sca_core::sca_time get_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
                sca_core::sca_time get_max_timestep() const;
                sca_core::sca_time get_last_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
                
                virtual const char* kind() const;
                
                void initialize( const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
                void initialize_de_signal( const T& value );
                const T& read_delayed_value( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
                
                bool is_timestep_changed( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
                bool is_rate_changed() const;
                bool is_delay_changed() const;
                
                void write( const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
                void write( sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy<sc_dt::sc_logic> operator= ( const T& );
                sc_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<T>& operator= { const T& };
                sc_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<T>& operator= { const sca_tdf::sca_in<T>& };
                sc_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<T>& operator= { const sca_tdf::sca_in<T>& };
                sc_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<T>& operator= { const sca_tdf::sca_assign_from_proxy<T> & };
                sc_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<T>& operator= { const sca_tdf::sca_assign_to_proxy<T>& };
                sc_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<T>& operator= { const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<T>& };
                sc_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<T>& operator= { const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<T>& };
            
            private:
                // Disabled
                sca_out( const sc_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<T>& );
                sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<T>& operator= { const sc_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<T>& };
            
        }
    }
}
```
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4.1.1.13.3. Template parameter T

The argument passed as template parameter T shall be either a C++ type for which the predefined semantics for assignment are adequate (for example, a fundamental type or a pointer), or a type T that obeys each of the following rules:

a. The following stream operator shall be defined and should copy the state of the object given as the second argument to the stream given as the first argument. The way in which the state information is formatted is undefined by this standard. The implementation shall use this operator for writing trace values in time-domain simulation (see 6.1).

\[
\text{std::ostream & operator<< (std::ostream &, const T&);}
\]

b. If the default assignment semantics are inadequate (in the sense given in this subclause), the following assignment operator should be defined for the type T. In either case (default assignment or explicit operator), the semantics of assignment should be sufficient to assign the state of an object of type T such that the value of the left operand is indistinguishable from the value of the right operand. The implementation shall use this assignment operator within the implementation for writing to or reading from ports of type T.

\[
\text{const T& operator= (const T&);}
\]

c. If any constructor for type T exists, a default constructor for type T shall be defined.

4.1.1.13.4. Constructors

\[
\text{sca_out();}
\]

\[
\text{explicit sca_out( const char* name_);} \]

The constructor for class sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name("sca_tdf_sc_out") to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port.

4.1.1.13.5. set_delay

\[
\text{void set_delay( unsigned long );}
\]

The member function set_delay shall define the number of samples to be inserted before the first input sample. If the member function is not called, the port shall have a delay of zero. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.13.6. set_rate

\[
\text{void set_rate( unsigned long );}
\]

The member function set_rate shall define the number of samples that can be written during the execution of the member function processing of the current TDF module by using member function write. The argument rate shall have a positive, nonzero value. If the member function is not called, the port rate shall be equal to 1. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions set_attributes or change_attributes of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.13.7. set_timestep

\[
\text{void set_timestep( const sca_core::sca_time& );}
\]
void set_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );

The member function `set_timestep` shall define the timestep between two consecutive samples. If the member function is not called, the current timestep of the port is computed as defined in the execution semantics (see 4.1.3). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.13.8. set_max_timestep

void set_max_timestep( const sc_core::sca_time& );
void set_max_timestep( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );

The member function `set_max_timestep` shall define the maximum timestep between two consecutive samples. If `set_max_timestep` is not called, an implementation shall set the maximum timestep to the value returned by function `sc_core::sca_max_time`. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.13.9. get_delay

unsigned long get_delay() const;

The member function `get_delay` shall return the delay set at the port. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.13.10. get_rate

unsigned long get_rate() const;

The member function `get_rate` shall return the rate set at the port. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.13.11. get_time

sc_core::sca_time get_time( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;

The member function `get_time` shall return the time of the sample with index `sample_id`. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

The following relation shall hold:

\[
P \text{get_time}(\text{sample_id}) = M \text{get_time}() + \frac{M \text{get_timestep}() \text{sample_id}}{P \text{get_rate}()}\]  \quad (4.8)

where \( P \) is an instance of a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out` and \( M \) is the parent module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module` (see 4.1.3).

NOTE—The relation is valid within the time resolution bound, which is returned by the function `sc_core::sc_get_time_resolution` (see 4.1.3.1.2).

4.1.1.13.12. get_timestep

sc_core::sca_time get_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;

The member function `get_timestep` shall return the timestep between the preceding and current sample with index `sample_id`. If the preceding sample is not available, the member function shall return the propagated timestep (see 4.1.3.1.2). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.
4.1.1.13.13. get_max_timestep

`sca_core::sca_time get_max_timestep() const;`

The member function `get_max_timestep` shall return the maximum timestep between two consecutive samples. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.13.14. get_last_timestep

`sca_core::sca_time get_last_timestep( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;`

The member function `get_last_timestep` shall return the timestep between the two samples preceding the sample with index `sample_id`. If the timestep between these two preceding samples is equal to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`, the member function shall return the last non-zero timestep. If one or both of the preceding samples are not available or if all preceding timesteps are all equal to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`, the member function shall return the propagated timestep (see 4.1.3.1.2). It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.13.15. kind

`virtual const char* kind() const;`

The member function `kind` shall return the string “`sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out`”.

4.1.1.13.16. initialize

`void initialize( const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );`

The member function `initialize` shall initialize one sample at the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the sample being written. The samples shall be indexed from zero to `P.get_delay()–1`, where `P` denotes the port. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port delay.

This member function shall only be called in the member functions `initialize` or `reinitialize` of the current TDF module; otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive initializations with the same `sample_id` shall overwrite the value.

NOTE—The writing of an initial value to the port requires that the port has been assigned a delay using the member function `set_delay`, which shall be called in the member functions `set_attributes` or `change_attributes` of the TDF module.

4.1.1.13.17. initialize_de_signal

`void initialize_de_signal( const T& value );`

The member function `initialize_de_signal` shall set the initial value of the signal, to which the port is bound, by calling member function `write` of that signal using the value passed as an argument to member function `initialize_de_signal`. The port need not have been bound at the point during elaboration when member function `initialize_de_signal` is called. In this case, the implementation shall defer the call to `write` until after the port has been bound and the identity of the signal is known. It shall be an error to call this member function after the elaboration phase has finished.

4.1.1.13.18. read_delayed_value

`const T& read_delayed_value( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;`

The member function `read_delayed_value` shall return a reference to the value of a delayed sample that is available at the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the delayed sample being read. The samples shall be indexed from zero to `P.get_delay()–1`, where `P` denotes the port. A `sample_id` of zero shall refer to the first delayed sample in time. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port delay.
The member function shall only be called in the member function `reinitialize` of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive reads with the same `sample_id` during the same module activation shall return the same delayed value.

4.1.1.13.19. `is_timestep_changed`

```cpp
bool is_timestep_changed( unsigned long sample_id = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `is_timestep_changed` shall return true if the timestep of the sample with index `sample_id` of the TDF port, returned by its member function `get_timestep(sample_id)`, has changed with respect to the preceding sample. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.13.20. `is_rate_changed`

```cpp
bool is_rate_changed() const;
```

In the context of the callbacks `processing` and `reinitialize`, the member function `is_rate_changed` shall return true if the rate of the TDF port has changed since the last activation of the callback `processing` of the current TDF module. In the context of the callback `change_attributes`, the member function `is_rate_changed` shall return true if the rate of the TDF port has changed between the last activation and before last activation of the callback `processing` of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.13.21. `is_delay_changed`

```cpp
bool is_delay_changed() const;
```

In the context of the callbacks `processing` and `reinitialize`, the member function `is_delay_changed` shall return true if the delay of the TDF port has changed since the last activation of the callback `processing` of the current TDF module. In the context of the callback `change_attributes`, the member function `is_delay_changed` shall return true if the delay of the TDF port has changed between the last activation and before last activation of the callback `processing` of the current TDF module. Otherwise, it shall return false. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member functions `initialize`, `reinitialize`, `processing`, `ac_processing`, or `change_attributes` of the current TDF module.

4.1.1.13.22. `write`

```cpp
void write( const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
```

The member functions `write` and `operator=` shall write one sample to the port. The argument `sample_id` denotes the index of the sample being written. The samples shall be indexed from zero to \( P \cdot \text{get_rate}() - 1 \), where \( P \) denotes the port. It shall be an error if `sample_id` is greater than or equal to the port rate.

```cpp
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<T>& operator= ( const T& value, unsigned long sample_id = 0 );
```

```cpp
sca_core::sca_assign_to_proxy<sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<T>, T>& operator[] ( unsigned long sample_id );
```

The member functions `write` and `operator=` shall write the value made available through the object of class `sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy` to the output port.

```cpp
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<T>& operator= ( const sca_tdf::sca_in<T>& );
```

```cpp
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<T>& operator= ( const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<T>& );
```

The member functions `write` and `operator=` shall write the first value from the input port of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` or `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in` and write it to the first value of the output port.
The member functions `write`, `operator=`, and `operator[]` shall only be called in the time-domain processing member function of the current module; otherwise, it shall be an error. Consecutive writes with the same `sample_id` during the same module activation shall overwrite the value.

The value of a sample shall be written by the member function `write` of the interface proper of class `sc_core::sc_signal_inout_if`. The member function `write` shall be called in the evaluation phase at the first delta cycle of the associated time of the sample. (see 4.1.3).

### 4.1.1.14. sca_tdf::sca_trace_variable

#### 4.1.1.14.1. Description

The class `sca_tdf::sca_trace_variable` shall implement a variable, which can be traced in a trace file of class `sca_util::sca_trace_file`.

#### 4.1.1.14.2. Class definition

```
namespace sca_tdf {
    template<class T>
    class sca_trace_variable : public sc_core::sc_object,
                                public sca_util::sca_traceable_object
    {
        public:
            sca_trace_variable();
            explicit sca_trace_variable( const char * name_ );
            virtual const char * kind() const ;
            void write( const T& value );
            const T& read() const ;
            operator const T&() const ;
            sca_tdf::sca_trace_variable<T>& operator= ( const T& value );
            sca_tdf::sca_trace_variable<T>& operator= ( const sca_tdf::sca_in<T>& port );
            sca_tdf::sca_trace_variable<T>& operator= ( const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<T>& port );
    } // namespace sca_tdf
```

#### 4.1.1.14.3. Constraint on usage

An application shall instantiate an object of class `sca_tdf::sca_trace_variable` only in the context of a class derived from `sca_tdf::sca_module`. An application shall write to an object of this class only within the member function `processing` of the parent module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module`.

#### 4.1.1.14.4. Constructors

```
sca_trace_variable();
explicit sca_trace_variable( const char * name_ );
```

The constructor for class `sca_tdf::sca_trace_variable` shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class `sc_core::sc_object` to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function `sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name("sca_trace_variable")` to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class `sc_core::sc_object`.

#### 4.1.1.14.5. kind

```
virtual const char * kind() const ;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string “`sca_tdf::sca_trace_variable`”.

#### 4.1.1.14.6. write

```
void write( const T& value );
```
The member functions `write`, `operator=`, and `operator[]` shall write one sample to the trace variable. The member functions shall only be called in the time-domain processing member function of the current module; otherwise, it shall be an error.

### 4.1.1.4.7. read

```cpp
const T& read();
operator const T&();
```

The member functions `read` and `operator const T&` shall return a reference to the trace variable. The member functions shall only be called in the time-domain or small-signal frequency-domain processing member function of the current module; otherwise, it shall be an error.

### 4.1.2. Hierarchical TDF composition and port binding

The hierarchical composition of TDF modules shall use modules derived from class `sc_core::sc_module` and the constructor or its equivalent macro definitions. A hierarchical module can include modules and ports of different models of computation. Port binding rules shall follow IEEE Std 1666-2011 as well as the following specific rules as defined in this subclause. Otherwise, it shall be an error.

a. A port of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` shall only be bound to a primitive channel of class `sca_tdf::sca_signal` or to a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` or `sca_tdf::sca_out` of the parent module.

b. A port of class `sca_tdf::sca_out` shall only be bound to a primitive channel of class `sca_tdf::sca_signal` or to a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_out` of the parent module.

c. A port of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` or `sca_tdf::sca_out` shall be bound to exactly one primitive channel of class `sca_tdf::sca_signal` throughout the whole hierarchy.

d. A primitive channel of class `sca_tdf::sca_signal` shall have exactly one primitive port of class `sca_tdf::sca_out` bound to it and may have one or more primitive ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` bound to it throughout the whole hierarchy.

e. A port of class `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in` shall only be bound to a channel derived from an interface proper of class `sc_core::sc_signal_in_if` or to a port of class `sc_core::sc_in` or `sc_core::sc_out` of the parent module.

f. A port of class `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out` shall only be bound to a channel derived from an interface proper of class `sc_core::sc_signal_inout_if` or to a port of class `sc_core::sc_out` of the parent module.

It shall be an error if more than one decoupling port of class `sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_CT_CUT, INTERP>` or `sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_DT_CUT>` is bound to the same primitive channel of class `sca_tdf::sca_signal` throughout the whole hierarchy.

### 4.1.3. TDF MoC elaboration and simulation

An implementation of the TDF MoC in a SystemC AMS class library shall include a public shell consisting of the predefined classes, functions, macros, and so forth that can be used directly by an application. An implementation also includes a TDF solver that implements the functionality of the TDF class library. The underlying semantics of the TDF solver are defined in this subclause.

The execution of a SystemC AMS application that includes TDF modules consists of elaboration followed by simulation. Elaboration results in the consistent composition of the TDF modules through the computation of TDF attributes. Simulation involves the activation of the member functions `initialize`, `processing`, `change_attributes`, and `reinitialize` of the TDF modules. In addition to providing support for elaboration and simulation, the TDF solver may also provide implementation-specific functionality beyond the scope of this standard. As an example of such functionality, the TDF solver may compute a static schedule for time-domain processing and may report information about the TDF module composition.
4.1.3.1. TDF elaboration

The primary purpose of TDF elaboration is to create internal data structures for the TDF solver to support the semantics of TDF simulation. The TDF elaboration as described in this clause and in the following subclauses shall execute in one `sc_core::sc_module::end_of_elaboration` callback. The actions stated in the following subclauses shall occur, in the given order, during TDF elaboration and only during TDF elaboration. The description of such actions uses the concept of a TDF cluster (see 2.1.4).

NOTE—It is not defined in which order the TDF elaboration and an application-defined `sca_tdf::sca_module::end_of_elaboration` callback are executed.

4.1.3.1.1. TDF attribute setting

The TDF elaboration phase shall execute, in no particular order, all the member functions `set_attributes` of the modules derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module`.

4.1.3.1.2. TDF timestep calculation and propagation

The composition of TDF modules involves the computation and the propagation of consistent values for the timesteps at each port of classes `sca_tdf::sca_in`, `sca_tdf::sca_out`, `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in` and `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out`, and for each TDF module processing function. The port and module timesteps are said to be consistent if they differ by less than the time resolution as returned by the function `sc_core::sc_get_time_resolution`. It shall be an error if consistency is not met.

The propagated timestep of a module (\(T_m\)) derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module` shall be consistent with the rate (\(R\)) and the propagated timestep of any port (\(T_p\)) derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_in`, `sca_tdf::sca_out`, `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in` or `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out` within that module, according to the following equation:

\[
T_m = T_p \cdot R
\]  
(4.9)

The maximum timesteps, set by member function `set_max_timestep`, shall be propagated to all TDF modules and TDF ports in the cluster according to equation 4.9. The maximum timestep shall be resolved by taking the smallest propagated maximum timestep of the TDF modules in the cluster. In case none of the TDF modules in the cluster specifies the maximum timestep smaller than the time returned by function `sca_core::sca_max_time`, the largest propagated maximum timestep in the cluster shall be equal to the time returned by function `sca_core::sca_max_time`. If in a TDF cluster no timestep has been assigned using member function `set_timestep` of a TDF module or TDF port, the propagated maximum timestep shall be used as the propagated timestep. It shall be an error if the propagated maximum timestep is smaller than the propagated timestep in the cluster.

In case the TDF attributes are changed and the equation 4.9 cannot be satisfied in consequence to this change, an implementation shall at least satisfy the equation 4.9 for the TDF modules in the cluster, which contain the TDF ports with the smallest timestep.

The timestep of a module, returned by the member function `get_timestep`, shall be equal to the time between the last and current activation of the callback `processing`, except for the first module activation, where it shall return the propagated value.

The timestep shall be only updated immediately before the execution of the callbacks `initialize`, `processing`, and `reinitialize`. If the difference between two timesteps is smaller than or equal to the time resolution, as returned by the function `sc_core::sc_get_time_resolution`, the timesteps are considered to be indistinguishable. In case a timestep change is imposed, as a result of the use of the member functions `set_timestep` or `set_max_timestep`, the time at which the next cluster execution period starts shall be equal to the current module time plus the smallest propagated timestep in the cluster.

The timestep values for ports bound to the same channel of class `sca_tdf::sca_signal` shall be consistent. The assigned and propagated timestep values shall be consistent throughout the TDF cluster; otherwise it shall be an error. It shall be an error if the propagated timestep is equal to the time returned by function `sca_core::sca_max_time`. 
After successful TDF elaboration, all assigned timestep values shall be overridden by the propagated
timestep values, rounded to the next smallest multiple of the time resolution, as returned by the function
`sc_core::sc_get_time_resolution`.

Each sample read from or written to a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_in`, `sca_tdf::sca_out`, `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in` or `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out` shall be associated with an absolute time of type `sca_core::sca_time`. The first sample shall be associated with a time equal to the current module activation time.

**NOTE**—An application needs to assign at least one timestep, using member functions `set_timestep` or `set_max_timestep`, to at least one TDF module or one port of class `sca_tdf::sca_in`, `sca_tdf::sca_out`, `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in` or `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out` in a TDF cluster. If no timestep has been assigned, the propagated timestep becomes equal to the time returned by function `sca_core::sca_max_time` (see 3.2.6).

### 4.1.3.1.3. TDF computability check

It shall be an error if TDF clusters are not computable. For each TDF cluster, let \( R \) be a vector of positive integer values \( r_M^1, r_M^2, \ldots, r_M^N \), which size \( N \) is the number of modules in the cluster. A TDF cluster is said to be computable if all three following conditions are met:

1. For every pair of ports \( P_i \) and \( P_j \) belonging, respectively, to modules \( M_i \) and \( M_j \) of the same cluster and which are bound to the same channel of class `sca_tdf::sca_signal`, the following equation shall hold:

   \[
   r_{M_i} \cdot P_i\_get\_rate() = r_{M_j} \cdot P_j\_get\_rate()
   \]

   It should be noted that modules \( M_i \) and \( M_j \) may denote the same module.

2. For each cluster, there exists an order of activation of the TDF modules that fulfills the activation conditions as defined in Subclause 4.1.3.2.2, such that each TDF module \( M_i \) shall be activated exactly \( r_{M_i} \) times.

3. For each cluster, there exists an activation order of modules that guarantees that the time stamps of samples read from ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in` at a particular module activation are always smaller than or equal to the time stamps of samples written to ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out` at later scheduled module activations.

### 4.1.3.2. TDF simulation

This subclause defines the process of time-domain simulation of a TDF cluster. The simulation of TDF modules involves the execution of a TDF initialization phase followed by activations of the time-domain processing member functions.

#### 4.1.3.2.1. TDF initialization

The TDF initialization phase shall include the execution, in no particular order, of all the member functions `initialize` of the TDF modules. The TDF initialization phase shall start after the callbacks to the member functions `start_of_simulation`, immediately before the first call to the first scheduled member function `processing`. The current module time, returned by member function `get_time` in the context of the member function `initialize`, shall be equal to the time of the first module activation.

The initial sample values at ports with an associated delay greater than zero are defined by the execution of the port member function `initialize`, which shall be called in the TDF module callback `initialize`. Otherwise, the initial sample values are defined by the default constructor of the corresponding data type.

Samples written by the member function `initialize` of a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_out` shall be available to all connected ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` before the first sample is written to the output port by executing the member function `processing` (see 4.1.1.7.15, 4.1.1.8.17, and 4.1.1.9.17).

#### 4.1.3.2.2. TDF processing

The member function `processing` of class `sca_tdf::sca_module` shall be called if the required number of samples is available at all the module’s input ports. The number of required samples is defined by the rates of the ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_in`. After execution of the member function `processing`, the required samples shall be considered as consumed and thus not available anymore.
The number of produced samples is defined by the rates of the ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_out`. After execution of the member function `processing`, the produced samples shall be available to all connected ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_in`.

The samples written by the member function `initialize` of a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` or class `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in` shall be available first at this port in the order of their sample indexes. (see 4.1.1.5.16 and 4.1.1.10.16).

NOTE 1—Samples, which are not written, remain undefined.

NOTE 2—Samples available at a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` become ordered as follows: 1. samples as defined by the port delay, 2. samples as defined by the port delay of the connected port of class `sca_tdf::sca_out`, 3. samples as written by the member function `processing` of the module that instantiates the connected port of class `sca_tdf::sca_out`.

NOTE 3—The member function `sca_tdf::sca_module::end_of_simulation` may be used to perform post processing actions.

4.1.3.2.3. TDF attribute changes and reinitialization

The TDF attributes can be changed during simulation in the context of the member function `change_attributes` of the modules derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module`. The member functions `change_attributes` of each TDF module, which belong to the same cluster, shall be executed, in no particular order, after each cluster execution period. The cluster execution period shall be the shortest possible periodic cycle of module activations to fulfill the execution semantics (see 4.1.3.2.2). The current module time, returned by member function `get_time` in the context of the member function `change_attributes`, shall be equal to the highest annotated time to any of the samples during the cluster execution period.

After execution of all member functions `change_attributes`, an implementation shall check the consistency of timesteps and rates and perform timestep calculation and propagation (see 4.1.3.1.2 and 4.1.3.1.3). This is followed by the execution of the member functions `reinitialize`. The current module time, returned by member function `get_time` in the context of member function `reinitialize`, shall be equal to the time of the next module activation.

4.1.3.2.4. Synchronization with the SystemC kernel

Synchronization with the SystemC kernel shall be done exclusively by using ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in` and class `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out`.

It shall be ensured that, while executing the member function `processing` of a module and reading from a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in`, the requested samples are available (see 4.1.1.10.21).

It shall be ensured that, while executing the member function `processing` of a module and writing to a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out`, the sample can be written at the corresponding time (see 4.1.1.13.22).

4.1.4. Embedded linear dynamic equations

A module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module` can embed linear dynamic equations in its member function `processing` given in the form of linear transfer functions in the Laplace domain or state-space equations. The equations shall be solved by considering samples as continuous-time signals. The solution shall be a continuous-time signal represented by a reference to an object of class `sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy` or `sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy`. Only solutions at discrete time points shall be made available to the TDF context. The required sampling shall be realized by the objects of class `sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy` or `sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy` depending on the output argument.

The discrete time points at which the input values are sampled shall be derived from:

a. The timestep returned by the member function `get_timestep` of the parent module of class `sca_tdf::sca_module`.

b. The timestep returned by the member function `get_timestep` of an instance of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` or `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in`, which is passed as an argument to the linear dynamic equations.
c. The timestep passed as an argument to the linear dynamic equations.

If a timestep value is defined for the equations, the timestep value shall be smaller than or equal to the time distance between the last computed solution of the equations and the time of the current activation of the module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module`, in which the equations are embedded.

The coefficients of the equation system to be solved can be changed between computations of solutions. The computation of a solution shall be executed at least once in the member function `processing` of the module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module`. The time of the last solution shall not be greater than the time of the current activation of the member function `processing` of the module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module`, in which the equations are embedded. When the time of the last computed solution is smaller than the current module time, the timestep shall be extended by the difference between these two times.

If the time of the first discrete time point of the current calculation is equal or smaller than the time of the last discrete time point of the previous calculation, the state of the equation system shall be restored to the state at the last time point of the calculation before the last calculation.

The embedded linear dynamic equation classes shall be instantiated as a member of a module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module`. The classes shall be instantiated before the callback `start_of_simulation`. After the computation of the first solution of the equations, the sizes of the coefficient vectors or matrices, representing the number of equations, shall not be changed.

### 4.1.4.1. `sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy`†

#### 4.1.4.1.1. Description

The class `sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy`† shall be a helper class, which shall map the computed continuous-time solution to sampled output values. An instance of this class shall exist only as reference returned by the member functions `calculate` or `operator()` of class `sca_tdf::sca_ltf_nd` and `sca_tdf::sca_ltf_zp` (see 4.1.4.3.9, 4.1.4.4.9).

#### 4.1.4.1.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_tdf {
    class sca_ct_proxy : public sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy<sca_util::sca_vector<double>>,
    public sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy<sca_tdf::sca_out_base<double>>,
    public sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy<sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<double>> {
    public:
        double to_double() const;
        void to_vector(sca_util::sca_vector<double> &, unsigned long nsamples = 0) const;
        const sca_util::sca_vector<double> & to_vector(unsigned long nsamples = 0) const;
        void to_port(sca_tdf::sca_out_base<double> & ) const;
        void to_port(sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<double> & ) const;
        operator double() const;
    private:
        // Disabled
        sca_ct_proxy();
        void assign_to(sca_util::sca_vector<double> &);
        void assign_to(sca_tdf::sca_out_base<double> &);
        void assign_to(sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<double> &);
    };
} // namespace sca_tdf
```

#### 4.1.4.1.3. Constraint on usage

An application shall not explicitly create an instance of class `sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy`†.

#### 4.1.4.1.4. to_double

```cpp
double to_double() const;
```
operator double() const;

The member function `to_double` and `operator double()` shall sample the continuous-time solution at the end of the current time interval and shall return the value.

4.1.4.1.5. to_vector

```c++
void to_vector(sca_util::sca_vector<double>&, unsigned long nsamples = 0) const;
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& to_vector(unsigned long nsamples = 0) const;
```

The member function `to_vector` shall sample the continuous-time solution with constant timesteps, starting at the beginning of the current time interval plus the time interval divided by the number of samples `nsamples` and finishing with the end time of the current calculation with `nsamples` samples. If `nsamples` is zero, the number of input samples of the current calculation shall be used. The member function shall resize the vector and copy the result or return a reference to a vector of the appropriate size.

4.1.4.1.6. to_port

```c++
void to_port(sca_tdf::sca_out_base<double>& port) const;
void to_port(sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<double>& port) const;
```

The member function `to_port` shall sample the continuous-time solution with the constant timestep associated with the port `port` using the member function `port.get_timestep()`, starting at the absolute time associated with the first sample of the port `port` using the member function `port.get_time(0)` and finishing at the end of the current time interval as returned by the member function `port.get_time(port.get_rate()–1)` or as provided by the defined timestep. The result will be written to the corresponding samples of the port. It shall be an error if the time associated with the last output sample is larger than the time associated with the input sample plus the continuous-time delay.

4.1.4.1.7. assign_to

```c++
void assign_to(sca_util::sca_vector<double>&);
void assign_to(sca_tdf::sca_out_base<double>&);
void assign_to(sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<double>&);
```

The member function `assign_to` shall use the class `sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy†`, to map `operator=` of class `sca_util::sca_vector` to the member function `to_vector`. Equally, the `operator=` of a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_out` or `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out` shall be mapped to the member function `to_port`.

4.1.4.2. sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy†

4.1.4.2.1. Description

The class `sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy†` shall be a helper class, which shall map the computed continuous-time solution to sampled output values. An instance of this class shall exist only as reference returned by the member functions `calculate` or `operator()` of class `sca_tdf::sca_ss` (see 4.1.4.5.8).

4.1.4.2.2. Class definition

```c++
namespace sca_tdf {

    class sca_ct_vector_proxy† {
        public sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy<sca_util::sca_matrix<double> >,
        public sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy<sca_tdf::sca_out_base<sca_util::sca_vector<double> > >,
        public sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy<sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out<sca_util::sca_vector<double> > >
    
    { public:
            const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& to_vector() const;
        void to_matrix(sca_util::sca_matrix<double>&, unsigned long nsamples = 0) const;
        const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& to_matrix(unsigned long nsamples = 0) const;
        void to_port(sca_tdf::sca_out_base<sca_util::sca_vector<double>>&) const;
    
```
4.1.4.2.3. Constraint on usage

An application shall not explicitly create an instance of class `sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy`.

4.1.4.2.4. to_vector

```cpp
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& to_vector() const;
operator const sca_util::sca_vector<double>&() const;
```

The member function `to_vector` shall sample the continuous-time solution at the end of the current time interval and shall return the values.

4.1.4.2.5. to_matrix

```cpp
void to_matrix( sca_util::sca_matrix<double>&, unsigned long nsamples = 0 ) const;
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& to_matrix( unsigned long nsamples = 0 ) const;
```

The member function `to_matrix` shall sample the continuous-time solution with constant timesteps, starting at the beginning of the current time interval plus the time interval divided by the number of samples `nsamples` and finishing with the end time of the current calculation with `nsamples` samples. If `nsamples` is zero, the number of input samples of the current calculation shall be used. The member function shall resize the matrix and copy the result or return a reference to a matrix of the appropriate size. The column size of the matrix shall be equal to the number of samples.

4.1.4.2.6. to_port

```cpp
void to_port( sca_tdf::sca_out_base< sca_util::sca_vector<double> >& port ) const;
void to_port( sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out< sca_util::sca_vector<double> >& port ) const;
```

The member function `to_port` shall sample the continuous-time solution with the constant timestep associated with the port `port` using the member function `port.get_timestep()`, starting at the absolute time associated with the first sample of the port `port` using the member function `port.get_time(0)` and finishing at the end of the current time interval as returned by the member function `port.get_time(port.get_rate()–1)` or as provided by the defined timestep. The result will be written to the corresponding samples of the port. It shall be an error if the time associated with the last output sample is larger than the time associated with the input sample plus the continuous-time delay.

4.1.4.2.7. assign_to

```cpp
void assign_to( sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& );
void assign_to( sca_tdf::sca_out_base< sca_util::sca_vector<double> >& );
void assign_to( sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out< sca_util::sca_vector<double> >& );
```

The member function `assign_to` shall use the class `sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy`, to map the `operator=` of class `sca_util::sca_matrix` to the member function `to_matrix`. Equally, the `operator=` of a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_out` or `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out` shall be mapped to the member function `to_port`. 
4.1.4.3. sca_tdf::sca_ltf_nd

4.1.4.3.1. Description

The class `sca_tdf::sca_ltf_nd` shall implement a scaled continuous-time linear transfer function of the Laplace-domain variable \( s \) in the numerator-denominator form:

\[
H(s) = k \left( \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{M-1} num_i \cdot s^i}{\sum_{i=0}^{N-1} den_i \cdot s^i} \right) e^{s \cdot delay}
\]  

(4.10)

where \( k \) is the constant gain of the transfer function, \( M \) and \( N \) are the number of numerator and denominator coefficients, respectively, and \( num_i \) and \( den_i \) are real-valued coefficients of the numerator and denominator, respectively. The argument \( delay \) is the continuous-time delay applied to the values available at the input.

4.1.4.3.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_tdf {

class sca_ltf_nd : public sc_core::sc_object {

public:
  sca_ltf_nd();
  explicit sca_ltf_nd( const char* );

  virtual const char* kind() const;

  void set_max_delay( const sc_core::sca_time& );
  void set_max_delay( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );

  double estimate_next_value() const;
  void enable_iterations();

  sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy& calculate( const sc_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
                                  const sc_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
                                  sc_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
                                  double input,
                                  double k = 1.0,
                                  const sc_core::sca_time& tstep = sc_core::sca_max_time() );

  sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy& calculate( const sc_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
                                  const sc_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
                                  const sc_core::sca_time& delay,
                                  sc_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
                                  double input,
                                  double k = 1.0,
                                  const sc_core::sca_time& tstep = sc_core::sca_max_time() );

  sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy& calculate( const sc_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
                                  const sc_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
                                  const sc_util::sca_vector<double>& input,
                                  double k = 1.0,
                                  const sc_core::sca_time& tstep = sc_core::sca_max_time() );

  sca_tdf::sca_in<double> input,
                                  double k = 1.0 );

  sca_tdf::sca_in<double> input,
                                  double k = 1.0 );
```

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy4 calculate( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
  const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
  const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
  const sca_tdf::sca_in<double>& input,
  double k = 1.0 );

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy4 calculate( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
  const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
  const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
  const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
  const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<double>& input,
  double k = 1.0 );

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy4 calculate( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
  const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
  double input,
  double k = 1.0,
  const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time() );

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy4 calculate( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
  const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
  double input,
  double k = 1.0,
  const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time() );

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy4 calculate( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
  const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
  double input,
  double k = 1.0,
  const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time() );

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy4 calculate( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
  const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
  double input,
  double k = 1.0,
  const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time() );

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy4 calculate( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
  const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
  double input,
  double k = 1.0,
  const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time() );

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy4 calculate( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
  const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
  double input,
  double k = 1.0,
  const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time() );

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy4 calculate( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
  const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
  double input,
  double k = 1.0,
  const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time() );


```cpp
sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy::operator() ( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& input,
  double k = 1.0,
const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time() );

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy::operator() ( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
const sca_tdf::sca_in<double>& input,
  double k = 1.0 );

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy::operator() ( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
const sca_tdf::sca_in<double>& input,
  double k = 1.0 );

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy::operator() ( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<double>& input,
  double k = 1.0 );

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy::operator() ( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<double>& input,
  double k = 1.0 );

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy::operator() ( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<double>& input,
  double k = 1.0 );

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy::operator() ( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<double>& input,
  double k = 1.0 );

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy::operator() ( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den,
const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<double>& input,
  double k = 1.0 );
```
4.1.4.3.3. Constructors

```cpp
sca_ltf_nd();
explicit sca_ltf_nd( const char * );
```

The constructor for class `sca_tdf::sca_ltf_nd` shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class `sc_core::sc_object` to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function `sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name(“sca_ltf_nd”)` to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class `sc_core::sc_object`.

4.1.4.3.4. Constraint on usage

The vectors `num` and `den` shall have at least one element, respectively.

4.1.4.3.5. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string “sca_tdf::sca_ltf_nd”.

4.1.4.3.6. set_max_delay

```cpp
void set_max_delay( const sc_core::sca_time& );
void set_max_delay( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );
```

The member function `set_max_delay` shall define the maximum allowable continuous-time delay of the input values. If the member function is not called, the maximum allowable delay shall be set to the current timestep used, at which the input values are available. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member function `set_attributes` of the current TDF module (see 4.1.1.1.5).

4.1.4.3.7. estimate_next_value

```cpp
double estimate_next_value() const;
```

The member function `estimate_next_value` shall return an estimation of the value of type `double` one timestep ahead. This timestep shall be equal to the last computed non-zero timestep. The estimation shall use the same filter coefficients as provided for the last calculation of the equation system. The accuracy of the estimated next value is implementation-defined.

NOTE 1—An implementation may give a warning in case the provided filter coefficients could lead to an inaccurate estimation of the next value.

NOTE 2—If the number of numerator coefficients is equal or larger than the number of denumerator coefficients, an implementation may give an inaccurate estimation of the next value.

4.1.4.3.8. enable_iterations

```cpp
void enable_iterations();
```

The member function `enable_iterations` shall enable zero timestep recalculations by means of setting the timestep argument `tstep` of the member function `calculate` and `operator()` to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`. It shall be called during elaboration; otherwise it shall be an error.

4.1.4.3.9. calculate, operator()

```cpp
sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy& calculate(...);
```
The member function `calculate` and `operator()` shall return the continuous-time signal of the Laplace-domain variable $s$ in the numerator-denominator form, using a reference to the class `sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy`.

The computation of the solution of the equation system shall be started at the time of the first module activation.

The arguments include the gain of the transfer function $k$, the vectors of the numerator coefficients `num` and denominator coefficients `den`, the continuous-time delay `delay`, the state vector `state`, the value of the input at the current time `input`, and the timestep `tstep`.

The first element of the vectors `num` and `den` shall be the coefficient of order zero of the respective polynomial.

The argument `delay` specifies the continuous-time delay, which shall be applied to the input values before calculating the linear transfer function. The delay shall be smaller than or equal to the current timestep used, at which the input values are available, or if the member function `set_max_delay` has been called, smaller than or equal to the delay set by the member function `set_max_delay`. If the argument `delay` is not specified, the continuous-time delay shall be set to the value `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`.

If the state vector `state` is not explicitly used as argument, the states shall be stored internally. In case where states are stored internally and the member function `get_timestep` returns `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME` for the first calculation of the equation system of the current module activation, the state vector is restored to the values before the last module activation. If the size of the state vector is zero, its size shall be defined by the member functions `calculate` or `operator=`, and the vector elements shall be initialized to zero. Otherwise, the size of the state vector shall be consistent with the numerator and denominator sizes. The relation between the numerator and denominator sizes and the size of the state vector is implementation-defined.

If the timestep value `tstep` is not specified as argument, or if it is set to the value returned by function `sca_core::sca_max_time`, the member functions `calculate` and `operator()` shall define a timestep value equal to the time distance between the time reached by the last execution of the member function `calculate` and the time of the current activation of the module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module`, in which the transfer function is embedded. A specified timestep shall be smaller than or equal to the time distance between the time reached by the last execution of the member function `calculate` and the time of the current activation of the module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module`, in which the transfer function is embedded.

If the timestep `tstep` is set to the value `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME` and the internal time of the equation system has progressed to the same point in time equal to the current module activation returned by member function `get_time`, the time and the state of the equation system shall be restored to the time and state before the last calculation, and shall use the new input values. It shall be an error if the timestep `tstep` is equal to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME` and the member function `enable_iterations` has not been called before the callback `start_of_simulation`.

If a value of type double is used as input argument, the value shall be interpreted as forming a continuous-time signal from the end of the last calculation time interval to the end of the current time interval. If a vector of class `sca_util::sca_vector<double>` is used as input argument, the values shall be interpreted as forming a continuous-time signal of equidistant distributed samples from the end of the last calculation time interval to the end of the current time interval. If a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_in<double>` or `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<double>` is used as input argument, the samples available at the port shall be interpreted as forming a continuous-time signal using the associated time points.

The output settling behavior resulting from a change of coefficients during simulation is implementation-defined. If the state vector is stored internally, the state vector shall reset to zero when such a change occurs.

In case the state vector elements are set to zero, the output value shall be zero as long as the input value is zero.
4.1.4.4. sca_tdf::sca_ltf_zp

4.1.4.4.1. Description

The class sca_tdf::sca_ltf_zp shall implement a scaled continuous-time linear transfer function of the Laplace-domain variable \( s \) in the zero-pole form:

\[
H(s) = k \cdot \frac{\prod_{i=0}^{M-1} (s - \text{zeros}_i)}{\prod_{i=0}^{N-1} (s - \text{poles}_i)} e^{-s \cdot \text{delay}}
\]  

(4.11)

where \( k \) is the constant gain of the transfer function, \( M \) and \( N \) are the number of zeros and poles, respectively, and \( \text{zeros} \) and \( \text{poles} \) are complex-valued zeros and poles, respectively. If \( M \) or \( N \) is zero, the corresponding numerator or denominator term shall be a constant 1. The argument \( \text{delay} \) is the continuous-time delay applied to the values available at the input.

4.1.4.4.2. Class definition

namespace sca_tdf {

class sca_ltf_zp : public sc_core::sc_object {
    public:
        sca_ltf_zp();
        explicit sca_ltf_zp(const char*);
        virtual const char* kind() const;
        void set_max_delay(const sc_core::sca_time&);
        void set_max_delay(double, sc_core::sc_time_unit);
        double estimate_next_value() const;
        void enable_iterations();

        sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy\& calculate(const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
                                          const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
                                          sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
                                          double input,
                                          double k = 1.0,
                                          const sc_core::sca_time& tstep = sc_core::sca_max_time());

        sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy\& calculate(const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
                                          const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
                                          sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
                                          double input,
                                          double k = 1.0,
                                          const sc_core::sca_time& tstep = sc_core::sca_max_time());

        sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy\& calculate(const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
                                          const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
                                          const sc_core::sca_time& delay,
                                          sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
                                          double input,
                                          double k = 1.0,
                                          const sc_core::sca_time& tstep = sc_core::sca_max_time());

        sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy\& calculate(const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
                                          const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
                                          const sc_core::sca_time& delay,
                                          sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
                                          double input,
                                          double k = 1.0,
                                          const sc_core::sca_time& tstep = sc_core::sca_max_time());

        sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy\& calculate(const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
                                          const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
                                          const sc_core::sca_time& delay,
                                          sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
                                          double input,
                                          double k = 1.0,
                                          const sc_core::sca_in<double>& input,
                                          double k = 1.0 );

    private:
        void init();
    };
sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy<
calculate{
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
    sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
    const sca_tdf::sca_in<double>& input,
    double k = 1.0);
}

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy<
calculate{
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
    const sca_tdf::sca_de<sca_in<double>& input,
    double k = 1.0);
}

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy<
calculate{
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
    const sca_tdf::sca_de<sca_in<double>& input,
    double k = 1.0);
}

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy<
calculate{
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    double input,
    double k = 1.0,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();
}

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy<
calculate{
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();
}

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy<
calculate{
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    double input,
    double k = 1.0,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();
}

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy<
calculate{
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    double input,
    double k = 1.0,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();
}

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy<
calculate{
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& input,
    double k = 1.0,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();
}

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy<
calculate{
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& input,
    double k = 1.0;
}

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy<
calculate{
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& input,
    double k = 1.0;
}

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy<
calculate{
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& input,
    double k = 1.0;
}

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy<
calculate{
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
double input, 
  const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();
  
  sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy& operator() {
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    const sca_core::sca_time& delay, 
    sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
    double input, 
    double k = 1.0, 
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();
  }
  
  sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy& operator() {
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    const sca_core::sca_time& delay, 
    sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
    double input, 
    double k = 1.0, 
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();
  }
  
  sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy& operator() {
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    const sca_core::sca_time& delay, 
    sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
    const sca_tdf::sca_in<double>& input,
    double k = 1.0 );
  }
  
  sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy& operator() {
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    const sca_core::sca_time& delay, 
    sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
    const sca_tdf::sca_de<sca_in<double>& input,
    double k = 1.0 );
  }
  
  sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy& operator() {
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    const sca_core::sca_time& delay, 
    sca_util::sca_vector<double>& state,
    const sca_tdf::sca_de<sca_in<double>& input,
    double k = 1.0 );
  }
  
  sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy& operator() {
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    double input, 
    double k = 1.0, 
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();
  }
  
  sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy& operator() {
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    double input, 
    double k = 1.0, 
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();
  }
  
  sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy& operator() {
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
    double input, 
    double k = 1.0, 
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();
  }
  
  sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy& operator() {
4.1.4.4.3. Constructors

sca_ltf_zp();

explicit sca_ltf_zp(const char*);

The constructor for class sca_tdf::sca_ltf_zp shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class sc_core::sc_object to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name("sca_ltf_zp") to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class sc_core::sc_object.

4.1.4.4.4. Constraint on usage

The expansion of the numerator and the denominator shall result in a real value, respectively.

4.1.4.4.5. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_tdf::sca_ltf_zp”.

4.1.4.4.6. set_max_delay

void set_max_delay(const sc_core::sc_time&);
void set_max_delay(double, sc_core::sc_time_unit);

The member function set_max_delay shall define the maximum allowable continuous-time delay of the input values. If the member function is not called, the maximum allowable delay shall be set to the current timestep used, at which the input values are available. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member function set_attributes of the current TDF module (see 4.1.1.1.5).
4.1.4.4.7. estimate_next_value

```cpp
double estimate_next_value() const;
```

The member function `estimate_next_value` shall return an estimation of the value of type double one timestep ahead. This timestep shall be equal to the last computed non-zero timestep. The estimation shall use the same filter coefficients as provided for the last calculation of the equation system. The accuracy of the estimated next value is implementation-defined.

NOTE 1—An implementation may give a warning in case the provided filter coefficients could lead to an inaccurate estimation of the next value.

NOTE 2—If the number of zeros is equal or larger than the number of poles, an implementation may give an inaccurate estimation of the next value.

4.1.4.4.8. enable_iterations

```cpp
void enable_iterations();
```

The member function `enable_iterations` shall enable zero timestep recalculations by means of setting the timestep argument `tstep` of the member function `calculate` and `operator()` to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`. It shall be called during elaboration; otherwise it shall be an error.

4.1.4.4.9. calculate, operator()

```cpp
sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy\* calculate(...);

sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy\* operator() (...);
```

The member function `calculate` and `operator()` shall return the continuous-time signal of the Laplace-domain variable \( s \) in the zero-pole form, using a reference to the class `sca_tdf::sca_ct_proxy`\*. The computation of the solution of the equation system shall be started at the time of the first module activation.

The arguments include the gain of the transfer function \( k \), the vectors of the zero coefficients `zeros` and pole coefficients `poles`, the continuous-time delay `delay`, the state vector `state`, the value of the input at the current time `input`, and the timestep `tstep`.

Each element of the vectors `zeros` and `poles` shall define a root of the transfer function. The root shall be a value of type `sca_util::sca_complex`. It shall be an error if the expansion of the zeros and poles has a nonzero imaginary part. If the size of the vector `zeros`, respectively `poles`, is zero, then the numerator, respectively the denominator, of the transfer function shall be equal to the value \( 1.0 + 0.0j \).

The argument `delay` specifies the continuous-time delay, which shall be applied to the input values before calculating the linear transfer function. The delay shall be smaller than or equal to the current timestep used, at which the input values are available, or if the member function `set_max_delay` has been called, smaller than or equal to the delay set by the member function `set_max_delay`. If the argument `delay` is not specified, the continuous-time delay shall be set to the value `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`.

If the state vector `state` is not explicitly used as argument, the states shall be stored internally. In case where states are stored internally and the member function `get_timestep` returns `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME` for the first calculation of the equation system of the current module activation, the state vector is restored to the values before the last module activation. If the size of the state vector is zero, its size shall be defined by the member functions `calculate` or `operator()` and the vector elements shall be initialized to zero. Otherwise, the size of the state vector shall be consistent with the numerator and denominator sizes. The relation between the numerator and denominator sizes and the size of the state vector is implementation-defined.

If the timestep value `tstep` is not specified as argument, or if it is set to the value returned by function `sc_core::sca_max_time`, the member functions `calculate` and `operator()` shall define a timestep value equal to the time distance between the time reached by the last execution of the member function `calculate` and the time of the current activation of the module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module`, in which the transfer function is embedded. A specified timestep shall be smaller than or equal to the time distance between the time reached by the last execution of the member function `calculate` and the time of the
current activation of the module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module`, in which the transfer function is embedded.

If the timestep `tstep` is set to the value `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME` and the internal time of the equation system has progressed to the same point in time equal to the current module activation returned by member function `get_time`, the time and the state of the equation system shall be restored to the time and state before the last calculation, and shall use the new input values. It shall be an error if the timestep `tstep` is equal to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME` and the member function `enable_iterations` has not been called before the callback `start_of_simulation`.

If a value of type double is used as input argument, the value shall be interpreted as forming a continuous-time signal from the end of the last calculation time interval to the end of the current time interval. If a vector of class `sca_util::sca_vector<double>` is used as input argument, the values shall be interpreted as forming a continuous-time signal of equidistant distributed samples from the end of the last calculation time interval to the end of the current time interval. If a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_in<double>` or `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<double>` is used as input argument, the samples available at the port shall be interpreted as forming a continuous-time signal using the associated time points.

The output settling behavior resulting from a change of coefficients during simulation is implementation-defined. If the state vector is stored internally the state vector shall reset to zero when such a change occurs. In case the state vector elements are set to zero, the output value shall be zero as long as the input value is zero.

4.1.4.5. `sca_tdf::sca_ss`

4.1.4.5.1. Description

The class `sca_tdf::sca_ss` shall implement a system, which behavior is defined by the following state-space equations:

\[
\frac{ds(t)}{dt} = A \cdot s(t) + B \cdot x(t - delay)
\]

\[
y(t) = C \cdot x(t) + D \cdot x(t - delay)
\]

where \(s(t)\) is the state vector, \(x(t)\) is the input vector, and \(y(t)\) is the output vector. The argument `delay` is the continuous-time delay applied to the values available at the input. \(A, B, C,\) and \(D\) are matrices having the following characteristics:

- \(A\) is a \(n\)-by-\(n\) matrix, where \(n\) is the number of states.
- \(B\) is a \(n\)-by-\(m\) matrix, where \(m\) is the number of inputs.
- \(C\) is a \(r\)-by-\(n\) matrix, where \(r\) is the number of outputs.
- \(D\) is a \(r\)-by-\(m\) matrix.

4.1.4.5.2. Class definition

```c++
namespace sca_tdf {
    class sca_ss : public sc_core::sc_object {
        public:
            sca_ss();
            explicit sca_ss( const char* );
            virtual const char* kind() const;
            void set_max_delay( const sc_core::sca_time& );
            void set_max_delay( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );
            sca_util::sca_vector<double> estimate_next_value() const;
            void enable_iterations();
            sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy& calculate(
```
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a, // matrix A
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b, // matrix B
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c, // matrix C
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d, // matrix D
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& s, // state vector s(t)

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy4 calculate()
{
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a, // matrix A
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b, // matrix B
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c, // matrix C
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d, // matrix D
    const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
    sca_util::sca_vector<double>& s, // state vector s(t)
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& x, // input vector x(t)
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();
}

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy4 calculate()
{
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a, // matrix A
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b, // matrix B
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c, // matrix C
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d, // matrix D
    const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
    sca_util::sca_vector<double>& s, // state vector s(t)
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& x, // input vector x(t)
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();
}

const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();
}
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& x,
const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
  calculate(
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
  calculate(
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
  calculate(
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
  calculate(
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
  calculate(
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
  calculate(
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
  calculate(
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
  calculate(
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
  calculate(
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
  calculate(
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
  calculate(
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
  calculate(
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
  calculate(
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
  calculate(
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
  calculate(
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
  calculate(
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time();

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
  calculate(
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& s,
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& x,
const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time());

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
sca_tdf::operator() { 
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& s,
    const sca_tdf::sca_in< sca_util::sca_vector<double> >& x);

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
sca_tdf::operator() { 
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& s,
    const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in< sca_util::sca_vector<double> >& x);

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
sca_tdf::operator() { 
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& s,
    const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in< sca_util::sca_vector<double> >& x);

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
sca_tdf::operator() { 
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& s,
    const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& x,
    const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in< sca_util::sca_vector<double> >& x);

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
sca_tdf::operator() { 
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& s,
    const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time());

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
sca_tdf::operator() { 
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& s,
    const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time());

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
sca_tdf::operator() { 
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& s,
    const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& x,
    const sca_core::sca_time& tstep = sca_core::sca_max_time());

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy<
sca_tdf::operator() { 
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
    const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
    const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& s,
    const sca_tdf::sca_in< sca_util::sca_vector<double> >& x);}
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
const sca_tdf::sca_in< sca_util::sca_vector<double>> & x );

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy& operator() (
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in< sca_util::sca_vector<double>> & x );

sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy& operator() (
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
const sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in< sca_util::sca_vector<double>> & x );

} // namespace sca_tdf

4.1.4.5.3. Constructors

sca_ss();

explicit sca_ss( const char* );

The constructor for class sca_tdf::sca_ss shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class sc_core::sc_object to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name(“sca_ss”) to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class sc_core::sc_object.

4.1.4.5.4. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_tdf::sca_ss”.

4.1.4.5.5. set_max_delay

void set_max_delay( const sca_core::sca_time& );

void set_max_delay( double, sc_core::sc_time_unit );

The member function set_max_delay shall define the maximum allowable continuous-time delay of the input values. If the member function is not called, the maximum allowable delay shall be set to the current timestep used, at which the input values are available. It shall be an error if the member function is called outside the context of the member function set_attributes of the current TDF module (see 4.1.1.1.5).

4.1.4.5.6. estimate_next_value

sca_util::sca_vector<double> estimate_next_value() const;

The member function estimate_next_value shall return an estimation of the value of type sca_util::sca_vector<double> one timestep ahead. This timestep shall be equal to the last computed non-zero timestep. The estimation shall use the same filter coefficients as provided for the last calculation of the equation system. The accuracy of the estimated next value is implementation-defined.

NOTE 1—An implementation may give a warning in case the provided filter coefficients could lead to an inaccurate estimation of the next value.

NOTE 2—if any of the values in matrix D of the state-space equation system is non-zero, an implementation may give an inaccurate estimation of the next value.
4.1.4.5.7. enable_iterations

```cpp
void enable_iterations();
```

The member function `enable_iterations` shall enable zero timestep recalculations by means of setting the timestep argument `tstep` of the member function `calculate` and `operator()` to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`. It shall be called during elaboration; otherwise it shall be an error.

4.1.4.5.8. calculate, operator()

```cpp
sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy& calculate(...);
sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy& operator() (...);
```

The member function `calculate` and `operator()` shall return the continuous-time signal of the state-space equation system using a reference to the class `sca_tdf::sca_ct_vector_proxy`. The computation of the solution of the equation system shall be started at the time of the first module activation.

The arguments include the matrices `a`, `b`, `c`, and `d`, the continuous-time delay `delay`, the state vector `s`, the input vector `x`, and the timestep `tstep`. It shall be an error if one of the following conditions is not met:

1. Argument `a` shall be a square matrix of the size of state vector `s`.
2. The number of columns in matrix `b` and the number of columns in matrix `d` is equal to the size of the input vector `x`.
3. The number of rows in matrix `b` and the number of columns in matrix `c` is equal to the size of the state vector `s`.
4. The number of rows in matrices `c` and `d` is equal to the size of the output vector `y`.

The value of the state vector shall be kept after a change of values of matrix coefficients.

The argument `delay` specifies the continuous-time delay, which shall be applied to the input values before calculating the linear transfer function. The delay shall be smaller than or equal to the current timestep used, at which the input values are available, or if the member function `set_max_delay` has been called, smaller than or equal to the delay set by the member function `set_max_delay`. If the argument `delay` is not specified, the continuous-time delay shall be set to the value `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`.

If the state vector `state` is not explicitly used as argument, the states shall be stored internally. In case where states are stored internally and the member function `get_timestep` returns `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME` for the first calculation of the equation system of the current module activation, the state vector is restored to the values before the last module activation. If the size of the state vector is zero, its size shall be defined by the member functions `calculate` or `operator=` and the vector elements shall be initialized to zero. Otherwise, the size of the state vector shall be consistent with the coefficient matrix sizes.

If the timestep value `tstep` is not specified as argument, or if it is set to the value returned by function `sca_core::sca_max_time`, the member functions `calculate` and `operator()` shall define a timestep value equal to the time distance between the time reached by the last execution of the member function `calculate` and the time of the current activation of the module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module`, in which the state space equation is embedded. A specified timestep shall be smaller than or equal to the time distance between the time reached by the last execution of the member function `calculate` and the time of the current activation of the module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module`, in which the state space equation is embedded.

If the timestep `tstep` is set to the value `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME` and the internal time of the equation system has progressed to the same point in time equal to the current module activation returned by member function `get_time`, the time and the state of the equation system shall be restored to the time and state before the last calculation, and shall use the new input values. It shall be an error if the timestep `tstep` is equal to `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME` and the member function `enable_iterations` has not been called before the callback `start_of_simulation`.

If a vector of class `sca_util::sca_vector<double>` is used as input argument, the values shall be interpreted as forming a continuous-time signal of equidistant distributed samples from the end of the last calculation.
time interval to the end of the current time interval. If a matrix of class `sca_util::sca_matrix<double>` is used as input argument, the matrix columns shall be interpreted as forming continuous-time signal of equidistant distributed samples from the end of the last calculation time interval to the end of the current time interval. If a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_in<sca_util::sca_vector<double>>` or `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<sca_util::sca_vector<double>>` is used as input argument, the samples available at the port shall be interpreted as forming a continuous-time signal using the associated time points.

### 4.2. Linear signal flow model of computation

The LSF model of computation shall define the behavior of non-conservative continuous-time systems as mathematical relations between quantities represented by real-value functions of the independent variable time. The resulting differential and algebraic equation system, which is defined by the set of connected predefined LSF primitive modules, shall be solved during simulation. The mathematical relation defined by each LSF primitive module shall contribute to this overall equation system. The predefined set of LSF primitive modules shall support the basic operators required to define LSF behavior as defined in this subclause.

#### 4.2.1. LSF class definitions

All names used in the LSF class definitions shall be placed in the namespace `sca_lsf`.

##### 4.2.1.1. `sca_lsf::sca_module`

**4.2.1.1.1. Description**

The class `sca_lsf::sca_module` shall define the base class for all LSF primitive modules. An application shall not derive from this class directly, but shall use the predefined primitive modules as defined in the following clauses.

**4.2.1.1.2. Class definition**

```cpp
namespace sca_lsf {
    class sca_module : public sca_core::sca_module
    {
        public:
            virtual const char* kind() const;
        protected:
            sca_module();
            virtual ~sca_module();
    }  // class sca_module
}  // namespace sca_lsf
```

##### 4.2.1.2. `sca_lsf::sca_signal_if`

**4.2.1.2.1. Description**

The class `sca_lsf::sca_signal_if` shall define an interface proper for a primitive channel of class `sca_lsf::sca_signal`. The interface class member functions are implementation-defined.

**4.2.1.2.2. Class definition**

```cpp
namespace sca_lsf {
    class sca_signal_if : public sca_core::sca_interface
    {
        protected:
            sca_signal_if();
        private:
            // Other members
            implementation-defined
            // Disabled
            sca_signal_if( const sca_lsf::sca_signal_if& );
            sca_lsf::sca_signal_if& operator= ( const sca_lsf::sca_signal_if& );
}  // class sca_signal_if
}  // namespace sca_lsf
```
4.2.1.3. sca_lsf::sca_signal

4.2.1.3.1. Description

The class sca_lsf::sca_signal shall define a primitive channel for the LSF MoC. It shall be used for connecting modules derived from class sca_lsf::sca_module using ports of class sca_lsf::sca_in and sca_lsf::sca_out. An application shall not access the associated interface directly.

4.2.1.3.2. Class definition

namespace sca_lsf {
    class sca_signal : public sca_lsf::sca_signal_if,
    public sca_core::sca_prim_channel {
    public:
        sca_signal();
        explicit sca_signal( const char *);
        virtual const char* kind() const;
    private:
        // Disabled
        sca_signal( const sca_lsf::sca_signal& );
    };
}

4.2.1.3.3. Constructors

sca_signal();
explicit sca_signal( const char *);

The constructor for class sca_lsf::sca_signal shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_prim_channel to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name("sca_lsf_signal") to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_prim_channel.

4.2.1.3.4. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_lsf::sca_signal".

4.2.1.4. sca_lsf::sca_in

4.2.1.4.1. Description

The class sca_lsf::sca_in shall define a port class for the LSF MoC.

4.2.1.4.2. Class definition

namespace sca_lsf {
    class sca_in : public sca_core::sca_port< sca_lsf::sca_signal_if > {
    public:
        sca_in();
        explicit sca_in( const char *);
        virtual const char* kind() const;
    private:
        //
4.2.1.4.3. Constructors

sca_in();
explicit sca_in( const char* );

The constructor for class sca_lsf::sca_in shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name("sca_lsf_in") to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port.

4.2.1.4.4. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_lsf::sca_in".

4.2.1.5. sca_lsf::sca_out

4.2.1.5.1. Description

The class sca_lsf::sca_out shall define a port class for the LSF MoC.

4.2.1.5.2. Class definition

namespace sca_lsf {

    class sca_out : public sca_core::sca_port< sca_lsf::sca_signal_if >
    {
    public:
        sca_out();
        explicit sca_out( const char* );
        virtual const char* kind() const;

    private:
        // Other members
        implementation-defined
        // Disabled
        sca_out( const sca_lsf::sca_out& );
    }
}

4.2.1.5.3. Constructors

sca_out();
explicit sca_out( const char* );

The constructor for class sca_lsf::sca_out shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name("sca_lsf_out") to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port.
4.2.1.5.4. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_lsf::sca_out".

4.2.1.6. sca_lsf::sca_add

4.2.1.6.1. Description

The class sca_lsf::sca_add shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes the weighted addition of two LSF signals. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[ y(t) = k_1 \cdot x_1(t) + k_2 \cdot x_2(t) \]  

(4.14)

where \( x_1(t) \) and \( x_2(t) \) are the two LSF input signals, \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) are constant weighting coefficients, and \( y(t) \) is the LSF output signal.

4.2.1.6.2. Class definition

namespace sca_lsf {

    class sca_add : public sca_lsf::sca_module {
    public:
        sca_lsf::sca_in  x1; // LSF inputs
        sca_lsf::sca_in  x2;
        sca_lsf::sca_out y; // LSF output
        sca_core::sca_parameter<double> k1; // weighting coefficients
        sca_core::sca_parameter<double> k2;

        virtual const char* kind() const {
            return "sca_lsf::sca_add";
        }
    };
}

4.2.1.6.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_lsf::sca_add".

4.2.1.7. sca_lsf::sca_sub

4.2.1.7.1. Description

The class sca_lsf::sca_sub shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes the weighted subtraction of two LSF signals. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[ y(t) = k_1 \cdot x_1(t) - k_2 \cdot x_2(t) \]  

(4.15)

where \( x_1(t) \) and \( x_2(t) \) are the two LSF input signals, \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) are constant weighting coefficients, and \( y(t) \) is the LSF output signal.

4.2.1.7.2. Class definition

namespace sca_lsf {

    class sca_sub : public sca_lsf::sca_module {
    public:
        sca_lsf::sca_in  x1; // LSF inputs
        sca_lsf::sca_in  x2;
    }
}

sca_lsf::sca_out y;  // LSF output
sca_core::sca_parameter<double> k1; // weighting coefficients
sca_core::sca_parameter<double> k2;

virtual const char* kind() const;

explicit sca_sub( sc_core::sc_module_name, double k1_ = 1.0, double k2_ = 1.0 )
    : x1( "x1" ), x2( "x2" ), y( "y" ), k1( "k1", k1_ ), k2( "k2", k2_ )
    { implementation-defined }
};
} // namespace sca_lsf

4.2.1.7.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_lsf::sca_sub".

4.2.1.8. sca_lsf::sca_gain

4.2.1.8.1. Description

The class sca_lsf::sca_gain shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes the multiplication of an LSF signal by a constant gain. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[ y(t) = k \cdot x(t) \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.16)

where \( k \) is the constant gain coefficient, \( x(t) \) is the LSF input signal, and \( y(t) \) is the LSF output signal.

4.2.1.8.2. Class definition

namespace sca_lsf {

    class sca_gain : public sca_lsf::sca_module
    {
        public:
            sca_lsf::sca_in x;  // LSF input
            sca_lsf::sca_out y;  // LSF output
            sca_core::sca_parameter<double> k; // gain coefficient

            virtual const char* kind() const;

            explicit sca_gain( sc_core::sc_module_name, double k_ = 1.0 )
                : x( "x" ), y( "y" ), k( "k", k_ )
                { implementation-defined }
        };
    } // namespace sca_lsf

4.2.1.8.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_lsf::sca_gain”.

4.2.1.9. sca_lsf::sca_dot

4.2.1.9.1. Description

The class sca_lsf::sca_dot shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes the scaled first-order time derivative of an LSF signal. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[ y(t) = k \cdot \frac{dx(t)}{dt} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.17)
where $k$ is the constant scale coefficient, $x(t)$ is the LSF input signal, and $y(t)$ is the LSF output signal.

### 4.2.1.9.2. Class definition

```c++
namespace sca_lsf {

  class sca_dot : public sca_lsf::sca_module {
    public:
      sca_lsf::sca_in x; // LSF input
      sca_lsf::sca_out y; // LSF output
      sca_core::sca_parameter<double> k; // scale coefficient
      virtual const char* kind() const;
      explicit sca_dot(sc_core::sc_module_name, double k_ = 1.0)
      : x("x"), y("y"), k("k", k_)
      { implementation-defined }
  };
}
```

### 4.2.1.9.3. kind

```c++
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string "sca_lsf::sca_dot".

### 4.2.1.10. sca_lsf::sca_integ

#### 4.2.1.10.1. Description

The class `sca_lsf::sca_integ` shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes the scaled time-domain integration of an LSF signal. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

$$y(t) = k \int_{t_{\text{start}}}^{t} x(\tau) d\tau + y_0$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.18)

where $k$ is the constant scale coefficient, $x(t)$ is the LSF input signal, $y_0$ is the initial condition at $t = 0$, and $y(t)$ is the LSF output signal. The integration shall be done from the first calculation time point $t_{\text{start}}$ to the current time $t$.

If $y_0$ is set to sca_util::SCA_UNDEFINED, the primitive shall contribute the equation $y = k \cdot x$ for the first calculation instead of the equation 4.18. In this case, $y_0$ will be set to the resulting $y$ value of the first calculation.

#### 4.2.1.10.2. Class definition

```c++
namespace sca_lsf {

  class sca_integ : public sca_lsf::sca_module {
    public:
      sca_lsf::sca_in x; // LSF input
      sca_lsf::sca_out y; // LSF output
      sca_core::sca_parameter<double> k; // scale coefficient
      sca_core::sca_parameter<double> y0; // initial condition at t=0
      virtual const char* kind() const;
      explicit sca_integ(sc_core::sc_module_name, double k_ = 1.0, double y0_ = 0.0)
      : x("x"), y("y"), k("k", k_), y0("y0", y0_)
      { implementation-defined }
  };
}
```
4.2.1.10.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_lsf::sca_integ”.

4.2.1.11. sca_lsf::sca_delay

4.2.1.11.1. Description

The class sca_lsf::sca_delay shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that generates a scaled time-delayed version of an LSF signal. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
y(t) = \begin{cases} 
  y_0 & t \leq delay \\
  k \cdot x(t - delay) & t > delay 
\end{cases}
\]  

where \( t \) is the time, \( delay \) is the time delay in seconds, \( k \) is the constant scale coefficient, \( x(t) \) is the LSF input signal, \( y_0 \) is the output value before the delay is in effect, and \( y(t) \) is the LSF output signal.

4.2.1.11.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_lsf {

class sca_delay : public sca_lsf::sca_module {
public:
  sca_lsf::sca_in x; // LSF input
  sca_lsf::sca_out y; // LSF output
  sca_core::sca_parameter<sca_core::sca_time> delay; // time delay
  sca_core::sca_parameter<double> k; // scale coefficient
  sca_core::sca_parameter<double> y0; // output value before delay is in effect

virtual const char* kind() const;

explicit sca_delay(sc_core::sc_module_name, 
                const sca_core::sca_time& delay_ = sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME, 
                double k_ = 1.0, 
                double y0_ = 0.0 )
    : x( *x_ ), y( *y_ ), delay( "delay", delay_ ), k( "k", k_ ), y0( "y0", y0_ )
    { implementation-defined }
};
}
// namespace sca_lsf
```

4.2.1.11.3. Constraint of usage

The delay shall be greater than or equal to zero.

4.2.1.11.4. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_lsf::sca_delay”.
4.2.1.12. sca_lsf::sca_source

4.2.1.12.1. Description

The class `sca_lsf::sca_source` shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes a source for an LSF signal. In time-domain simulation, the primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
y(t) = \begin{cases} 
  \text{init\_value} & t < \text{delay} \\
  \text{offset} + \text{amplitude} \cdot \sin(2\pi \cdot \text{frequency} \cdot (t - \text{delay}) + \text{phase}) & t \geq \text{delay} 
\end{cases}
\]

(4.20)

where \( t \) is the time, \( \text{delay} \) is the initial delay in seconds, \( \text{init\_value} \) is the initial value, \( \text{offset} \) is the offset, \( \text{amplitude} \) is the source amplitude, \( \text{frequency} \) is the source frequency in hertz, \( \text{phase} \) is the source phase in radians, and \( y(t) \) is the LSF output signal. Source parameters shall be set to zero by default.

In small-signal frequency-domain simulation, the primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
y(f) = \text{ac\_amplitude} \cdot \{\cos(\text{ac\_phase}) + j \cdot \sin(\text{ac\_phase})\}
\]

(4.21)

where \( f \) is the simulation frequency, \( \text{ac\_amplitude} \) is the small-signal amplitude, and \( \text{ac\_phase} \) is the small-signal phase in radians.

In small-signal frequency-domain noise simulation, the primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
y(f) = \text{ac\_noise\_amplitude}
\]

(4.22)

where \( f \) is the simulation frequency, and \( \text{ac\_noise\_amplitude} \) is the small-signal noise amplitude.

4.2.1.12.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_lsf {

class sca_source : public sca_lsf::sca_module {
public:
  sca_lsf::sca_out y; // LSF output
  sca_core::sca_parameter<double> init_value;
  sca_core::sca_parameter<double> offset;
  sca_core::sca_parameter<double> amplitude;
  sca_core::sca_parameter<double> frequency;
  sca_core::sca_parameter<double> phase;
  sca_core::sca_parameter<sca_core::sca_time> delay;
  sca_core::sca_parameter<double> ac_amplitude;
  sca_core::sca_parameter<double> ac_phase;
  sca_core::sca_parameter<double> ac_noise_amplitude;

  virtual const char* kind() const;

  explicit sca_source(sca_core::sca_module_name, 
    double init_value_ = 0.0, 
    double offset_ = 0.0, 
    double amplitude_ = 0.0, 
    double frequency_ = 0.0, 
    double phase_ = 0.0, 
    const sca_core::sca_time& delay_ = sca_core::SC_ZERO_TIME, 
    double ac_amplitude_ = 0.0, 
    double ac_phase_ = 0.0, 
    double ac_noise_amplitude_ = 0.0) :
    y("y"), 
    init_value("init_value", init_value_), 
    offset("offset", offset_), 
    amplitude("amplitude", amplitude_), 
    frequency("frequency", frequency_), 
    phase("phase", phase_), 
    delay("delay", delay_), 
    ac_amplitude("ac_amplitude", ac_amplitude_), 
    ac_phase("ac_phase", ac_phase_),
```
4.2.1.12.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_lsf::sca_source”.

4.2.1.13. sca_lsf::sca_ltf_nd

4.2.1.13.1. Description

The class sca_lsf::sca_ltf_nd shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes a scaled Laplace transfer function in the time-domain in the numerator-denominator form (see 4.1.4.3). The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
\frac{\text{num}_M}{\text{den}_N} \frac{d^{N-1}y(t)}{dt} + \frac{\text{num}_{M-1}}{\text{den}_{N-1}} \frac{d^{N-2}y(t)}{dt} + \cdots + \frac{\text{num}_1}{\text{den}_1} \frac{dy(t)}{dt} + \frac{\text{num}_0}{\text{den}_0} y(t)
\]

where \( k \) is the constant gain coefficient, \( M \) and \( N \) are the number of numerator and denominator coefficients, respectively, indexed with \( i \), \( x(t) \) is the LSF input signal, \( \text{num}_i \) and \( \text{den}_i \) are real-valued coefficients of the numerator and denominator, respectively, \( \text{delay} \) is the continuous-time delay in seconds, applied to the values available at the input, and \( y(t) \) is the LSF output signal.

4.2.1.13.2. Class definition

namespace sca_lsf {

class sca_ltf_nd : public sca_lsf::sca_module
{
public:
  sca_lsf::sca_in x; // LSF input
  sca_lsf::sca_out y; // LSF output
  sca_core::sca_parameter<sca_util::sca_vector<double>> num; // numerator coefficients
  sca_core::sca_parameter<sca_util::sca_vector<double>> den; // denominator coefficients
  sca_core::sca_parameter<sca_core::sca_time> delay; // time delay
  sca_core::sca_parameter<double> k; // gain coefficient

  virtual const char* kind() const;

  explicit sca_ltf_nd(sca_core::sca_module_name, const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num_, const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den_, double k_ = 1.0)
  : x("x"), y("y"), num("num", num_), den("den", den_), delay("delay", sca_core::SC_ZERO_TIME), k("k", k_)
  { implementation-defined }

  sca_ltf_nd(sca_core::sca_module_name, const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& num_,
             const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& den_,
             const sca_core::sca_time delay_,
             double k_ = 1.0)
  : x("x"), y("y"), num("num", num_), den("den", den_), delay("delay", delay_), k("k", k_)
  { implementation-defined }
};
}
4.2.1.13.3. Constraint on usage

The vectors `num` and `den` shall have at least one element, respectively.

4.2.1.13.4. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string "sca_lsf::sca_ltf_nd".

4.2.1.14. `sca_lsf::sca_ltf_zp`

4.2.1.14.1. Description

The class `sca_lsf::sca_ltf_zp` shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes a scaled Laplace transfer function in the time-domain in the zero-pole form (see 4.1.4.4). The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
\left( \frac{d}{dt} - p_{oles_{N-1}} \right) \left( \frac{d}{dt} - p_{oles_{N-2}} \right) \cdots \left( \frac{d}{dt} - p_{oles_{0}} \right) y(t) = k \left( \frac{d}{dt} - z_{eros_{M-1}} \right) \left( \frac{d}{dt} - z_{eros_{M-2}} \right) \cdots \left( \frac{d}{dt} - z_{eros_{0}} \right) x(t - \text{delay})
\]

where \( k \) is the constant gain coefficient, \( M \) and \( N \) are the number of zeros and poles, respectively, indexed with \( i \), \( x(t) \) is the LSF input signal, \( z_{eros_i} \) and \( p_{oles_i} \) are complex-valued zeros and poles, respectively, \( \text{delay} \) is the continuous-time delay in seconds applied to the values available at the input, and \( y(t) \) is the LSF output signal.

4.2.1.14.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_lsf {

class sca_ltf_zp : public sca_lsf::sca_module {
{
public:
    sca_lsf::sca_in x; // LSF input
    sca_lsf::sca_out y; // LSF output
    sca_core::sca_parameter<sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>> zeros;
    sca_core::sca_parameter<sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>> poles;
    sca_core::sca_parameter<sca_core::sca_time> delay; // time delay
    sca_core::sca_parameter<double> k; // gain coefficient

    virtual const char* kind() const;

    explicit sca_ltf_zp( sc_core::sc_module_name,  
        const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros_,  
        const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles_,  
        const sca_core::sca_time& delay_,  
        double k_ = 1.0 )  
    : x( "x" ), y( "y" ), zeros( "zeros", zeros_), poles( "poles", poles_),  
      delay( "delay", sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME ), k( "k", k_ )  
    { implementation-defined }

    sca_ltf_zp( sc_core::sc_module_name,  
        const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros_,  
        const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles_,  
        const sca_core::sca_time& delay_,  
        double k_ = 1.0 )  
    : x( "x" ), y( "y" ), zeros( "zeros", zeros_), poles( "poles", poles_),  
      delay( "delay", delay_ ), k( "k", k_ )  
    { implementation-defined }
    
};
}
```
4.2.1.14.3. Constraint on usage

The expansion of the numerator and the denominator shall result in a real value, respectively. It shall be an error if, after expansion, the imaginary part is numerically not zero.

4.2.1.14.4. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_lsf::sca_ltf_zp".

4.2.1.15. sca_lsf::sca_ss

4.2.1.15.1. Description

The class sca_lsf::sca_ss shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes a system, which behavior is defined by single-input single-output state-space equations (see 4.1.4.5). The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
\frac{ds(t)}{dt} = A \cdot x(t) + B \cdot x(t - \text{delay}) \\
y(t) = C \cdot x(t) + D \cdot x(t - \text{delay})
\]

where \( s(t) \) is the state vector, \( x(t) \) is the LSF input signal, \( \text{delay} \) is the continuous-time delay in seconds applied to the values available at the input, and \( y(t) \) is the LSF output signal. \( A \) is a \( n \times n \) matrix, where \( n \) is the number of states, \( B \) and \( C \) are vectors of size \( n \), and \( D \) is a real value.

4.2.1.15.2. Class definition

namespace sca_lsf {

class sca_ss : public sca_lsf::sca_module {

public:
    sca_lsf::sca_in x; // LSF input
    sca_lsf::sca_out y; // LSF output

    sca_core::sca_parameter<sca_util::sca_matrix<double> > a; // matrix A of size \( n \times n \)
    sca_core::sca_parameter<sca_util::sca_matrix<double> > b; // matrix B with one column of size \( n \)
    sca_core::sca_parameter<sca_util::sca_matrix<double> > c; // matrix C with one row of size \( n \)
    sca_core::sca_parameter<sca_util::sca_matrix<double> > d; // matrix D of size 1
    sca_core::sca_parameter<sca_core::sca_time> delay; // time delay

    virtual const char* kind() const;

    explicit sca_ss( sc_core::sc_module_name, 
        const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a_, const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b_, const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c_, const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d_, const sca_core::sca_time& delay_ = sca_core::sc_zero_time ) : x( "x" ), y( "y" ), a( "a" ), b( "b" ), c( "c" ), d( "d" ), 
        delay( "delay", delay_ )
    { implementation-defined }
}
} // namespace sca_lsf

4.2.1.15.3. Constraint on usage

It shall be an error if one of the following conditions is not met:

1. Argument \( a \) shall be a square matrix of the size of state vector \( s \).
2. Argument \( b \) shall be a matrix with one column and the size of state vector \( s \) rows.
3. Argument $c$ shall be a matrix with one row and the size of state vector $s$ columns.

4. Argument $d$ shall be a matrix of one row and one column.

NOTE—The class `sca_lsf::sca_ss` uses matrices similar to class `sca_tdf::sca_ss`.

4.2.1.15.4. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string "sca_lsf::sca_ss".

4.2.1.16. sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_gain, sca_lsf::sca_tdf_gain

4.2.1.16.1. Description

The class `sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_gain` shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes the scaled multiplication of a TDF input signal by an LSF input signal. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

$$y(t) = scale \cdot inp \cdot x(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.27)

where `scale` is the constant scale coefficient, `inp` is the TDF input signal that shall be interpreted as a continuous-time signal, $x(t)$ is the LSF input signal, and $y(t)$ is the LSF output signal.

4.2.1.16.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_lsf {
    namespace sca_tdf {
        class sca_gain : public sca_lsf::sca_module {
            public:
                sca_tdf::sca_in< double > inp; // TDF input
                sca_lsf::sca_in  x; // LSF input
                sca_lsf::sca_out y; // LSF output
                sca_core::sca_parameter< double > scale; // scale coefficient
            virtual const char* kind() const;
                explicit sca_gain( sc_core::sc_module_name, double scale_ = 1.0 )
                    : inp( "inp" ), x( "x" ), y( "y" ), scale( "scale", scale_ )
                    { implementation-defined }
            };
        // } // namespace sca_tdf
        typedef sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_gain sca_tdf_gain;
    } // namespace sca_lsf
}
```

4.2.1.16.3. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string "sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_gain".

4.2.1.17. sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_source, sca_lsf::sca_tdf_source

4.2.1.17.1. Description

The class `sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_source` shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes the scaled conversion of a TDF signal to an LSF signal. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

$$y(t) = scale \cdot inp$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.28)
where \( scale \) is the constant scale coefficient, \( inp \) is the TDF input signal that shall be interpreted as a continuous-time signal, and \( y(t) \) is the LSF output signal.

### 4.2.1.17.2. Class definition

```c++
namespace sca_lsf {
    namespace sca_tdf {
        class sca_source : public sca_lsf::sca_module
        {
            public:
                ::sca_tdf::sca_in<double> inp; // TDF input
                sca_lsf::sca_out y; // LSF output
                sca_core::sca_parameter<double> scale; // scale coefficient
            virtual const char* kind() const;
        }
    }
}
```

typedef sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_source sca_tdf_source;

```c++
}
// namespace sca_tdf
```

### 4.2.1.17.3. kind

```c++
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string “sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_source”.

### 4.2.1.18. sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_sink, sca_lsf::sca_tdf_sink

#### 4.2.1.18.1. Description

The class `sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_sink` shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes a scaled conversion from an LSF signal to a TDF signal. The value of the LSF input signal \( x(t) \) shall be scaled with coefficient \( scale \) and written to the TDF output port \( outp \).

#### 4.2.1.18.2. Class definition

```c++
namespace sca_lsf {
    namespace sca_tdf {
        class sca_sink : public sca_lsf::sca_module
        {
            public:
                sca_lsf::sca_in x; // LSF input
                ::sca_tdf::sca_out<double> outp; // TDF output
                sca_core::sca_parameter<double> scale; // scale coefficient
            virtual const char* kind() const;
        }
    }
}
```

typedef sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_sink sca_tdf_sink;
4.2.1.18.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_sink”.

4.2.1.19. sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_mux, sca_lsf::sca_tdf_mux

4.2.1.19.1. Description

The class sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_mux shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes the selection of one of two LSF signals by a TDF control signal (multiplexer). The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
y(t) = \begin{cases} 
  x_1(t) & \text{ctrl = false} \\
  x_2(t) & \text{ctrl = true}
\end{cases}
\]  

(4.29)

where ctrl is the TDF control signal, \(x_1(t)\) and \(x_2(t)\) are the LSF input signals, and \(y(t)\) is the LSF output signal.

4.2.1.19.2. Class definition

namespace sca_lsf {

namespace sca_tdf {

class sca_mux : public sca_lsf::sca_module {
|
public:
  sca_lsf::sca_in x1; // LSF inputs
  sca_lsf::sca_in x2;
  sca_lsf::sca_out y; // LSF output
  ::sca_tdf::sca_in<bool> ctrl; // TDF control input

virtual const char* kind() const;

explicit sca_mux(sc_core::sc_module_name)
  : x1("x1"), x2("x2"), y("y"), ctrl("ctrl")
  { implementation-defined }
};

} // namespace sca_tdf

typedef sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_mux sca_tdf_mux;

} // namespace sca_lsf

4.2.1.19.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_mux”.

}
4.2.1.20. sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_demux, sca_lsf::sca_tdf_demux

4.2.1.20.1. Description

The class sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_demux shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes the routing of an LSF input signal to either one of two LSF output signals controlled by a TDF signal (demultiplexer). The primitive shall contribute the following equations to the equation system:

\[
\begin{align*}
y_1(t) &= \begin{cases} 
  x(t) & \text{ctrl} = \text{false} \\
  0 & \text{ctrl} = \text{true}
\end{cases} \\
y_2(t) &= \begin{cases} 
  0 & \text{ctrl} = \text{false} \\
  x(t) & \text{ctrl} = \text{true}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

where `ctrl` is the TDF control signal, \(x(t)\) is the LSF input signal, and \(y_1(t)\) and \(y_2(t)\) are the LSF output signals.

4.2.1.20.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_lsf {
  namespace sca_tdf {
    class sca_demux : public sca_lsf::sca_module {
      public:
        sca_lsf::sca_in x; // LSF input
        sca_lsf::sca_out y1; // LSF outputs
        sca_lsf::sca_out y2;
        ::sca_tdf::sca_in<bool> ctrl; // TDF control input
        virtual const char* kind() const;
    };
  }
}
```

typedef sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_demux sca_tdf_demux;

4.2.1.20.3. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string "sca_lsf::sca_tdf::sca_demux".

4.2.1.21. sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_gain, sca_lsf::sca_de_gain

4.2.1.21.1. Description

The class sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_gain shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes the scaled multiplication of a discrete-event input signal by an LSF input signal. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
y(t) = \text{scale} \cdot \text{inp} \cdot x(t)
\] (4.32)

where `scale` is the constant scale coefficient, `inp` is the discrete-event input signal that shall be interpreted as a discrete-time signal, \(x(t)\) is the LSF input signal, and \(y(t)\) is the LSF output signal.

4.2.1.21.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_lsf {
  namespace sca_de {
    class sca_gain : public sca_lsf::sca_module {
      public:
        sca_lsf::sca_in x; // LSF input
        sca_lsf::sca_out y; // LSF output
        virtual const char* kind() const;
    };
  }
}
```

typedef sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_gain sca_de_gain;
namespace sca_de {
    class sca_gain : public sca_lsf::sca_module {
    public:
        sc_core::sc_in<double> inp; // discrete-event input
        sca_lsf::sca_in x; // LSF input
        sca_lsf::sca_out y; // LSF output
        sca_core::sca_parameter<double> scale; // scale coefficient
        virtual const char* kind() const;

        explicit sca_gain( sc_core::sc_module_name, double scale_ = 1.0 ) :
            inp( "inp" ), x( "x" ), y( "y" ), scale( "scale", scale_ )
            { implementation-defined }
    }
} // namespace sca_de

typedef sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_gain sca_de_gain;
} // namespace sca_lsf

4.2.1.21.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_gain".

4.2.1.22. sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_source, sca_lsf::sca_de_source

4.2.1.22.1. Description

The class sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_source shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes
the scaled conversion of a discrete-event input signal to an LSF signal. The primitive shall contribute the
following equation to the equation system:
\[
y(t) = scale \cdot inp
\]

(4.33)

where scale is the constant scale coefficient, inp is the discrete-event input signal that shall be interpreted
as a discrete-time signal, and y(t) is the LSF output signal.

4.2.1.22.2. Class definition

namespace sca_lsf {
    namespace sca_de {
        class sca_source : public sca_lsf::sca_module {
        public:
            sc_core::sc_in<double> inp; // discrete-event input
            sca_lsf::sca_out y; // LSF output
            sca_core::sca_parameter<double> scale; // scale coefficient
            virtual const char* kind() const;

            explicit sca_source( sc_core::sc_module_name, double scale_ = 1.0 ) :
                inp( "inp" ), y( "y" ), scale( "scale", scale_ )
                { implementation-defined }
        }
    } // namespace sca_de

typedef sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_source sca_de_source;
namespace sca_lsf {
    namespace sca_de {
        class sca_sink : public sca_lsf::sca_module {
            public:
                sca_lsf::sca_in x; // LSF input
                sc_core::sc_out<double> outp; // discrete-event output
                sca_core::sca_parameter<double> scale; // scale coefficient
                virtual const char* kind() const;
            explicit sca_sink( sc_core::sc_module_name, double scale_ = 1.0 ) :
                x( "x" ), outp( "outp" ), scale( "scale", scale_ )
            { implementation-defined }
        };
    }
    typedef sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_sink sca_de_sink;
} // namespace sca_lsf

namespace sca_lsf {
    namespace sca_de {
        class sca_mux : public sca_lsf::sca_module {
            public:
                sca_lsf::sca_in x1, x2; // LSF inputs
                sc_core::sc_out<double> outp; // discrete-event output
                sca_core::sca_parameter<double> scale; // scale coefficient
                virtual const char* kind() const;
            explicit sca_mux( sc_core::sc_module_name, double scale_ = 1.0 ) :
                x1( "x_1" ), x2( "x_2" ), outp( "outp" ), scale( "scale", scale_ )
            { implementation-defined }
        };
    }
    typedef sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_mux sca_de_mux;
} // namespace sca_lsf

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_source”.

The class sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_sink shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes a
scaled conversion from an LSF signal to a discrete-event signal. The value of the LSF input signal \( x(t) \) shall
be scaled with coefficient scale and written to the discrete-event output port outp.

The class sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_sink shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes the
selection of one of two LSF signals by a discrete-event control signal (multiplexer). The primitive shall
contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
y(t) = \begin{cases} 
    x_1(t) & \text{ctrl} = \text{false} \\
    x_2(t) & \text{ctrl} = \text{true} 
\end{cases} 
\]

where \( \text{ctrl} \) is the discrete-event control signal, \( x_1(t) \) and \( x_2(t) \) are the LSF input signals, and \( y(t) \) is the
LSF output signal.
class sca_mux : public sca_lsf::sca_module
{
    public:
    sca_lsf::sca_in x1; // LSF inputs
    sca_lsf::sca_in x2;
    sca_lsf::sca_out y;   // LSF output
    sc_core::sc_in<bool> ctrl; // discrete-event control
    virtual const char* kind() const;
    explicit sca_mux( sc_core::sc_module_name )
        : x1( "x1" ), x2( "x2" ), y( "y" ), ctrl( "ctrl" )
        { implementation-defined }
    );} // namespace sca_de
typedef sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_mux sca_de_mux;
} // namespace sca_lsf

4.2.1.24.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_mux”.

4.2.1.25. sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_demux, sca_lsf::sca_de_demux

4.2.1.25.1. Description

The class sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_demux shall implement a primitive module for the LSF MoC that realizes the routing of an LSF input signal to either one of two LSF output signals controlled by a discrete-event signal (demultiplexer). The primitive shall contribute the following equations to the equation system:

\[
\begin{align*}
y_1(t) &= \begin{cases} 
  x(t) & \text{ctrl} = \text{false} \\
  0 & \text{ctrl} = \text{true}
\end{cases} \\
y_2(t) &= \begin{cases} 
  0 & \text{ctrl} = \text{false} \\
  x(t) & \text{ctrl} = \text{true}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

(4.35) \hspace{1cm} (4.36)

where \(\text{ctrl}\) is the discrete-event control signal, \(x(t)\) is the LSF input signal, and \(y_1(t)\) and \(y_2(t)\) are the LSF output signals.

4.2.1.25.2. Class definition

namespace sca_lsf {
}

namespace sca_de {

    class sca_demux : public sca_lsf::sca_module
    {
        public:
        sca_lsf::sca_in x;  // LSF input
        sca_lsf::sca_out y1; // LSF outputs
        sca_lsf::sca_out y2;
        sc_core::sc_in<bool> ctrl; // discrete-event control
        virtual const char* kind() const;
        explicit sca_demux( sc_core::sc_module_name )
            : x( "x" ), y1( "y1" ), y2( "y2" ), ctrl( "ctrl" )
            { implementation-defined }
        );
    } // namespace sca_de
typedef sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_demux sca_de_demux;
// namespace sca_lsf

4.2.1.25.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_lsf::sca_de::sca_demux”.

4.2.2. Hierarchical LSF composition and port binding

The hierarchical composition of LSF modules shall use modules derived from class sc_core::sc_module
and the constructor or its equivalent macro definitions. A hierarchical module can include modules and
ports of different models of computation. Port binding rules shall follow IEEE Std 1666-2011 as well as
the following specific rules:

a. A port of class sca_lsf::sca_in shall only be bound to a primitive channel of class sca_lsf::sca_signal
or to a port of class sca_lsf::sca_in or sca_lsf::sca_out of the parent module.

b. A port of class sca_lsf::sca_out shall only be bound to a primitive channel of class sca_lsf::sca_signal
or to port of class sca_lsf::sca_out of the parent module.

c. A port of class sca_lsf::sca_in or sca_lsf::sca_out shall be bound to exactly one primitive channel of
class sca_lsf::sca_signal throughout the whole hierarchy.

d. A primitive channel of class sca_lsf::sca_signal shall have exactly one primitive port of class
sca_lsf::sca_out bound to it and may have one or more primitive ports of class sca_lsf::sca_in bound
to it throughout the whole hierarchy.

Predefined LSF primitive modules using ports of other models of computation shall follow the port binding
rules of the corresponding models of computation.

4.2.3. LSF MoC elaboration and simulation

An implementation of the LSF MoC in a SystemC AMS class library shall include a public shell consisting of
the predefined classes, functions, and so forth that can be used directly by an application. An implementation
shall also include an LSF solver that implements the functionality of the LSF class library. The underlying
semantics of the LSF solver are defined in this subclause.

The execution of a SystemC AMS application that includes LSF modules consists of elaboration followed by
simulation. Elaboration results in one or more equation systems based on the contributions of the connected
LSF modules. Simulation solves the equation systems repetitively. In addition to providing support for
elaboration and simulation, the LSF solver may also provide implementation-specific functionality beyond
the scope of this standard. As an example of such functionality, the LSF solver may report information on
the LSF module composition and equation setup.

4.2.3.1. LSF elaboration

The primary purpose of LSF elaboration is to create internal data structures and equations for the LSF solver
to support the semantics of LSF simulation. The LSF elaboration as described in this clause and in the
following subclauses shall execute in a sc_core::sc_module::end_of_elaboration callback.

The actions stated in the following subclauses shall occur, in the given order, during LSF elaboration and
only during LSF elaboration. The description of such actions use the concept of an LSF cluster, which is a
set of LSF modules connected by channels of class sca_lsf::sca_signal.

LSF elaboration shall lock the parameter values of the predefined primitive modules. (See 3.2.7).

4.2.3.1.1. Timestep calculation and propagation

The timestep for every LSF cluster shall be derived from the timestep of a connected TDF cluster or set
by the member functions set_timestep or set_max_timestep of an LSF primitive module derived from
class sca_lsf::sca_module in the corresponding LSF cluster. The timestep shall be propagated within the
LSF cluster to all primitive modules and to all ports of class sca_tdf::sca_in and sca_tdf::sca_out<T>,
if any.
It shall be an error if a timestep value is not assigned to at least one LSF module. The assigned and propagated
timestep values shall be consistent throughout the LSF cluster; otherwise, it shall be an error. It shall be an
error if the propagated timestep is equal to the time returned by function `sca_core::sca_max_time`.

After successful LSF elaboration, all assigned timestep values shall be overridden by the propagated
timestep values.

NOTE—An LSF cluster could be considered as one TDF module marked to accept attribute changes, which could be
connected to TDF modules in a hierarchical composition by the ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` and `sca_tdf::sca_out<T>`
of the predefined LSF primitive modules. In this case, the LSF cluster is included in the timestep calculation of the
TDF cluster and must comply with the same rules (see 4.1.3.1.2).

### 4.2.3.1.2. LSF equation system setup and solvability check

For each LSF cluster, an equation system shall be set up by combining:

1. the contributing equations of each of the predefined LSF primitive modules in the cluster.
2. the equations implied by the connected ports of class `sca_lsf::sca_in` and `sca_lsf::sca_out` that express
   the equality of the values conveyed by the ports.

It shall be an error if any of the equation systems is numerically singular.

### 4.2.3.2. LSF simulation

This subclause defines the process of time-domain simulation of LSF descriptions. The simulation of a
cluster of LSF modules is done by a repetitive solving of the underlying equation systems.

#### 4.2.3.2.1. LSF initialization

For each LSF cluster:

1. all LSF signals and states shall be set to zero.
2. for all LSF signals consistent initial conditions shall be calculated in agreement with the initial conditions
   set by the predefined primitives.

#### 4.2.3.2.2. Time-domain simulation

The solver shall at least provide results at the calculated timestep distances. If the current calculation
timestep is `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`, the time and the state of the equation system shall be restored to
the time and state before the last calculation and the calculation shall be repeated on the new input values.

#### 4.2.3.2.3. Synchronization with TDF MoC

Synchronization with the TDF MoC shall be done exclusively by using the predefined LSF primitive
modules containing ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` and `sca_tdf::sca_out`.

The LSF solver reads repetitively samples from ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` for all calculated timesteps
of the LSF cluster. Consecutive reads shall be interpreted as forming a continuous-time signal.

The LSF solver writes repetitively samples to ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_out` for all calculated timesteps
of the LSF cluster.

#### 4.2.3.2.4. Synchronization with the SystemC kernel

Synchronization with the SystemC kernel shall be done exclusively by using the predefined LSF primitive
modules containing ports of class `sc_core::sc_in` and `sc_core::sc_out`.

The LSF solver reads repetitively values from ports of class `sc_core::sc_in` at each first delta cycle of
the corresponding SystemC time for all calculated timesteps of the LSF cluster. The value is assumed as
constant until the next value is read.

The LSF solver writes repetitively values to ports of class `sc_core::sc_out` at each first delta cycle of the
corresponding SystemC time for all calculated timesteps of the LSF cluster.
4.3. Electrical linear networks model of computation

The ELN model of computation shall define the behavior of conservative continuous-time systems consisting of linear networks based on electrical primitives. The resulting differential and algebraic equation system, which is determined by the set of connected predefined ELN primitive modules, shall be solved during simulation. The mathematical relation defined in each ELN primitive module shall contribute to this overall equation system. The predefined ELN primitive modules shall serve as a basic set of electrical linear network primitives as defined in this subclause.

For ELN primitive modules with exactly two terminals, the voltage across the primitive is defined in volt and the current through the primitive is defined in ampere.

Current tracing for ELN primitive modules shall be supported for at least the primitives having two terminals as defined in this subclause. The current, which is traced, is defined as the current in ampere flowing through the ELN primitive from terminal $p$ to terminal $n$.

Voltage tracing shall be supported by the primitive channels of class `sca_eln::sca_node` and `sca_eln::sca_node_ref`. The voltage, which is traced, is defined as the voltage in volt across the electrical node of class `sca_eln::sca_node` or `sca_eln::sca_node_ref` and the corresponding electrical reference node of class `sca_eln::sca_node_ref`.

An implementation may support current tracing of ELN primitive modules with more than two terminals.

All ELN primitive modules, which support current tracing, shall be derived from class `sca_util::sca_traceable_object`.

4.3.1. ELN class definitions

All names used in the ELN class definitions shall be placed in the namespace `sca_eln`.

4.3.1.1. `sca_eln::sca_module`

4.3.1.1.1. Description

The class `sca_eln::sca_module` shall define the base class for all ELN primitive modules. An application shall not derive from this class directly, but shall use the predefined primitive modules as defined in the following clauses.

4.3.1.1.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_eln {

class sca_module : public sca_core::sca_module
{
public:
    virtual const char* kind() const;

protected:
    sca_module();
    virtual ~sca_module();
};
// namespace sca_eln
```

4.3.1.2. `sca_eln::sca_node_if`

4.3.1.2.1. Description

The class `sca_eln::sca_node_if` shall define an interface proper for the primitive channels of class `sca_eln::sca_node` and `sca_eln::sca_node_ref`. The interface class member functions are implementation-defined.

4.3.1.2.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_eln {
```
class sca_node_if : public sca_core::sca_interface
{
  protected:
    sca_node_if();
  
  private:
    // Other members
    implementation-defined
    
    // Disabled
    sca_node_if( const sca_eln::sca_node_if& );
    sca_eln::sca_node_if& operator=( const sca_eln::sca_node_if& );
};

namespace sca_eln
{
  class sca_terminal : public sca_core::sca_port< sca_eln::sca_node_if >
  {
    public:
      sca_terminal();
      explicit sca_terminal( const char* name_ );
      
      virtual const char* kind() const;
    
    private:
      // Other members
      implementation-defined
      
      // Disabled
      sca_terminal( const sca_eln::sca_terminal& );
  };
}

4.3.1.3. sca_eln::sca_terminal

4.3.1.3.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_terminal shall define a port class for the ELN MoC.

4.3.1.3.2. Class definition

namespace sca_eln {

  class sca_terminal : public sca_core::sca_port< sca_eln::sca_node_if >
  {
    public:
      sca_terminal();
      explicit sca_terminal( const char* name_ );
      virtual const char* kind() const;
    
    private:
      // Other members
      implementation-defined
      
      // Disabled
      sca_terminal( const sca_eln::sca_terminal& );
  };
}

4.3.1.3.3. Constructors

sca_terminal();
explicit sca_terminal( const char* name_ );

The constructor for class sca_eln::sca_terminal shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name(“sca_terminal”) to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_port.

4.3.1.3.4. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_eln::sca_terminal”.

4.3.1.4. sca_eln::sca_node

4.3.1.4.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_node shall define a primitive channel for the ELN MoC. It shall be used for connecting ELN primitive modules using ports of class sca_eln::sca_terminal. The primitive channel shall represent an electrical node. An application shall not access the associated interface directly.
4.3.1.4.2. Class definition

namespace sca_eln {
    class sca_node : public sca_eln::sca_node_if,
        public sca_core::sca_prim_channel
    {
    public:
        sca_node();
        explicit sca_node( const char* name_ );
        virtual const char* kind() const;
    private:
        // Disabled
        sca_node( const sca_eln::sca_node& );
    } // namespace sca_eln

4.3.1.4.3. Constructors

sca_node();
explicit sca_node( const char* name_ );

The constructor for class sca_eln::sca_node shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_prim_channel to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name(“sca_node”) to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_prim_channel.

4.3.1.4.4. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_eln::sca_node”.

4.3.1.5. sca_eln::sca_node_ref

4.3.1.5.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_node_ref shall define a primitive channel for the ELN MoC. It shall be used for connecting ELN primitive modules using ports of class sca_eln::sca_terminal. The primitive channel shall represent an electrical reference node, a node which shall always hold a voltage of zero volt. An application shall not access the associated interface directly.

4.3.1.5.2. Class definition

namespace sca_eln {
    class sca_node_ref : public sca_eln::sca_node_if,
        public sca_core::sca_prim_channel
    {
    public:
        sca_node_ref();
        explicit sca_node_ref( const char* name_ );
        virtual const char* kind() const;
    private:
        // Disabled
        sca_node_ref( const sca_eln::sca_node_ref& );
    } // namespace sca_eln

4.3.1.5.3. Constructors

sca_node_ref();
explicit sca_node_ref( const char* name_ );

The constructor for class sca_eln::sca_node_ref shall pass the character string argument (if such argument exists) through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_prim_channel to set the string name of the instance in the module hierarchy.

The default constructor shall call function sc_core::sc_gen_unique_name("sca_node_ref") to generate a unique string name that it shall then pass through to the constructor belonging to the base class sca_core::sca_prim_channel.

**4.3.1.5.4. kind**

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_eln::sca_node_ref".

**4.3.1.6. sca_eln::sca_r**

**4.3.1.6.1. Description**

The class sca_eln::sca_r shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that represents a resistor. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[ v_{p,n}(t) = i_{p,n}(t) \cdot value \]  

where \( value \) is the resistance in ohm, \( v_{p,n}(t) \) is the voltage across the resistor between terminals \( p \) and \( n \), and \( i_{p,n}(t) \) is the current through the resistor flowing from terminal \( p \) to terminal \( n \).

**4.3.1.6.2. Class definition**

```cpp
namespace sca_eln {
    class sca_r : public sca_eln::sca_module,
        public sca_util::sca_traceable_object
    {
        public:
            sca_eln::sca_terminal p;
            sca_eln::sca_terminal n;
            sca_core::sca_parameter< double > value;
            virtual const char* kind() const;
        explicit sca_r( sc_core::sc_module_name, double value_ = 1.0 )
            : p( "p" ), n( "n" ), value( "value", value_ )
            { implementation-defined }
    };
} // namespace sca_eln
```

**4.3.1.6.3. kind**

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_eln::sca_r”.

**4.3.1.7. sca_eln::sca_c**

**4.3.1.7.1. Description**

The class sca_eln::sca_c shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that represents a capacitor. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[ i_{p,n}(t) = \frac{d(value \cdot v_{p,n}(t) + q_0)}{dt} \]  

\[ (4.38) \]
where \( value \) is the capacitance in farad, \( q_0 \) is the initial charge in coulomb, \( v_{p,n}(t) \) is the voltage across the capacitor between terminals \( p \) and \( n \), and \( i_{p,n}(t) \) is the current through the capacitor flowing from terminal \( p \) to terminal \( n \).

If the initial charge \( q_0 \) is set to \texttt{sca_util::SCA_UNDEFINED}, the primitive shall contribute no equation to the equation system for the first calculation. In this case, the initial charge \( q_0 \) shall be calculated as follows: \( q_0 = value \cdot v_{p,n0} \), where \( v_{p,n0} \) is the voltage across the capacitor after the first calculation.

### 4.3.1.7.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_eln {
    class sca_c : public sca_eln::sca_module,
                  public sca_util::sca_traceable_object
    {
        public:
            sca_eln::sca_terminal p;
            sca_eln::sca_terminal n;
            sca_core::sca_parameter<double> value;
            sca_core::sca_parameter<double> q0;

        virtual const char* kind() const;
    }
};
```

### 4.3.1.7.3. Constraint of usage

The argument \( value \) shall not be numerically zero.

### 4.3.1.7.4. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function \texttt{kind} shall return the string "\texttt{sca_eln::sca_c}".

### 4.3.1.8. sca_eln::sca_l

#### 4.3.1.8.1. Description

The class \texttt{sca_eln::sca_l} shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that represents an inductor. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
    v_{p,n}(t) = \frac{d(value \cdot i_{p,n}(t) + phi_0)}{dt}
\]

(4.39)

where \( value \) is the inductance in henry, \( phi_0 \) is the initial linked flux in weber, \( v_{p,n}(t) \) is the voltage across the inductor between terminals \( p \) and \( n \), and \( i_{p,n}(t) \) is the current through the inductor flowing from terminal \( p \) to terminal \( n \).

If the initial linked flux \( phi_0 \) is set to \texttt{sca_util::SCA_UNDEFINED}, the primitive shall contribute to the equation system the equation \( v_{p,n} = 0 \) for the first calculation instead of equation 4.39. In this case, the initial linked flux \( phi_0 \) shall be calculated as follows: \( phi_0 = value \cdot i_{p,n0} \), where \( i_{p,n0} \) is the current flowing through the inductor after the first calculation.

### 4.3.1.8.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_eln {
    class sca_l : public sca_eln::sca_module,
                  public sca_util::sca_traceable_object
    {
    }
};
```
4.3.1.8.3. Constraint of usage

The argument value shall not be numerically zero.

4.3.1.8.4. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_eln::sca_l”.

4.3.1.9. sca_eln::sca_vcvs

4.3.1.9.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_vcvs shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that represents a voltage controlled voltage source. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[ v_{np,nn}(t) = value \cdot v_{ncp,ncn}(t) \]  

(4.40)

where value is the scale coefficient, \( v_{ncp,ncn}(t) \) is the control voltage across terminals \( ncp \) and \( ncn \), and \( v_{np,nn}(t) \) is the voltage across terminals \( np \) and \( nn \).

4.3.1.9.2. Class definition

namespace sca_eln {

class sca_vcvs : public sca_eln::sca_module {
public:
  sca_eln::sca_terminal p;
  sca_eln::sca_terminal n;

  sca_core::sca_parameter<double> value;
  sca_core::sca_parameter<double> phi0;

  virtual const char* kind() const;

  explicit sca_vcvs( sc_core::sc_module_name, double value_ = 1.0 )
  : p( "p" ), n( "n" ), value( "value", value_ ), phi0( "phi0", phi0_ )
  { implementation-defined } 
};
}

}  // namespace sca_eln

4.3.1.9.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_eln::sca_vcvs”.
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4.3.1.10. sca_eln::sca_vccs

4.3.1.10.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_vccs shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that represents a voltage controlled current source. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[ i_{np,nn}(t) = \text{value} \cdot v_{ncp,ncn}(t) \]  

(4.41)

where \text{value} is the scale coefficient in siemens, \( v_{ncp,ncn}(t) \) is the control voltage across terminals \( ncp \) and \( ncn \), and \( i_{np,nn}(t) \) is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal \( np \) to terminal \( nn \).

4.3.1.10.2. Class definition

namespace sca_eln {
  
  class sca_vccs : public sca_eln::sca_module {
    public:
      sca_eln::sca_terminal ncp;
      sca_eln::sca_terminal ncn;
      sca_eln::sca_terminal np;
      sca_eln::sca_terminal nn;
      sca_core::sca_parameter<double> value;

    virtual const char* kind() const;
  
    explicit sca_vccs( sc_core::sc_module_name, double value_ = 1.0 )
      : ncp("ncp"), ncn("ncn"), np("np"), nn("nn"), value( "value", value_ )
      { implementation-defined }
  
  } // namespace sca_eln

4.3.1.10.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_eln::sca_vccs".

4.3.1.11. sca_eln::sca_ccvs

4.3.1.11.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_ccvs shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that represents a current controlled voltage source. The primitive shall contribute the following equations to the equation system:

\[ v_{np,nn}(t) = \text{value} \cdot i_{ncp,ncn}(t) \]  

(4.42)

\[ v_{ncp,ncn}(t) = 0 \]  

(4.43)

where \text{value} is the scale coefficient in ohm, \( i_{ncp,ncn}(t) \) is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal \( ncp \) to terminal \( ncn \), \( v_{np,nn}(t) \) is the voltage across terminals \( np \) and \( nn \), and \( v_{ncp,ncn}(t) \) is the voltage across terminals \( ncp \) and \( ncn \).

4.3.1.11.2. Class definition

namespace sca_eln {
  
  class sca_ccvs : public sca_eln::sca_module {
    public:
      sca_eln::sca_terminal ncp;
      sca_eln::sca_terminal ncn;
      sca_eln::sca_terminal np;
      sca_eln::sca_terminal nn;
      sca_core::sca_parameter<double> value;
virtual const char* kind() const;

explicit sca_ccvs( sc_core::sc_module_name, double value_ = 1.0 )
  : ncp( "ncp" ), ncn( "ncn" ), np( "np" ), nn( "nn" ), value( "value", value_ )
  { implementation-defined } }
};
// namespace sca_eln

4.3.1.11.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_eln::sca_ccvs".

4.3.1.12. sca_eln::sca_cccs

4.3.1.12.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_cccs shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that represents a current controlled current source. The primitive shall contribute the following equations to the equation system:

\[
\begin{align*}
i_{np,nn}(t) &= \text{value} \cdot i_{ncp,ncn}(t) \\
v_{ncp,ncn}(t) &= 0
\end{align*}
\] (4.44)

where value is the scale coefficient, \(i_{ncp,ncn}(t)\) is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal ncp to terminal ncn, \(i_{np,nn}(t)\) is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal np to terminal nn, and \(v_{ncp,ncn}(t)\) is the voltage across terminals ncp and ncn.

4.3.1.12.2. Class definition

namespace sca_eln {

class sca_cccs : public sca_eln::sca_module
  {
    public:
    sca_eln::sca_terminal ncp;
    sca_eln::sca_terminal ncn;
    sca_eln::sca_terminal np;
    sca_eln::sca_terminal nn;
    sca_core::sca_parameter<double> value;
    virtual const char* kind() const;

    explicit sca_cccs( sc_core::sc_module_name, double value_ = 1.0 )
      : ncp( "ncp" ), ncn( "ncn" ), np( "np" ), nn( "nn" ), value( "value", value_ )
        { implementation-defined } }
    
};
// namespace sca_eln

4.3.1.12.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_eln::sca_cccs".

4.3.1.13. sca_eln::sca_nullor

4.3.1.13.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_nullor shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that represents a nullor. The primitive shall contribute the following equations to the equation system:

\[
\begin{align*}
v_{nip,nin}(t) &= 0 \\
i_{nip,nin}(t) &= 0
\end{align*}
\] (4.46)
where $v_{nip,nin}(t)$ is the voltage across terminals $nip$ and $nin$, and $i_{nip,nin}(t)$ is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal $nip$ to terminal $nin$.

NOTE—A nullor (a nullator - norator pair) corresponds to an ideal operational amplifier (an amplifier with an infinite gain).

### 4.3.1.13.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_eln {
    class sca_nullor : public sca_eln::sca_module {
        public:
            sca_eln::sca_terminal nip;
            sca_eln::sca_terminal nin;
            sca_eln::sca_terminal nop;
            sca_eln::sca_terminal non;
        virtual const char* kind() const;
    }
}

virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string "sca_eln::sca_nullor".

### 4.3.1.14. sca_eln::sca_gyrator

#### 4.3.1.14.1. Description

The class `sca_eln::sca_gyrator` shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that represents a gyrator. The primitive shall contribute the following equations to the equation system:

\[
\begin{align*}
    i_{p1,n1}(t) &= g_2 \cdot v_{p2,n2}(t) \\
    i_{p2,n2}(t) &= -g_1 \cdot v_{p1,n1}(t)
\end{align*}
\]

where $g_1$ and $g_2$ are the gyration conductances in siemens (ampere / volt), $v_{p2,n2}(t)$ is the voltage across terminals $p2$ and $n2$, $v_{p1,n1}(t)$ is the voltage across terminals $p1$ and $n1$, $i_{p1,n1}(t)$ is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal $p1$ to terminal $n1$, and $i_{p2,n2}(t)$ is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal $p2$ to terminal $n2$.

#### 4.3.1.14.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_eln {
    class sca_gyrator : public sca_eln::sca_module {
        public:
            sca_eln::sca_terminal p1;
            sca_eln::sca_terminal n1;
            sca_eln::sca_terminal p2;
            sca_eln::sca_terminal n2;
            sca_core::sca_parameter< double > g1;
            sca_core::sca_parameter< double > g2;
        virtual const char* kind() const;
    }
}

virtual const char* kind() const;
```
4.3.1.14.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_eln::sca_gyrator”.

4.3.1.15. sca_eln::sca_ideal_transformer

4.3.1.15.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_ideal_transformer shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that represents an ideal transformer. The primitive shall contribute the following equations to the equation system:

\[
\begin{align*}
v_{p1,n1}(t) &= \text{ratio} \cdot v_{p2,n2}(t) \\
i_{p2,n2}(t) &= \text{ratio} \cdot i_{p1,n1}(t)
\end{align*}
\]

where ratio is the transformation ratio, \(v_{p2,n2}(t)\) is the voltage across terminals \(p2\) and \(n2\), \(v_{p1,n1}(t)\) is the voltage across terminals \(p1\) and \(n1\), \(i_{p1,n1}(t)\) is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal \(p1\) to terminal \(n1\), and \(i_{p2,n2}(t)\) is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal \(p2\) to terminal \(n2\).

4.3.1.15.2. Class definition

namespace sca_eln {
    class sca_ideal_transformer : public sca_eln::sca_module {
        public:
            sca_eln::sca_terminal p1;
            sca_eln::sca_terminal n1;
            sca_eln::sca_terminal p2;
            sca_eln::sca_terminal n2;
            sca_core::sca_parameter< double > ratio;

        virtual const char* kind() const;
    
        explicit sca_ideal_transformer( sc_core::sc_module_name, double ratio_ = 1.0 ) :
            p1( "p1" ), n1( "n1" ), p2( "p2" ), n2( "n2" ), ratio( "ratio", ratio_ ) {
            implementation-defined }
    };
} // namespace sca_eln

4.3.1.15.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_eln::sca_ideal_transformer”.

4.3.1.16. sca_eln::sca_transmission_line

4.3.1.16.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_transmission_line shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that represents a transmission line. The primitive shall contribute the following equations to the equation system:

\[
\begin{align*}
v_{a,b}(t) &= \begin{cases} 
  z_0 \cdot i_{a,b}(t) & t < \text{delay} \\
  e^{-\text{delay} \cdot \text{delay}} \cdot (v_{a,b}(t - \text{delay}) + z_0 \cdot i_{a,b}(t - \text{delay}) + z_0 \cdot i_{a,b}(t)) & t \geq \text{delay}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
v_{a,b}(t) &= \begin{cases} 
  z_0 \cdot i_{a,b}(t) & t < \text{delay} \\
  e^{-\text{delay} \cdot \text{delay}} \cdot (v_{a,b}(t - \text{delay}) + z_0 \cdot i_{a,b}(t - \text{delay}) + z_0 \cdot i_{a,b}(t)) & t \geq \text{delay}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]
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where $z_0$ is the characteristic impedance of the transmission line in ohms, $delay$ is the transmission delay in seconds and $delta_0$ is the dissipation factor in 1/seconds. $v_{a1,b1}(t)$ is the voltage across terminals $a_1$ and $b_1$, $v_{a2,b2}(t)$ is the voltage across terminals $a_2$ and $b_2$, $i_{a1,b1}(t)$ is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal $a_1$ to terminal $b_1$, and $i_{a2,b2}(t)$ is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal $a_2$ to terminal $b_2$.

### 4.3.1.16.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_eln {

    class sca_transmission_line : public sca_eln::sca_module
    {
    public:
        sca_eln::sca_terminal a1;
        sca_eln::sca_terminal b1;
        sca_eln::sca_terminal a2;
        sca_eln::sca_terminal b2;
        sca_core::sca_parameter<double> z0;
        sca_core::sca_parameter<sca_core::sca_time> delay;
        sca_core::sca_parameter<double> delta0;

        virtual const char* kind() const;

        explicit sca_transmission_line( sc_core::sc_module_name, 
                                    double z0_ = 100.0, 
                                    const sca_core::sca_time& delay_ = sca_core::SC_ZERO_TIME, 
                                    double delta0_ = 0.0 ) 
            : a1( "a1" ), b1( "b1" ),
              a2( "a2" ), b2( "b2" ),
              z0( "z0", z0_ ),
              delay( "delay", delay_ ),
              delta0( "delta0", delta0_ )
            { implementation-defined }
    };

} // namespace sca_eln
```

### 4.3.1.16.3. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function `kind` shall return the string "sca_eln::sca_transmission_line".

### 4.3.1.17. sca_eln::sca_vsource

#### 4.3.1.17.1. Description

The class `sca_eln::sca_vsource` shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that realizes a voltage source. In time-domain simulation, the primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
    v_{p,n}(t) = \begin{cases} 
        init\_value & t < delay \\
        offset + amplitude \cdot \sin(2\pi \cdot frequency \cdot (t - delay) + phase) & t \geq delay 
    \end{cases} 
\]  

(4.54)

where $t$ is the time, $delay$ is the initial delay in seconds, $init\_value$ is the initial voltage in volt, $offset$ is the offset voltage in volt, $amplitude$ is the source amplitude in volt, $frequency$ is the source frequency in hertz, $phase$ is the source phase in radians, and $v_{p,n}(t)$ is the output voltage across terminals $p$ and $n$. Voltage source parameters shall be set to zero by default.

In small-signal frequency-domain simulation, the primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
    v_{p,n}(f) = ac\_amplitude \cdot \{ \cos(ac\_phase) + j \cdot \sin(ac\_phase) \} 
\]  

(4.55)

where $f$ is the simulation frequency in hertz, $ac\_amplitude$ is the small-signal amplitude in volt, and $ac\_phase$ is the small-signal phase in radian.
In small-signal frequency-domain noise simulation, the primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[ v_{p,0}(f) = a_{c} \cdot n_o \]  

(4.56)

where \( f \) is the simulation frequency in hertz, and \( a_{c} \) is the small-signal noise amplitude in volt.

### 4.3.1.17.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_eln {

class sca_vsource : public sca_eln::sca_module,
                    public sca_util::sca_traceable_object
{
    public:
        sca_eln::sca_terminal p;
        sca_eln::sca_terminal n;
        sca_core::sca_parameter< double > init_value;
        sca_core::sca_parameter< double > offset;
        sca_core::sca_parameter< double > amplitude;
        sca_core::sca_parameter< double > frequency;
        sca_core::sca_parameter< double > phase;
        sca_core::sca_parameter< sca_core::sca_time > delay;
        sca_core::sca_parameter< double > ac_amplitude;
        sca_core::sca_parameter< double > ac_phase;
        sca_core::sca_parameter< double > ac_noise_amplitude;

    virtual const char* kind() const;

    explicit sca_vsource( sc_core::sc_module_name,     
                double init_value_ = 0.0,     
                double offset_ = 0.0,      
                double amplitude_ = 0.0,     
                double frequency_ = 0.0,     
                double phase_ = 0.0,         
                const sca_core::sca_time& delay_ = sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME,    
                double ac_amplitude_ = 0.0,  
                double ac_phase_ = 0.0,      
                double ac_noise_amplitude_ = 0.0 )
        : p("p"),
        n("n"),
        init_value("init_value", init_value_ ),
        offset("offset", offset_ ),
        amplitude("amplitude", amplitude_ ),
        frequency("frequency", frequency_ ),
        phase("phase", phase_ ),
        delay("delay", delay_ ),
        ac_amplitude("ac_amplitude", ac_amplitude_ ),
        ac_phase("ac_phase", ac_phase_ ),
        ac_noise_amplitude("ac_noise_amplitude", ac_noise_amplitude_ )
    { implementation-defined }
};

// namespace sca_eln

4.3.1.17.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

}```

The member function `kind` shall return the string “sca_eln::sca_vsource”.

### 4.3.1.18. sca_eln::sca_isource

#### 4.3.1.18.1. Description

The class `sca_eln::sca_isource` shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that realizes a current source. In time-domain simulation, the primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[ i_{p,0}(t) = \begin{cases} 
\text{init} & t < \text{delay} \\
\text{offset} + \text{amplitude} \cdot \sin(2\pi \cdot \text{frequency} \cdot (t - \text{delay}) + \text{phase}) & t \geq \text{delay} 
\end{cases} \]  

(4.57)
where \( t \) is the time, \( \text{delay} \) is the initial delay in seconds, \( \text{init\_value} \) is the initial current in ampere, \( \text{offset} \) is the offset current in ampere, \( \text{amplitude} \) is the source amplitude in ampere, \( \text{frequency} \) is the source frequency in hertz, \( \text{phase} \) is the source phase in radians, and \( i_{p,n}(t) \) is the output current through the primitive from terminal \( p \) to terminal \( n \). Current source parameters shall be set to zero by default.

In small-signal frequency-domain simulation, the primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
i_{p,n}(f) = \text{ac\_amplitude} \cdot (\cos(\text{ac\_phase}) + j \cdot \sin(\text{ac\_phase}))
\] (4.58)

where \( f \) is the simulation frequency, \( \text{ac\_amplitude} \) is the small-signal amplitude in ampere, and \( \text{ac\_phase} \) is the small-signal phase in radian.

In small-signal frequency-domain noise simulation, the primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
i_{p,n}(f) = \text{ac\_noise\_amplitude}
\] (4.59)

where \( f \) is the simulation frequency, and \( \text{ac\_noise\_amplitude} \) is the small-signal noise amplitude in ampere.

### 4.3.1.18.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_eln {
    class sca_isource : public sca_eln::sca_module,
        public sca_util::sca_traceable_object†
    {
        public:
            sca_eln::sca_terminal p;
            sca_eln::sca_terminal n;
            sca_core::sca_parameter<double> init_value;
            sca_core::sca_parameter<double> offset;
            sca_core::sca_parameter<double> amplitude;
            sca_core::sca_parameter<double> frequency;
            sca_core::sca_parameter<double> phase;
            sca_core::sca_parameter<sca_core::sca_time> delay;
            sca_core::sca_parameter<double> ac_amplitude;
            sca_core::sca_parameter<double> ac_phase;
            sca_core::sca_parameter<double> ac_noise_amplitude;

        virtual const char* kind() const;
        explicit sca_isource(sca_core::sc_module_name, 
        double init_value_ = 0.0, 
        double offset_ = 0.0, 
        double amplitude_ = 0.0, 
        double frequency_ = 0.0, 
        double phase_ = 0.0, 
        const sca_core::sca_time& delay_ = sca_core::SC_ZERO_TIME, 
        double ac_amplitude_ = 0.0, 
        double ac_phase_ = 0.0, 
        double ac_noise_amplitude_ = 0.0)
        : p("p"),
          n("n"),
          init_value("init_value", init_value_),
          offset("offset", offset_),
          amplitude("amplitude", amplitude_),
          frequency("frequency", frequency_),
          phase("phase", phase_),
          delay("delay", delay_),
          ac_amplitude("ac_amplitude", ac_amplitude_),
          ac_phase("ac_phase", ac_phase_),
          ac_noise_amplitude("ac_noise_amplitude", ac_noise_amplitude_)
        { implementation-defined }
    }
};
```
virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_eln::sca_isource".

4.3.1.19. sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_r, sca_eln::sca_tdf_r

4.3.1.19.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_r shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that represents a resistor, which resistance is controlled by a TDF input signal. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[ v_{p,n}(t) = scale \cdot inp \cdot i_{p,n}(t) \] (4.60)

where \( scale \) is the constant scale coefficient, \( inp \) is the TDF input signal, \( v_{p,n}(t) \) is the voltage across terminals \( p \) and \( n \), and \( i_{p,n}(t) \) is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal \( p \) to terminal \( n \). The product of \( scale \) and \( inp \) shall be interpreted as the resistance in ohm.

4.3.1.19.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_eln {  
namespace sca_tdf {  

class sca_r : public sca_eln::sca_module,  
public sca_util::sca_traceable_object†  
{  
public:  
sca_eln::sca_terminal p;  
sca_eln::sca_terminal n;  
::sca_tdf::sca_in<double> inp;  
sca_core::sca_parameter<double> scale;  
virtual const char* kind() const;  

explicit sca_r( sc_core::sc_module_name, double scale_ = 1.0 )  
: p("p"), n("n"), inp("inp"), scale("scale", scale_)  
{ implementation-defined }  
};  
} // namespace sca_tdf

typedef sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_r sca_tdf_r;
} // namespace sca_eln

4.3.1.19.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_r".

4.3.1.20. sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_c, sca_eln::sca_tdf_c

4.3.1.20.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_c shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that represents a capacitor, which capacitance is controlled by a TDF input signal. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[ i_{p,n}(t) = -scale \cdot \frac{d(inp \cdot v_{p,n}(t) + q_0)}{dt} \] (4.61)
where \( \textit{scale} \) is the constant scale coefficient, \( \textit{inp} \) is the TDF input signal, \( q_0 \) is the initial charge in coulomb, \( v_{p,n}(t) \) is the voltage across terminals \( p \) and \( n \), and \( i_{p,n}(t) \) is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal \( p \) to terminal \( n \). The product of \( \textit{scale} \) and \( \textit{inp} \) shall be interpreted as the capacitance in farad.

If the initial charge \( q_0 \) is set to \texttt{sca_util::SCA_UNDEFINED}, the primitive shall contribute no equation to the equation system for the first calculation. In this case, the initial charge \( q_0 \) shall be calculated as follows: \( q_0 = \textit{value} \cdot v_{p,n0} \), where \( v_{p,n0} \) is the voltage across the capacitor after the first calculation.

4.3.1.20.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_eln {
    namespace sca_tdf {
        class sca_c : public sca_eln::sca_module,
                      public sca_util::sca_traceable_object {
            public:
                sca_eln::sca_terminal p;
                sca_eln::sca_terminal n;
                ::sca_tdf::sca_in<double> inp;
                sca_core::sca_parameter<double> scale;
                sca_core::sca_parameter<double> q0;
                virtual const char* kind() const;
            explicit sca_c( sc_core::sc_module_name, double scale = 1.0, double q0 = 0.0 )
                : p( "p" ), n( "n" ), inp( "inp" ), scale( "scale", scale_ ), q0( "q0", q0_ )
                { implementation-defined };
        }
    }
    typedef sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_c sca_tdf_c;
}
```

4.3.1.20.3. Constraint of usage

The TDF input signal \( \textit{inp} \) shall not be zero.

4.3.1.20.4. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function \texttt{kind} shall return the string "\texttt{sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_c}".

4.3.1.21. sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_l, sca_eln::sca_tdf_l

4.3.1.21.1. Description

The class \texttt{sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_l} shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that represents an inductor, which inductance is controlled by a TDF input signal. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
v_{p,n}(t) = \frac{d}{dt} \left( \textit{scale} \cdot \left( i_{p,n}(t) + \phi_{i0} \right) \right)
\]

(4.62)

where \( \textit{scale} \) is the constant scale coefficient, \( \textit{inp} \) is the TDF input signal, \( \phi_{i0} \) is the initial linked flux in weber, \( v_{p,n}(t) \) is the voltage across terminals \( p \) and \( n \), and \( i_{p,n}(t) \) is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal \( p \) to terminal \( n \). The product of \( \textit{scale} \) and \( \textit{inp} \) shall be interpreted as the inductance in henry.

If the initial linked flux \( \phi_{i0} \) is set to \texttt{sca_util::SCA_UNDEFINED}, the primitive shall contribute to the equation system the equation \( v_{p,n} = 0 \) for the first calculation instead of equation 4.62. In this case, the initial linked flux \( \phi_{i0} \) shall be calculated as follows: \( \phi_{i0} = \textit{value} \cdot i_{p,n0} \), where \( i_{p,n0} \) is the current flowing through the inductor after the first calculation.
4.3.1.21.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_eln {
    namespace sca_tdf {
        class sca_l : public sca_eln::sca_module,
            public sca_util::sca_traceable_object
        {
            public:
                sca_eln::sca_terminal p;
                sca_eln::sca_terminal n;
                ::sca_tdf::sca_in<double> inp;
                sca_core::sca_parameter<double> scale;
                sca_core::sca_parameter<double> phi0;
                virtual const char* kind() const;
                explicit sca_l( sc_core::sc_module_name, double scale_, double phi0_ = 0.0 )
                    : p( "p" ), n( "n" ), inp( "inp" ), scale( "scale", scale_ ), phi0( "phi0", phi0_ )
                    { implementation-defined };
        }
    }
}
typedef sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_l sca_tdf_l;
}

4.3.1.21.3. Constraint of usage

The TDF input signal inp shall not be zero.

4.3.1.21.4. kind

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```  

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_l".

4.3.1.22. sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_rswitch, sca_eln::sca_tdf_rswitch

4.3.1.22.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_rswitch shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that represents a switch, which is controlled by a TDF control signal. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
    v_{p,n}(t) = \begin{cases} 
        r_{on} i_{p,n}(t) & \text{ctrl} \neq \text{off_state} \\
        r_{off} i_{p,n}(t) & \text{ctrl} = \text{off_state} 
    \end{cases}
\]  

(4.63)

where ctrl is the TDF control signal, \( r_{off} \) is the resistance of the switch in ohm under the condition that \( \text{off_state} \) is equal to the TDF control signal, and \( r_{on} \) is the resistance of the switch in ohm under the condition that \( \text{off_state} \) is not equal to the TDF control signal. \( v_{p,n}(t) \) is the voltage across terminals p and n, and \( i_{p,n}(t) \) is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal p to terminal n.

4.3.1.22.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_eln {
    namespace sca_tdf {
        class sca_rswitch : public sca_eln::sca_module,
            public sca_util::sca_traceable_object
        {
            public:
                sca_eln::sca_terminal p;
                sca_eln::sca_terminal n;
        }
    }
}
```
The member function `kind` shall return the string “sca_tdf::sca_rswitch”.

### 4.3.1.23.3. Description

The class `sca_tdf::sca_vsource` shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that realizes the scaled conversion of a TDF signal to an ELN voltage source. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
v_{p,n}(t) = scale \cdot inp
\]  

(4.64)

where \(scale\) is the constant scale coefficient, \(inp\) is the TDF input signal that shall be interpreted as a continuous-time signal, and \(v_{p,n}(t)\) is the voltage across terminals \(p\) and \(n\). The product of \(scale\) and \(inp\) shall be interpreted as the voltage in volt.

### 4.3.1.23.4. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_eln {
    namespace sca_tdf {
        class sca_vsource : public sca_eln::sca_module,
            public sca_util::sca_traceable_object {
        
            public:
                sca_eln::sca_terminal p;
                sca_eln::sca_terminal n;
                ::sca_tdf::sca_in<double> inp;
                sca_core::sca_parameter<double> scale;
            
            virtual const char* kind() const;
        
            explicit sca_vsource( sc_core::sc_module_name, double scale_ = 1.0 )
                : p( "p" ), n( "n" ), inp( "inp" ), scale( "scale", scale_ )
                { implementation-defined };
        
        } // namespace sca_tdf

typedef sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_vsource sca_tdf_vsource;
}
// namespace sca_tdf
} // namespace sca_eln
```
4.3.1.23. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_vsource”.

4.3.1.24. sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_isource, sca_eln::sca_tdf_isource

4.3.1.24.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_isource shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that realizes the scaled conversion of a TDF signal to an ELN current source. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[ i_{p,n}(t) = \text{scale} \cdot \text{inp} \]  

where scale is the constant scale coefficient, inp is the TDF input signal that shall be interpreted as a continuous-time signal, and \(i_{p,n}(t)\) is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal \(p\) to terminal \(n\). The product of scale and inp shall be interpreted as the current in ampere.

4.3.1.24.2. Class definition

namespace sca_eln {

namespace sca_tdf {

class sca_isource : public sca_eln::sca_module,
     public sca_util::sca_traceable_object' {
    public:
      sca_eln::sca_terminal p;
      sca_eln::sca_terminal n;
      ::sca_tdf::sca_in<double> inp;
      sca_core::sca_parameter<double> scale;

    virtual const char* kind() const;

    explicit sca_isource( sc_core::sc_module_name, double scale_ = 1.0 )
      : p( "p" ), n( "n" ), inp( "inp" ), scale( "scale", scale_ )
        [ implementation-defined ]
    );

} // namespace sca_tdf

typedef sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_isource sca_tdf_isource;

} // namespace sca_tdf

} // namespace sca_eln

4.3.1.24.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string “sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_isource”.

4.3.1.25. sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_vsink, sca_eln::sca_tdf_vsink

4.3.1.25.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_vsink shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that realizes a scaled conversion from an ELN voltage to a TDF output signal. The value of the voltage across terminals \(p\) and \(n\) shall be scaled with coefficient scale and written to a TDF output port outp.

4.3.1.25.2. Class definition

namespace sca_eln {

} // namespace sca_eln
namespace sca_tdf {

class sca_vsink : public sca_eln::sca_module,
            public sca_util::sca_traceable_object{

public:
  sca_eln::sca_terminal p;
  sca_eln::sca_terminal n;
  ::sca_tdf::sca_out<double> outp;
  sca_core::sca_parameter<double> scale;

virtual const char* kind() const;

explicit sca_vsink( sc_core::sc_module_name, double scale_ = 1.0 )
  : p("p"), n("n"), outp("outp"), scale("scale", scale_)
  { implementation-defined }
};

} // namespace sca_tdf

typedef sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_vsink sca_tdf_vsink;

} // namespace sca_eln

4.3.1.25.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_vsink".

4.3.1.26. sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_isink, sca_eln::sca_tdf_isink

4.3.1.26.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_isink shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that realizes a scaled conversion from an ELN current to a TDF output signal. The value of the current flowing through the primitive from terminal $p$ to terminal $n$ shall be scaled with coefficient $scale$ and written to a TDF output port $outp$. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

$$v_{p,n}(t) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.66)

where $v_{p,n}(t)$ is the voltage across terminals $p$ and $n$.

4.3.1.26.2. Class definition

namespace sca_eln {

namespace sca_tdf {

class sca_isink : public sca_eln::sca_module,
            public sca_util::sca_traceable_object{

public:
  sca_eln::sca_terminal p;
  sca_eln::sca_terminal n;
  ::sca_tdf::sca_out<double> outp;
  sca_core::sca_parameter<double> scale;

virtual const char* kind() const;

explicit sca_isink( sc_core::sc_module_name, double scale_ = 1.0 )
  : p("p"), n("n"), outp("outp"), scale("scale", scale_)
  { implementation-defined }
};

} // namespace sca_tdf

typedef sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_isink sca_tdf_isink;

} // namespace sca_eln
The member function `kind` shall return the string “`sca_eln::sca_tdf::sca_isink`”.

### 4.3.1.28. `sca_eln::sca_de::sca_c`, `sca_eln::sca_de::sca_c`

#### 4.3.1.28.1. Description

The class `sca_eln::sca_de::sca_c` shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that represents a capacitor, which capacitance is controlled by a discrete-event input signal. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[ v_{p,n}(t) = \frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{1}{q_0} \cdot v_{p,n}(t) + \frac{1}{scale} \cdot inp \cdot i_{p,n}(t) \right) \]

where \( scale \) is the constant scale coefficient, \( inp \) is the discrete-event input signal, \( v_{p,n}(t) \) is the voltage across terminals \( p \) and \( n \), and \( i_{p,n}(t) \) is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal \( p \) to terminal \( n \). The product of \( scale \) and \( inp \) shall be interpreted as the capacitance in farad.
where \(\text{scale}\) is the constant scale coefficient, \(\text{inp}\) is the discrete-event input signal, \(q_0\) is the initial charge in coulomb, \(v_{p,n}(t)\) is the voltage across terminals \(p\) and \(n\), and \(i_{p,n}(t)\) is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal \(p\) to terminal \(n\). The product of \(\text{scale}\) and \(\text{inp}\) shall be interpreted as the capacitance in farad.

If the initial charge \(q_0\) is set to \text{sca_util::SCA_UNDEFINED}, the primitive shall contribute no equation to the equation system for the first calculation. In this case, the initial charge \(q_0\) shall be calculated as follows: \(q_0 = \text{value} \cdot v_{p,n0}\), where \(v_{p,n0}\) is the voltage across the capacitor after the first calculation.

### 4.3.1.28.2. Class definition

```cpp
define namespace sca_eln {
    namespace sca_de {
        class sca_c : public sca_eln::sca_module,
        public sca_util::sca_traceable_object
        {
            public:
                sca_eln::sca_terminal p;
                sca_eln::sca_terminal n;
                sc_core::sc_in<double> inp;
                sca_core::sca_parameter<double> scale;
                sca_core::sca_parameter<double> q0;
                virtual const char* kind() const;
        }
    }
    typedef sca_eln::sca_de::sca_c sca_de_c;
}
// namespace sca_eln
```

### 4.3.1.28.3. Constraint of usage

The discrete-event input signal \(\text{inp}\) shall not be zero.

### 4.3.1.28.4. \text{kind}

```cpp
virtual const char* kind() const;
```

The member function \text{kind}\) shall return the string “\text{sca_eln::sca_de::sca_c}”.

### 4.3.1.29. \text{sca_eln::sca_de::sca_l, sca_eln::sca_de_l}

#### 4.3.1.29.1. Description

The class \text{sca_eln::sca_de::sca_l} shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that represents an inductor, which inductance is controlled by a discrete-event input signal. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
v_{p,n}(t) = \text{scale} \cdot \frac{d(i_{p,n}(t) + \phi i_0)}{dt} = \frac{d(i_{p,n}(t) + \phi i_0)}{dt}
\]

(4.69)

where \(\text{scale}\) is the constant scale coefficient, \(\text{inp}\) is the discrete-event input signal, \(\phi i_0\) is the initial linked flux in weber, \(v_{p,n}(t)\) is the voltage across terminals \(p\) and \(n\), and \(i_{p,n}(t)\) is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal \(p\) to terminal \(n\). The product of \(\text{scale}\) and \(\text{inp}\) shall be interpreted as the inductance in henry.

If the initial linked flux \(\phi i_0\) is set to \text{sca_util::SCA_UNDEFINED}, the primitive shall contribute to the equation system the equation \(v_{p,n} = 0\) for the first calculation instead of equation 4.69. In this case, the initial linked flux \(\phi i_0\) shall be calculated as follows: \(\phi i_0 = \text{value} \cdot i_{p,n0}\), where \(i_{p,n0}\) is the current flowing through the inductor after the first calculation.
4.3.1.29.2. Class definition

namespace sca_eln {
    namespace sca_de {
        class sca_l : public sca_eln::sca_module,
                      public sca_util::sca_traceable_object
        {
            public:
                sca_eln::sca_terminal p;
                sca_eln::sca_terminal n;
                sc_core::sc_in<double> inp;
                sca_core::sca_parameter<double> scale;
                sca_core::sca_parameter<double> phi0;
                virtual const char* kind() const;
        
            explicit sca_l(sc_core::sc_module_name, double scale_ = 1.0, double phi0_ = 0.0 )
                : p("p"), n("n"), inp("inp"), scale("scale", scale_), phi0("phi0", phi0_)
            {
                implementation-defined
            }
        }
    }

    typedef sca_eln::sca_de::sca_l sca_de_l;
}
}

// namespace sca_eln

4.3.1.29.3. Constraint of usage

The discrete-event input signal inp shall not be zero.

4.3.1.29.4. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_eln::sca_de::sca_l".

4.3.30. sca_eln::sca_de::sca_rswitch, sca_eln::sca_de_rswitch

4.3.30.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_de::sca_rswitch shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that represents a switch, which is controlled by a discrete-event control signal. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
v_{p,n}(t) = \begin{cases} 
    r_{on} \cdot i_{p,n}(t) & \text{ctrl} \neq \text{off\_state} \\
    r_{off} \cdot i_{p,n}(t) & \text{ctrl} = \text{off\_state} 
\end{cases}
\]

(4.70)

where \text{ctrl} is the discrete-event control signal, \text{r}_{\text{off}} is the resistance of the switch in ohm under the condition that \text{off\_state} is equal to the discrete-event control signal, and \text{r}_{\text{on}} is the resistance of the switch in ohm under the condition that \text{off\_state} is not equal to the discrete-event control signal. \text{v}_{p,n}(t) is the voltage across terminals \text{p} and \text{n}, and \text{i}_{p,n}(t) is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal \text{p} to terminal \text{n}.

4.3.30.2. Class definition

namespace sca_eln {
    namespace sca_de {
        class sca_rswitch : public sca_eln::sca_module,
                           public sca_util::sca_traceable_object
        {
            public:
                sca_eln::sca_terminal p;
                sca_eln::sca_terminal n;
        
            virtual const char* kind() const;
        
            explicit sca_rswitch(sc_core::sc_module_name, double scale_ = 1.0, double phi0_ = 0.0 )
                : p("p"), n("n"), scale("scale", scale_), phi0("phi0", phi0_)
            {
                implementation-defined
            }
        }
    }

    typedef sca_eln::sca_de::sca_rswitch sca_de_rswitch;
}
}

// namespace sca_eln
The member function `kind` shall return the string “sca_eln::sca_de::sca_rswitch”.

### 4.3.1.31. `sca_eln::sca_de::sca_vsource`, `sca_eln::sca_de_vsource`

#### 4.3.1.31.1. Description

The class `sca_eln::sca_de::sca_vsource` shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that realizes the scaled conversion of a discrete-event signal to an ELN voltage source. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
\text{v}_{p,n}(t) = \text{scale} \cdot \text{inp}
\]  

(4.71)

where `scale` is the constant scale coefficient, `inp` is the discrete-event input signal that shall be interpreted as a discrete-time signal, and \(v_{p,n}(t)\) is the voltage across terminals \(p\) and \(n\). The product of `scale` and `inp` shall be interpreted as the voltage in volt.

#### 4.3.1.31.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_eln {

namespace sca_de {

    class sca_vsource : public sca_eln::sca_module,
                       public sca_util::sca_traceable_object
    {
    public:
        sca_eln::sca_terminal p;
        sca_eln::sca_terminal n;
        sc_core::sc_in<double> inp;
        sc_core::sc_parameter<double> scale;

        virtual const char* kind() const;

    explicit sca_vsource( sc_core::sc_module_name, double scale_ = 1.0 )
        : p( "p" ), n( "n" ), inp( "inp" ), scale( scale_ )
        // implementation-defined
    ;

    } // namespace sca_de

typedef sca_eln::sca_de::sca_vsource sca_de_vsource;
}
} // namespace sca_eln
```
4.3.1.31.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_eln::sca_de::sca_vsource".

4.3.1.32. sca_eln::sca_de::sca_isource, sca_eln::sca_de_isource

4.3.1.32.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_de::sca_isource shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that realizes the scaled conversion of a discrete-event signal to an ELN current source. The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

$$i_{p,n}(t) = scale \cdot inp$$ (4.72)

where scale is the constant scale coefficient, inp is the discrete-event input signal that shall be interpreted as a discrete-time signal, and $$i_{p,n}(t)$$ is the current flowing through the primitive from terminal p to terminal n. The product of scale and inp shall be interpreted as the current in ampere.

4.3.1.32.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_eln {
    namespace sca_de {
        class sca_isource : public sca_eln::sca_module,
            public sca_util::sca_traceable_object
        {
            public:
                sca_eln::sca_terminal p;
                sca_eln::sca_terminal n;
                sc_core::sc_in<double> inp;
                sc_core::sca_parameter<double> scale;
            virtual const char* kind() const;
        
            explicit sca_isource(sc_core::sc_module_name, double scale_ = 1.0 )
                : p( "p" ), n( "n" ), inp( "inp" ), scale( "scale", scale_ )
                { implementation-defined }
        }
    // namespace sca_de

    typedef sca_eln::sca_de::sca_isource sca_de_isource;
} // namespace sca_eln
```

4.3.1.32.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_eln::sca_de::sca_isource".

4.3.1.33. sca_eln::sca_de::sca_vsink, sca_eln::sca_de_vsink

4.3.1.33.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_de::sca_vsink shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that realizes a scaled conversion from an ELN voltage to a discrete-event output signal. The value of the voltage across terminals p and n shall be scaled with coefficient scale and written to a discrete-event output port outp.

4.3.1.33.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_eln {
```
4.3.1.33. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_eln::sca_de::sca_vsink".

4.3.1.34. sca_eln::sca_de::sca_isink, sca_eln::sca_de_isink

4.3.1.34.1. Description

The class sca_eln::sca_de::sca_isink shall implement a primitive module for the ELN MoC that realizes a scaled conversion from an ELN current to a discrete-event output signal. The value of the current flowing through the primitive from terminal \( p \) to terminal \( n \) shall be scaled with coefficient \( scale \) and written to a discrete-event output port \( outp \). The primitive shall contribute the following equation to the equation system:

\[
v_{p,n}(t) = 0
\]

(4.73)

where \( v_{p,n}(t) \) is the voltage across terminals \( p \) and \( n \).
4.3.1.34.3. kind

virtual const char* kind() const;

The member function kind shall return the string "sca_eln::sca_de::sca_isink".

4.3.2. Hierarchical ELN composition and port binding

The hierarchical composition of ELN modules shall use modules derived from class sc_core::sc_module and the constructor or its equivalent macro definitions. A hierarchical module can include modules and ports of different models of computation. Port binding rules shall follow IEEE Std 1666-2011 as well as the following specific rules:

a. A port of class sca_eln::sca_terminal shall only be bound to a primitive channel of class sca_eln::sca_node, sca_eln::sca_node_ref or to a port of class sca_eln::sca_terminal of the parent module.

b. A port of class sca_eln::sca-terminal shall be bound to exactly one primitive channel of class sca_eln::sca_node or sca_eln::sca_node_ref throughout the whole hierarchy.

c. A primitive channel of class sca_eln::sca_node or sca_eln::sca_node_ref shall have one or more primitive ports of class sca_eln::sca_terminal bound to it throughout the whole hierarchy.

d. For each cluster of connected predefined ELN primitive modules, at least one port of class sca_eln::sca_terminal shall be bound to a primitive channel of class sca_eln::sca_node_ref.

Predefined ELN primitive modules with ports of other models of computation shall follow the port binding rules of the corresponding models of computation.

4.3.3. ELN MoC elaboration and simulation

An implementation of the ELN MoC in a SystemC AMS class library shall include a public shell consisting of the predefined classes, functions, and so forth that can be used directly by an application. An implementation shall also include an ELN solver that implements the functionality of the ELN class library. The underlying semantics of the ELN solver are defined in this subclause.

The execution of a SystemC AMS application that includes ELN modules consists of elaboration followed by simulation. Elaboration results in one or more equation systems setup by the contributions of the ELN modules. Simulation solves the equation systems repetitively. In addition to providing support for elaboration and simulation, the ELN solver may also provide implementation-specific functionality beyond the scope of this standard. As an example of such functionality, the ELN solver may report information on the ELN module composition and equation setup.

4.3.3.1. ELN elaboration

The primary purpose of ELN elaboration is to create internal data structures and setup equations for the ELN solver to support the semantics of ELN simulation. The ELN elaboration as described in this clause and in the following subclauses shall execute in one sc_core::sc_module::end_of_elaboration callback. The actions stated in the following subclauses shall occur, in the given order, during ELN elaboration and only during ELN elaboration. The description of such actions use the concept of an ELN cluster, which is a set of ELN modules connected by channels of class sca_eln::sca_node.

ELN elaboration shall lock the parameter values of the predefined ELN primitive modules. (See 3.2.7).

NOTE—Connections by channels of class sca_eln::sca_node_ref are ignored for building ELN clusters.

4.3.3.1.1. Timestep calculation and propagation

The timestep for every ELN cluster shall be derived from the timestep of a connected TDF cluster or set by the member functions set_timestep or set_max_timestep of an ELN primitive module derived from class sca_eln::sca_module of the corresponding ELN cluster. The timestep shall be propagated within the
ELN cluster to all primitive modules and to all ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` and `sca_tdf::sca_out<T>`, if any.

It shall be an error if a timestep value is not assigned to at least one ELN module. The assigned and propagated timestep values shall be consistent throughout the ELN cluster; otherwise, it shall be an error. It shall be an error if the propagated timestep is equal to the time returned by function `sca_core::sca_max_time`.

NOTE—An ELN cluster can be considered as one TDF module marked to accept attribute changes, which could be connected to TDF modules in a hierarchical composition by the ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` and `sca_tdf::sca_out<T>` of the predefined ELN primitive modules. The ELN cluster is included in the timestep calculation of the TDF cluster and must comply with the same rules (see 4.1.3.1.2).

### 4.3.3.1.2. ELN equation system setup and solvability check

For each ELN cluster, an equation system shall be set up by combining:

1. the contributing equations of each of the predefined ELN primitive modules in the cluster.
2. the equations implied by Kirchhoff’s Laws.

It shall be an error if any of the equation systems is numerically singular.

For each port of class `sca_eln::sca_terminal`, the voltage across the terminal and the corresponding reference node of class `sca_eln::sca_node_ref` shall be defined due to Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law. It shall be an error if this voltage is undefined.

### 4.3.3.2. ELN simulation

This subclause defines the process of time-domain simulation of ELN descriptions. The simulation of a cluster of ELN modules is done by a repetitive solving of the underlying equation systems.

#### 4.3.3.2.1. ELN initialization

The ELN initialization phase calculates consistent initial conditions for the equation systems.

#### 4.3.3.2.2. Time-domain simulation

The solver shall provide results at least at the calculated timestep distances. If the current calculation timestep is `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`, the time and the state of the equation system shall be restored to the time and state before the last calculation and the calculation shall be repeated on the new input values.

#### 4.3.3.2.3. Synchronization with TDF MoC

Synchronization with the TDF MoC shall be done exclusively by using the predefined ELN primitive modules containing ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` and `sca_tdf::sca_out`.

The ELN solver reads repetitively samples from ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` for all calculated timesteps of the ELN cluster. Consecutive reads shall be interpreted as forming a continuous-time signal.

The ELN solver writes repetitively samples to ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_out` for all calculated timesteps of the ELN cluster.

#### 4.3.3.2.4. Synchronization with the SystemC kernel

Synchronization with the SystemC kernel shall be done exclusively by using the predefined ELN primitive modules containing ports of class `sc_core::sc_in` and `sc_core::sc_out`.

The ELN solver reads repetitively values from ports of class `sc_core::sc_in` at each first delta cycle of the corresponding SystemC time for all calculated timesteps of the ELN cluster. The value is assumed as constant until the next value is read.

The ELN solver writes repetitively values to ports of class `sc_core::sc_out` at each first delta cycle of the corresponding SystemC time for all calculated timesteps of the ELN cluster.
5. Predefined analyses

5.1. Time-domain analysis

The time-domain analysis shall be applicable to all descriptions supported by the predefined models of computation as defined in Clause 4. The analysis shall compute the time-domain behavior of the overall system, possibly composed by different models of computation and including descriptions as defined in IEEE Std 1666-2011 (SystemC Language Reference Manual).

5.1.1. Elaboration and simulation

The execution of a time-domain analysis consists of elaboration followed by simulation (see 4.1.3, 4.2.3, 4.3.3). The elaboration and simulation shall use the same semantics as defined in IEEE Std 1666-2011 (SystemC Language Reference Manual).

An application may pause and resume the simulation using the function `sc_core::sc_pause` followed by the function `sc_core::sc_start`. The time of each individual TDF, LSF, and ELN module after pausing is implementation-defined. The time domain simulation is resumed from these individual module times.

An application may stop the simulation using the function `sc_core::sc_stop`. If the stop mode, defined by function `sc_set_stop_mode`, is set to `sc_core::SC_STOP_IMMEDIATE`, the time domain simulation shall stop immediately. If the stop mode is set to `sc_core::SC_STOP_FINISH_DELTA`, the time of each individual TDF, LSF, and ELN module after stopping is implementation-defined.

NOTE—TDF, LSF, and ELN modules can be instantiated in the `sc_main` context and the elaboration and simulation can be controlled by the function `sc_core::sc_start`.

5.2. Small-signal frequency-domain analyses

The small-signal frequency-domain analyses shall be applicable to all descriptions supported by the predefined models of computation defined in Clause 4. The analyses shall compute the small-signal frequency-domain behavior of the overall system, possibly composed of modules from different models of computation. The system description shall be mapped to a linear complex equation system.

Two kinds of small-signal frequency-domain analysis shall be supported:

1. Small-signal frequency-domain analysis shall solve for each frequency point the linear complex equation system including all small-signal frequency-domain source contributions.

2. Small-signal frequency-domain noise analysis shall solve the linear complex equation system for each frequency point and each small-signal frequency-domain noise source contribution, whereby all contributions of small-signal frequency-domain sources and small-signal frequency-domain noise sources, except the currently activated noise source, shall be set to zero.

All functions used in the small-signal frequency-domain and noise analysis shall be placed in the namespace `sca_ac_analysis`.

5.2.1. Elaboration and simulation

The execution of a small-signal frequency-domain or noise simulation consists of elaboration followed by simulation. For starting a small-signal frequency-domain or noise analysis, dedicated functions shall be used (see 5.2.1.3). While performing the analysis, the state of the time-domain simulation shall not be changed.

5.2.1.1. Elaboration

The small-signal frequency-domain elaboration shall be performed if one of the dedicated start functions is executed (see 5.2.1.3). In the case a time-domain elaboration has not yet been performed (due `sc_core::sc_start` has not yet been executed), the implementation shall perform a time-domain elaboration first.
The implementation shall set up one complex linear frequency-dependent equation system by composing the equation system contributions of TDF, LSF, and ELN descriptions.

5.2.1.2. Simulation

The linear complex equation system for the chosen analysis kind, shall be solved for each frequency point according to the kind of analysis.

5.2.1.3. Running elaboration and simulation

The implementation shall provide the function `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_start` and `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_noise_start` for running small-signal frequency-domain elaboration and simulation.

When called, functions `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_start` and `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_noise_start` shall first run elaboration as described in Subclause 5.1, if not yet performed.

5.2.1.3.1. sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_start

```plaintext
namespace sca_ac_analysis {

    enum sca_ac_scale { SCA_LOG, SCA_LIN };

    void sca_ac_start( double start_freq, double stop_freq, unsigned long npoints,
                       sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_scale scale = sca_ac_analysis::SCA_LOG );

    void sca_ac_start( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& frequencies );
}
```

The functions `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_start` shall perform a small-signal frequency-domain simulation. The first function shall calculate the frequency domain behavior at `npoints` frequencies. If `npoints` is greater than zero, the first frequency point in hertz shall be `start_freq`. If `npoints` is greater than one, the last frequency point in hertz shall be `stop_freq`. If `scale` is `sca_ac_analysis::SCA_LOG`, the remaining frequency points shall be logarithmically distributed and if `scale` is `sca_ac_analysis::SCA_LIN`, the remaining points shall be linearly distributed.

The second function shall calculate the small-signal frequency-domain behavior at the frequency points given by the vector `frequencies`.

5.2.1.3.2. sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_noise_start

```plaintext
namespace sca_ac_analysis {

    void sca_ac_noise_start( double start_freq, double stop_freq, unsigned long npoints,
                             sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_scale scale = sca_ac_analysis::SCA_LOG );

    void sca_ac_noise_start( const sca_util::sca_vector<double>& frequencies );
}
```

The functions `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_noise_start` shall perform a small-signal frequency-domain noise simulation. The first function shall calculate the frequency-domain noise behavior at `npoints` frequencies. If `npoints` is greater than zero, the first frequency point in hertz shall be `start_freq`. If `npoints` is greater than one, the last frequency point in hertz shall be `stop_freq`. If `scale` is `sca_ac_analysis::SCA_LOG`, the remaining frequency points shall be distributed logarithmically and if `scale` is `sca_ac_analysis::SCA_LIN`, the remaining points shall be distributed linear.

The second function shall calculate the frequency-domain noise behavior at the frequency points given by the vector `frequencies`.
5.2.2. Small-signal frequency-domain analysis of TDF descriptions

The small-signal frequency-domain and noise representation of a TDF description shall contribute the following complex equation system:

\[ A(f) \cdot x + b(f) + b_{\text{noise}}(f) + c(f,x) = 0 \tag{5.1} \]

where \( A(f) \) is a complex matrix of the frequency \( f \) that shall include contributions of modules derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module`. Each module derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module` can provide the implementation of the member function `ac_processing` (see 4.1.1.1.10) or the corresponding registered member function (see 4.1.1.1.12). The contributions shall describe linear complex functions between ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` and ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_out`.

\( x \) is a complex vector representing the small-signal frequency-domain values of the ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_out`.

\( b(f) \) and \( b_{\text{noise}}(f) \) are complex frequency dependent vectors, which represent the contributions to the ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_out` independent from the ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_in`.

For small-signal frequency-domain analysis, the independent contribution \( b(f) \) shall be provided to the equation system by using the function `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac` for accessing the port of class `sca_tdf::sca_out`. In this case the contribution \( b_{\text{noise}}(f) \) shall be set to zero.

For small-signal frequency-domain noise analysis, the independent contribution \( b_{\text{noise}}(f) \) shall be provided to the equation system by using the function `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_noise` for accessing the port of class `sca_tdf::sca_out`. In this case the contribution \( b(f) \) shall be set to zero.

\( c(f,x) \) is a vector of contributions from interaction with LSF or ELN primitives and may depend on TDF small-signal frequency-domain values of the ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_out`.

The implementation shall permit the access to time-domain values and complex frequency-domain values at ports. The access to complex frequency-domain values shall be done by the functions `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac` or `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_noise` (see 5.2.2.1 and 5.2.2.2), while the time-domain values shall be accessible by using the member functions to read from a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in` or `sca_tdf::sca_tdf::sca_out`.

If no value of type `sca_util::sca_complex` has been assigned to ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_out`, using the functions `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac` or `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_noise`, respectively, the implementation shall set these values to zero.

NOTE—It is not defined in which order and how often the member functions `sca_tdf::sca_module::ac_processing` are executed.

5.2.2.1. `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac`

```cpp
namespace sca_ac_analysis {

    template<class T>
    const sca_util::sca_complex & sca_ac( const sca_tdf::sca_in<T>& );

    template<class T>
    sca_util::sca_complex& sca_ac( const sca_tdf::sca_out<T>& );

} // namespace sca_ac_analysis
```

The function `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac` applied to ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` shall return a const reference to a value of type `sca_util::sca_complex` of the corresponding port.

The function `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac` applied to ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_out` shall return a reference to a value of type `sca_util::sca_complex` to allow assignment of a contribution to this port.

It shall be an error if the functions are called outside the context of the member function `sca_tdf::sca_module::ac_processing` or its equivalent registered member function.
NOTE—The values of type `sca_util::sca_complex` read using the function `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac` from the ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` are implementation-defined.

5.2.2.2. `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_noise`

```cpp
namespace sca_ac_analysis {
    template<class T>
    const sca_util::sca_complex& sca_ac_noise( const sca_tdf::sca_in<T>& );

    template<class T>
    sca_util::sca_complex& sca_ac_noise( const sca_tdf::sca_out<T>& );
} // namespace sca_ac_analysis
```

The function `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_noise` applied to ports of class `sca_tdf::sca_in` shall return a const reference to a value of type `sca_util::sca_complex` of the corresponding port.

The function `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_noise` applied to port of class `sca_tdf::sca_out` shall return a reference to a value of type `sca_util::sca_complex` to allow assignment of a noise contribution to this port.

It shall be an error if the function is called outside the context of the member function `sca_tdf::sca_module::ac_processing` or its equivalent registered member function.

5.2.2.3. `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_is_running`

```cpp
namespace sca_ac_analysis {
    bool sca_ac_is_running();
} // namespace sca_ac_analysis
```

The function `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_is_running` shall return true while performing a small-signal frequency-domain or a small-signal noise simulation; otherwise, it shall return false.

5.2.2.4. `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_noise_is_running`

```cpp
namespace sca_ac_analysis {
    bool sca_ac_noise_is_running();
} // namespace sca_ac_analysis
```

The function `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_noise_is_running` shall return true while performing a small-signal frequency-domain noise simulation; otherwise, it shall return false.

5.2.2.5. `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_f`

```cpp
namespace sca_ac_analysis {
    double sca_ac_f();
} // namespace sca_ac_analysis
```

The function `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_f` shall return the current frequency in hertz.

It shall be an error if the function is called outside the context of the member function `sca_tdf::sca_module::ac_processing` or its equivalent registered member function.

5.2.2.6. `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_w`

```cpp
namespace sca_ac_analysis {
    double sca_ac_w();
} // namespace sca_ac_analysis
```

The function `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_w` shall return the current angular frequency in radians per second (rad/s).
It shall be an error if the function is called outside the context of the member function sca_tdf::sca_module::ac_processing or its equivalent registered member function.

5.2.2.7. sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_s

```cpp
namespace sca_ac_analysis {
    sca_util::sca_complex sca_ac_s( long n = 1 );
} // namespace sca_ac_analysis
```

The function sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_s shall return the complex value of the Laplace operator \( s^n = (j\omega)^n \).

It shall be an error if the function is called outside the context of the member function sca_tdf::sca_module::ac_processing or its equivalent registered member function.

5.2.2.8. sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_z

```cpp
namespace sca_ac_analysis {
    sca_util::sca_complex sca_ac_z( long n, const sca_core::sca_time& tstep);
    sca_util::sca_complex sca_ac_z( long n = 1 );
} // namespace sca_ac_analysis
```

The functions sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_z shall return the complex value of the \( z \) operator \( z^n = (e^{j\omega n \cdot tstep}) \).

If not specified, the argument tstep shall be set to the value returned by the member function get_timestep of the module of class sca_tdf::sca_module, in which the function is called.

It shall be an error if the function is called outside the context of the member function sca_tdf::sca_module::ac_processing or its equivalent registered member function.

5.2.2.9. sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_delay

```cpp
namespace sca_ac_analysis {
    sca_util::sca_complex sca_ac_delay( const sca_core::sca_time& delay );
} // namespace sca_ac_analysis
```

The function sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_delay shall return the complex value of the continuous time delay \( (e^{-j\omega \cdot delay}) \).

It shall be an error if the function is called outside the context of the member function sca_tdf::sca_module::ac_processing or its equivalent registered member function.

5.2.2.10. sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_ltf_nd

```cpp
namespace sca_ac_analysis {
    sca_util::sca_complex sca_ac_ltf_nd( const sca_util::sca_vector< double >& num,
                                        const sca_util::sca_vector< double >& den,
                                        const sca_util::sca_complex& input = 1.0,
                                        double k = 1.0 );
    sca_util::sca_complex sca_ac_ltf_nd( const sca_util::sca_vector< double >& num,
                                        const sca_util::sca_vector< double >& den,
                                        const sca_core::sca_time& delay,
                                        const sca_util::sca_complex& input = 1.0,
                                        double k = 1.0 );
} // namespace sca_ac_analysis
```

The function sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_ltf_nd shall return the complex value of the linear transfer function of the Laplace-domain variable \( s \) in numerator-denominator form (see 4.1.4.3) with \( s^i = (j\omega)^i \), multiplied by the complex value input.
It shall be an error if the function is called outside the context of the member function `sca_tdf::sca_module::ac_processing` or its equivalent registered member function.

5.2.2.11. `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_ltf_zp`

```cpp
namespace sca_ac_analysis {
    sca_util::sca_complex sca_ac_ltf_zp(const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& zeros,
                                        const sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex>& poles,
                                        const sca_util::sca_complex& input = 1.0,
                                        double k = 1.0 );
}
```

The function `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_ltf_zp` shall return the complex value of the linear transfer function of the Laplace-domain variable \( s \) in zero-pole form (see 4.1.4.4) with \( s^2 = (-j\omega) \), multiplied by the complex value \( input \).

It shall be an error if the function is called outside the context of the member function `sca_tdf::sca_module::ac_processing` or its equivalent registered member function.

5.2.2.12. `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_ss`

```cpp
namespace sca_ac_analysis {
    sca_util::sca_vector<sca_util::sca_complex> sca_ac_ss(const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& a,
                                                          const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& b,
                                                          const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& c,
                                                          const sca_util::sca_matrix<double>& d,
                                                          const sca_util::sca_complex& input );
}
```

The functions `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_ss` shall return the complex vector \( y \) of the state-space equation system with \((d/dt) = (-j\omega) \). The function with the complex vector \( input \) as argument shall multiply the complex vector \( y \) with \( input \). It shall be an error if the matrix and vector sizes are inconsistent (see 4.1.4.5).

It shall be an error if the function is called outside the context of the member function `sca_tdf::sca_module::ac_processing` or its equivalent registered member function.

5.2.3. Small-signal frequency-domain analysis of LSF descriptions

The implementation of the LSF primitive modules shall define their small-signal frequency-domain behavior.
Therefore, the equation system for each LSF cluster (see 4.2.3.1.2) shall be transformed from time-domain to small-signal frequency-domain by replacing a derivation $\frac{d}{dt}$ by $j\omega$, an integral by $\frac{1}{j\omega}$ respectively and a delay by $e^{-j\omega \cdot \text{delay}}$. The resulting equation systems shall be contributed to the overall equation system.

5.2.4. Small-signal frequency-domain analysis of ELN descriptions

The implementation of the ELN primitive modules shall define their small-signal frequency-domain behavior.

Therefore, the equation system for each ELN cluster (see 4.3.3.1.2) shall be transformed from time-domain to small-signal frequency-domain by replacing a derivation $\frac{d}{dt}$ by $j\omega$, and a delay by $e^{-j\omega \cdot \text{delay}}$. The resulting equation system shall be contributed to the overall equation system.
6. Utility definitions

6.1. AMS trace files

An AMS trace file records the simulation results for AMS signals and nodes. At least the tabular and the VCD trace file format shall be supported. The VCD format can only support tracing for time-domain simulation.

A VCD trace file can only be created and opened by calling function `sca_util::sca_create_vcd_trace_file` and a tabular trace file by calling function `sca_util::sca_create_tabular_trace_file`. A trace file may be opened during elaboration or at any time during simulation. Values can only be traced by calling function `sca_util::sca_trace`. A trace file shall be opened before values can be traced to that file, and values shall not be traced to a given trace file if one or more delta cycles have elapsed since opening the file. A VCD trace file shall be closed by calling function `sca_util::sca_close_vcd_trace_file`. A tabular trace file shall be closed by calling function `sca_util::sca_close_tabular_trace_file`. A trace file shall not be closed by these functions before the final delta cycle of the simulation.

An implementation may support other trace file formats by providing alternatives to the functions `sca_util::sca_create_vcd_trace_file`, `sca_util::sca_create_tabular_trace_file`, `sca_util::sca_close_vcd_trace_file`, and `sca_util::sca_close_tabular_trace_file`.

6.1.1. Class definition and function declarations

All names used in the class definitions and function declarations for tracing shall be placed in the namespace `sca_util`.

6.1.1.1. `sca_util::sca_trace_mode_base`

6.1.1.1.1. Description

The class `sca_util::sca_trace_mode_base` shall define the base class for trace mode manipulators. The manipulators, which shall be derived from this base class, are predefined. An application shall not create an instance and shall not derive from this class.

Instances of derived classes can only be used as argument to the member function `set_mode` of class `sca_util::sca_trace_file` (see 6.1.1.2.5).

An implementation shall at least support the trace mode manipulators as defined in this subclause.

6.1.1.2. Class Definition

```cpp
namespace sca_util {

  class sca_trace_mode_base {
    public:
      virtual ~sca_trace_mode_base() = 0;
  }

  enum sca_ac_fmt { SCA_AC_REAL_IMAG, SCA_AC_MAG_RAD, SCA_AC_DB_DEG };

  class sca_ac_format : public sca_util::sca_trace_mode_base {
    public:
      sca_ac_format( sca_util::sca_ac_fmt format = sca_util::SCA_AC_REAL_IMAG );
  }

  enum sca_noise_fmt { SCA_NOISE_SUM, SCA_NOISE_ALL };

  class sca_noise_format : public sca_util::sca_trace_mode_base {
    public:
      sca_noise_format( sca_util::sca_noise_fmt format = sca_util::SCA_NOISE_SUM );
  }

  class sca_decimation : public sca_util::sca_trace_mode_base {
```
6.1.1.1.3. Trace mode classes

If an instance of class `sca_util::sca_ac_format` is passed to the member function `set_mode` of class `sca_util::sca_trace_file`, the format for writing the results of a small-signal frequency-domain or noise simulation shall be set. If `sca_util::SCA_AC_REAL_IMAG` is passed as argument to create an instance of class `sca_util::sca_ac_format`, the results shall be written as real and imaginary part. The signal names shall be extended by `.real` and `.imag`. If `sca_util::SCA_AC_MAG_RAD` is passed as argument to create an instance of class `sca_util::sca_ac_format`, the results shall be written as magnitude value and phase in radian. The signal names shall be extended by `.mag` and `.rad`. If `sca_util::SCA_AC_DB_DEG` is passed as argument to create an instance of class `sca_util::sca_ac_format`, the results shall be written as the magnitude in decibel (dB) and phase in degree. The signal names shall be extended by `.db` and `.deg`. The magnitude (DB) of the signal relative to a reference level of one (1) shall be expressed in decibel according to the formula:

$$DB = 20 \cdot \log_{10}(\text{magnitude}) \quad (6.1)$$

If an instance of class `sca_util::sca_noise_format` is passed to the member function `set_mode` of class `sca_util::sca_trace_file`, the format for writing the results of a small-signal frequency-domain noise simulation shall be set. If `sca_util::SCA_NOISE_SUM` is passed as argument to create an instance of class `sca_util::sca_noise_format`, the contributions of all noise sources of a small-signal frequency-domain noise simulation shall be summed arithmetically. In this case, only the magnitude or real value corresponding to the specified format shall be written. If `sca_util::SCA_NOISE_ALL` is passed as argument to create an instance of class `sca_util::sca_noise_format`, the contributions of all noise sources of a small-signal frequency-domain noise simulation shall be written separately. The name shall be extended by the instance name followed by the corresponding format specifier (e.g., `.db` or `.deg`).

If an instance of class `sca_util::sca_decimation` is passed to the member function `set_mode` of class `sca_util::sca_trace_file`, only every n-th line of the results of a time-domain simulation shall be written to the tabular trace file, where n is the argument that shall be assigned while creating the passed instance. It shall be an error, if n is equal to zero.

If an instance of class `sca_util::sca_sampling` is passed to the member function `set_mode` of class `sca_util::sca_trace_file`, the traced signals shall be sampled starting at time offset `toffset` with the sampling period equal to the timestep `tstep`. The arguments `toffset` and `tstep` shall be assigned while creating the passed instance. Only the sampled values shall be written to the tabular trace file. If `tstep` is set to the value `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`, no sampling shall be done. The default value of the time offset `toffset` is `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME`.

In case multiple signals are written to the same tabular trace file, the trace file shall use the timestep of the signal with the smallest timestep. If these signals have different rates and thus use different timesteps, the class `sca_util::sca_multirate` shall be used to define if and how values are inserted in case there is no sample available at a particular point in time. The instance of
class `sca_util::sca_multirate` shall be passed as argument to the member function `set_mode` of class `sca_util::sca_trace_file`. If `sca_util::SCA_INTERPOLATE` is passed as argument to create an instance of class `sca_util::sca_multirate`, the inserted value shall be the result of interpolation of the last available and the next available value in time. If `sca_util::SCA_DONT_INTERPOLATE` is passed as argument to create an instance of class `sca_util::sca_multirate`, the symbol `*` shall be inserted. If `sca_util::SCA_HOLD_SAMPLE` is passed as argument to create an instance of class `sca_util::sca_multirate`, the inserted value shall be equal to the last available value of the signal.

### 6.1.1.2. `sca_util::sca_trace_file`

#### 6.1.1.2.1. Description

The class `sca_util::sca_trace_file` shall define the abstract base class, from which the classes that provide file handles for VCD, tabular, or other implementation-defined trace file formats are derived. An application shall not construct objects of class `sca_util::sca_trace_file`, but may define pointers and references to this type.

#### 6.1.1.2.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_util {

    class sca_trace_file {
        public:
            void enable();
            void disable();
            void set_mode( const sca_util::sca_trace_mode_base& );
            void reopen( const std::string& name,
                         std::ios_base::openmode mode=std::ios_base::out | std::ios_base::trunc );
            void reopen( std::ostream & outstream );
        // Other members
        implementation-defined
    };

} // namespace sca_util
```

#### 6.1.1.2.3. enable

```cpp
void enable();
```

The member function `enable` shall enable tracing to the trace file. After construction of an object of class `sca_util::sca_trace_file`, tracing shall be enabled by default. Tracing shall start at the simulation time, returned by function `sc_core::sc_time_stamp`, at which the member function `enable` is called.

#### 6.1.1.2.4. disable

```cpp
void disable();
```

The member function `disable` shall disable tracing to the trace file. Values shall be written to the trace file up to the simulation time, returned by function `sc_core::sc_time_stamp`, at which the member function `disable` is called. Tracing shall stop until the member function `enable` is called.

#### 6.1.1.2.5. set_mode

```cpp
void set_mode( const sca_util::sca_trace_mode_base& );
```

The member function `set_mode` shall change the mode of the trace file of the corresponding instance derived from class `sca_util::sca_trace_mode_base`.

#### 6.1.1.2.6. reopen

```cpp
void reopen( const std::string& name,
             std::ios_base::openmode mode=std::ios_base::out | std::ios_base::trunc );
```
void reopen ( std::ostream & outstream );

The member function reopen shall write all values up to the simulation time, returned by function sc_core::sc_time_stamp, at which the member function is reopen is called. If a trace file was opened, it shall be closed. If arguments name and mode are provided, a new trace file using the name and mode shall be opened. If the argument outstream is provided, tracing shall be continued using this stream. The member function shall return true, if all actions were successful; otherwise it shall return false. It shall be an error if the trace file cannot be closed and opened.

6.1.1.3. sca_util::sca_create_vcd_trace_file

namespace sca_util {
    sca_util::sca_trace_file* sca_create_vcd_trace_file( const char* name );
    sca_util::sca_trace_file* sca_create_vcd_trace_file( std::ostream& os );
} // namespace sca_util

The function sca_util::sca_create_vcd_trace_file shall create a new object handle of class sca_util::sca_trace_file. If a file name is passed as a character string, it shall be opened. If the file name has no extension, the file name shall be constructed by appending the character string ".vcd" to the character string passed as an argument to the function. If a reference to an object of class std::ostream is passed, the traces shall be written to the output stream managed by that object. The function shall return a pointer to the sca_util::sca_trace_file handle.

VCD tracing for the classes sca_tdf::sca_signal_if<T>, sca_tdf::sca_in<T>, sca_tdf::sca_out_base<T>, sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<T>, sc_core::sc_port<sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<T>>, sc_core::sc_port<sc_core::sc_signal_inout_if<T>> and sca_tdf::sca_trace_variable<T> shall be supported for at least the data types T defined in function sc_core::sc_trace, except those using a reference or a pointer to an object. In case the data type uses a reference to an object or a pointer to an object, the tracing functionality is implementation-defined.

6.1.1.4. sca_util::sca_close_vcd_trace_file

namespace sca_util {
    void sca_close_vcd_trace_file( sca_util::sca_trace_file* tf );
} // namespace sca_util

Depending whether the passed sca_util::sca_trace_file argument is associated with a VCD trace file or an output stream, the function sca_util::sca_close_vcd_trace_file shall either close the VCD trace file or flush and detach the output stream, respectively.

6.1.1.5. sca_util::sca_create_tabular_trace_file

namespace sca_util {
    sca_util::sca_trace_file* sca_create_tabular_trace_file( const char* name );
    sca_util::sca_trace_file* sca_create_tabular_trace_file( std::ostream& os );
} // namespace sca_util

The function sca_util::sca_create_tabular_trace_file shall create a new object handle of class sca_util::sca_trace_file. If a file name is passed as a character string, it shall be opened. If the file name has no extension, the file name shall be constructed by appending the character string ".dat" to the character string passed as an argument to the function. If a reference to an object of class std::ostream is passed, the traces shall be written to the output stream managed by that object. The function shall return a pointer to the sca_util::sca_trace_file handle.

6.1.1.5.1. Format for time-domain simulations

The first line of a tabular trace file shall start with %time followed by the signal names separated by one or more spaces. The order of the signal names is defined by the order, in which they are added to the trace
file of class `sca_util::sca_trace_file` using `sca_util::sca_trace`. Each of the following lines shall contain the simulation results for one point in time. The first column contains the time as type double in seconds, the following columns the simulation results of the corresponding values, signals, and nodes in the order of the signal names as reflected in the first line. Columns shall be separated by one or more spaces. The simulation results shall be written to the file using `operator<<` of the value or signals of type double for `sca_eln::sca_node` and `sca_eln::sca_node_ref`. For each calculation time of each value, signal, or node added by `sca_util::sca_trace` to the current `sca_util::sca_trace_file`, a new line shall be written to the file.

### 6.1.1.5.2. Format for small-signal frequency-domain and noise simulations

The first line of a tabular trace file shall start with `%frequency` followed by the signal names separated by one or more spaces. The order of the signal names is defined by the order, in which they are added to the trace file of class `sca_util::sca_trace_file` using `sca_util::sca_trace`. Dependent on the trace mode settings, the signal names shall be extended by the corresponding format specifier (see 6.1.1.1.3).

Each written line shall contain the simulation result of one frequency point. The first column shall contain the frequency in hertz (Hz) written by the `operator<<` of the type double. The following columns shall contain the simulation results written by the `operator<<` of the type double in the order of the signal names as reflected in the first line. Columns shall be separated by one or more spaces.

### 6.1.1.6. sca_util::sca_close_tabular_trace_file

```cpp
namespace sca_util {
  void sca_close_tabular_trace_file( sca_util::sca_trace_file* tf );
} // namespace sca_util
```

Depending whether the passed `sca_util::sca_trace_file` argument is associated with a tabular trace file or an output stream, the function `sca_util::sca_close_tabular_trace_file` shall either close the tabular trace file or flush and detach the output stream, respectively.

### 6.1.1.7. sca_util::sca_write_comment

```cpp
namespace sca_util {
  void sca_write_comment( sca_util::sca_trace_file* tf, const std::string& comment );
} // namespace sca_util
```

The function `sca_util::sca_write_comment` shall write the string given as the second argument to the trace file given by the first argument, as a comment, at the simulation time, at which the function is called.

For tabular trace files, the passed string is formatted by the implementation as a comment by adding ‘%’ to the beginning of each line of the string and terminating each line with the newline character(s).

NOTE—For VCD trace files, the passed string is enclosed between the tags ‘$comment’ and ‘$end’.

### 6.1.1.8. sca_util::sca_traceable_object†

#### 6.1.1.8.1. Description

The class `sca_util::sca_traceable_object†` shall be the base class for all objects, which can be traced.

#### 6.1.1.8.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_util {
  class sca_traceable_object† {
    implementation-defined
  };
} // namespace sca_util
```
6.1.8.3. Constraint on usage

The class shall not be instantiated by an application.

6.1.9. sca_util::sca_trace

namespace sca_util {

    void sca_trace( sca_util::sca_trace_file* tf,
                    const sca_util::sca_traceable_object* obj,
                    const std::string& str);

    void sca_trace( sca_util::sca_trace_file* tf,
                    const sca_util::sca_traceable_object* obj,
                    const std::string& str);

    template<class T>
    void sca_trace( sca_util::sca_trace_file* tf,
                    const sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<T>& value,
                    const std::string& str);

    template<class T>
    void sca_trace( sca_util::sca_trace_file* tf,
                    const sc_core::sc_port<sc_core::sc_signal_in_if<T>>& value,
                    const std::string& str);

    template<class T>
    void sca_trace( sca_util::sca_trace_file* tf,
                    const sc_core::sc_port<sc_core::sc_signal_inout_if<T>>& value,
                    const std::string& str);

} // namespace sca_util

The function sca_util::sca_trace shall trace the value passed as the second argument to the trace file passed as the first argument, using the string passed as the third argument to identify the value in the trace file.

6.2. Data types and constants

All native C++ types are supported within a SystemC AMS application. The AMS class library shall provide additional data type classes, which shall be used as data containers to set up the equation systems and for communication as part of the predefined models of computation.

The following data type classes shall be supported:

- Complex numbers, which are objects of class sca_util::sca_complex. A complex number shall be represented by a real and imaginary part of type double.
- Matrix types, which are objects of class sca_util::sca_matrix. A matrix type shall represent a two-dimensional data container of an arbitrary type.
- Vector types, which are objects of class sca_util::sca_vector. A vector type shall represent a one-dimensional data container of an arbitrary type.

NOTE—An application may create data type objects using the classes defined in this clause, as long as the data type is supported within the predefined model of computation and its associated classes. The set of member functions for these data type classes is restricted, as the primary use of these class definitions is to act as data container only.

6.2.1. Class definition and function declarations

All names used in the class definitions and function declarations for data types shall be placed in the namespace sca_util.

6.2.1.1. sca_util::sca_complex

6.2.1.1. Description

The type sca_util::sca_complex shall provide a type for complex numbers.
6.2.1.1.2. Class definition

namespace sca_util {
    typedef std::complex<double> sca_complex;
} // namespace sca_util

6.2.1.2. sca_util::sca_matrix

6.2.1.2.1. Description

The class sca_util::sca_matrix shall provide a type for handling two dimensional matrices of an arbitrary type.

6.2.1.2.2. Class definition

namespace sca_util {
    template < class T>
    class sca_matrix {
    public:
        sca_matrix();
        sca_matrix( unsigned long n_rows_, unsigned long n_cols_ );
        sca_matrix( const sca_util::sca_matrix<T>& matrix );

        void resize( unsigned long n_rows_, unsigned long n_cols_ );
        void set_auto_resizable();
        void unset_auto_resizable();
        bool is_auto_resizable() const;
        unsigned long n_rows() const;
        unsigned long n_cols() const;

        T& operator() ( unsigned long row, unsigned long col );
        const T& operator() ( unsigned long row, unsigned long col ) const;

        const sca_util::sca_matrix<T>& operator= ( const sca_util::sca_matrix<T>& matrix );
        const sca_util::sca_matrix<T>& operator= ( sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy<T> & );

        bool operator== ( const sca_util::sca_matrix<T>& ) const;
        bool operator!= ( const sca_util::sca_matrix<T>& ) const;

        const std::string to_string() const;
        void print( std::ostream & = std::cout ) const;
    
        template<class T>
        std::ostream& operator<<( std::ostream&, const sca_util::sca_matrix<T>& );
    } // class sca_matrix

    template < class T>
    std::ostream & operator<<( std::ostream&, const sca_util::sca_matrix<T>& );
} // namespace sca_util

6.2.1.2.3. Template parameter T

The argument passed as template parameter T shall be either a C++ type for which the predefined semantics for assignment are adequate (for example, a fundamental type or a pointer), or a type T that obeys each of the following rules:

a. The following stream operator shall be defined and should copy the state of the object given as the second argument to the stream given as the first argument. The way in which the state information is formatted is undefined by this standard.

    std::ostream& operator<<( std::ostream&, const T& );

b. If the default assignment semantics are inadequate (in the sense given in this subclause), the following assignment operator should be defined for the type T. In either case (default assignment or explicit operator), the semantics of assignment should be sufficient to assign the state of an object of type T such that the value of the left operand is indistinguishable from the value of the right operand.

    const T& operator= ( const T& );

c. If any constructor for type T exists, a default constructor for type T shall be defined.
6.2.1.2.4. Constructors

`sca_matrix();`
`sca_matrix( unsigned long n_rows_, unsigned long n_cols_ );`
`sca_matrix( const sca_util::sca_matrix<T>& matrix );`

The constructor `sca_matrix()` shall construct a matrix of size zero. The constructor `sca_matrix( unsigned long n_rows_, unsigned long n_cols_ )` shall construct a matrix of `n_rows_` rows and `n_cols_` columns. For creating the elements, the default constructor of the corresponding type shall be used. For matrices of type short, unsigned short, long, unsigned long, int, unsigned int, `sc_dt::int64`, and `sc_dt::uint64`, the elements shall be initialized with zero. Matrices of type float, double, and `sca_util::sca_complex` shall be initialized with 0.0. The constructor `sca_matrix( const sca_util::sca_matrix<T>& matrix )` shall construct a matrix with the same dimension as matrix `matrix` and shall copy all elements from matrix `matrix` to the new matrix including the automatic resizable mode state. For copying the elements, their copy constructor shall be used.

6.2.1.2.5. resize

`void resize( unsigned long n_rows_, unsigned long n_cols_ );`

The member function `resize` shall resize the matrix to `n_rows_` rows and `n_cols_` columns. After resizing, the values of still existing elements shall remain unchanged. New elements shall be created by the default constructor. New element for matrices of type short, unsigned short, long, unsigned long, int, unsigned int, `sc_dt::int64`, and `sc_dt::uint64` shall be initialized with zero. New elements for matrices of type float, double, and `sca_util::sca_complex` shall be initialized with 0.0. Elements, which are no longer required, shall be destroyed by their destructor.

6.2.1.2.6. set_auto_resizable

`void set_auto_resizable();`

The member function `set_auto_resizable` sets the matrix in the automatic resizable mode. In this mode the matrix shall be resized automatically using the member function `resize`, if an element outside of the current dimensions is accessed. In this case the matrix shall be resized to the minimum dimension for that the accessed element exists. After construction, a matrix shall be set to be automatically resizable.

6.2.1.2.7. unset_auto_resizable

`void unset_auto_resizable();`

The member function `unset_auto_resizable` deactivates the automatic resizable mode. After calling the member function `unset_auto_resizable`, it shall be an error to access an element outside of the current matrix dimensions.

6.2.1.2.8. is_auto_resizable

`bool is_auto_resizable() const;`

The member function `is_auto_resizable` shall return true, if the matrix is automatic resizable; otherwise it shall return false.

6.2.1.2.9. n_rows

`unsigned long n_rows() const;`

The member function `n_rows` shall return the number of rows in the matrix.

6.2.1.2.10. n_cols

`unsigned long n_cols() const;`

The member function `n_cols` shall return the number of columns in the matrix.
6.2.1.2.11. operator()

```cpp
T& operator[]( ( unsigned long row, unsigned long col );
```

The operator[] shall assign a value to the matrix element at row row and column col.

```cpp
const T& operator[]( ( unsigned long row, unsigned long col ) const;
```

The operator[] shall return a reference to the matrix element at row row and column col. The behavior for accessing a non-existing element shall depend on the mode returned by the member function is_auto_resizable.

The returned reference is only guaranteed to be valid until the next access.

6.2.1.2.12. operator=

```cpp
const sca_util::sca_matrix<T>& operator= ( const sca_util::sca_matrix<T>& matrix );
```

The operator= shall copy matrix matrix. The dimensions, the automatic resizable mode state, and all elements shall be copied. For copying the elements, the copy constructor shall be used.

```cpp
const sca_util::sca_matrix<T>& operator= ( sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy<sca_util::sca_matrix<T> > & );
```

The operator= shall copy the values the values made available by the object of class sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy to the object of class sca_util::sca_matrix.

6.2.1.2.13. operator==

```cpp
bool operator==( const sca_util::sca_matrix<T>& ) const;
```

The operator== shall return true if the matrices given as argument have the same number of elements and their respective elements have the same values. Otherwise, it shall return false.

NOTE—This member function requires the value type T to have an implementation of operator==.

6.2.1.2.14. operator!=

```cpp
bool operator!=( const sca_util::sca_matrix<T>& ) const;
```

The operator!= shall return true if the matrices given as argument have a different number of elements or contain different values in at least one element. Otherwise, it shall return false.

NOTE—This member function requires the value type T to have an implementation of operator!=.

6.2.1.2.15. to_string

```cpp
const std::string to_string() const;
```

The member function to_string shall perform the conversion of the current matrix to an object of class std::string. Conversion shall be done by calling operator<<( std::ostream&, const T& ). The values in the columns shall be separated by one or more spaces and the rows shall be separated by a new line.

6.2.1.2.16. print

```cpp
void print( std::ostream& = std::cout ) const;
```

The member function print shall print the current matrix to the stream passed as an argument by calling operator<<( std::ostream&, const T& ). The values in the columns shall be separated by one or more spaces and the rows shall be separated by a new line.

6.2.1.2.17. operator<<

```cpp
template<class T>
```
The `operator<<` shall write the current matrix to the stream by calling `operator<<` of the element type. The values in the columns shall be separated by one or more spaces and the rows shall be separated by a new line.

### 6.2.1.3. `sca_util::sca_vector`

#### 6.2.1.3.1. Description

The class `sca_util::sca_vector` shall provide a type for handling vectors of an arbitrary type.

#### 6.2.1.3.2. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_util {
    template<class T>
    class sca_vector {
        public:
            sca_vector();
            explicit sca_vector( unsigned long len );
            sca_vector( const sca_util::sca_vector<T>& vector );
            void resize( unsigned long len );
            void set_auto_resizable();
            void unset_auto_resizable();
            bool is_auto_resizable() const;
            unsigned long length() const;
            T& operator() ( unsigned long pos );
            const T& operator() ( unsigned long pos ) const;
            sca_util::sca_vector<T>& operator=( const sca_util::sca_vector<T>& vector );
            sca_util::sca_vector<T>& operator=( sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy<
                sca_util::sca_vector<T> >& );
            bool operator==( const sca_util::sca_vector<T>& ) const;
            bool operator!=( const sca_util::sca_vector<T>& ) const;
            const std::string to_string() const;
            void print( std::ostream& = std::cout ) const;
    };
}
```

#### 6.2.1.3.3. Template parameter T

The argument passed as template parameter `T` shall be either a C++ type for which the predefined semantics for assignment are adequate (for example, a fundamental type or a pointer), or a type `T` that obeys each of the following rules:

a. The following stream operator shall be defined and should copy the state of the object given as the second argument to the stream given as the first argument. The way in which the state information is formatted is undefined by this standard.

```cpp
std::ostream& operator<< ( std::ostream&, const T& );
```

b. If the default assignment semantics are inadequate (in the sense given in this subclause), the following assignment operator should be defined for the type `T`. In either case (default assignment or explicit operator), the semantics of assignment should be sufficient to assign the state of an object of type `T` such that the value of the left operand is indistinguishable from the value of the right operand.

```cpp
const T& operator= ( const T& );
```

c. If any constructor for type `T` exists, a default constructor for type `T` shall be defined.

#### 6.2.1.3.4. Constructors

```cpp
sca_vector();
explicit sca_vector( unsigned long len );
```
sca_vector<

The constructor `sca_vector()` shall construct a vector of size zero. The constructor `sca_vector(unsigned long len)` shall construct a vector with a length `len`. For creating the elements, the default constructor of the corresponding type shall be used. For vectors of type short, unsigned short, long, unsigned long, int, unsigned int, `sc_dt::int64`, and `sc_dt::uint64`, the elements shall be initialized with zero. Vectors of type float, double, and `sca_util::sca_complex` shall be initialized with 0.0. The constructor `sca_vector(const sca_util::sca_vector<T>& vector)` shall construct a vector with the same dimension as vector `vector`, and shall copy all elements from vector `vector` to the new vector including the automatic resizable mode state. For copying the elements, their copy constructor shall be used.

6.2.1.3.5. resize

void resize(unsigned long len);

The member function `resize` shall resize the vector to the length `len`. After resizing, the values of still existing elements shall remain unchanged. New elements shall be created by the default constructor. New elements for vectors of type short, unsigned short, long, unsigned long, int, unsigned int, `sc_dt::int64`, and `sc_dt::uint64` shall be initialized with zero. New elements for vectors of type float, double, and `sca_util::sca_complex` shall be initialized with 0.0. Elements, which are no longer required, shall be destroyed by their destructor.

6.2.1.3.6. set_auto_resizable

void set_auto_resizable();

The member function `set_auto_resizable` sets the vector in the automatic resizable mode. In this mode the vector shall be resized automatically using the member function `resize`, if an element outside of the current dimensions is accessed. In this case the vector shall be resized to the minimum dimension for that the accessed element exists. After construction a vector shall be set to be automatically resizable.

6.2.1.3.7. unset_auto_resizable

void unset_auto_resizable();

The member function `unset_auto_resizable` deactivates the automatic resizable mode. After calling the member function `unset_auto_resizable`, it shall be an error to access an element outside of the current vector dimensions.

6.2.1.3.8. is_auto_resizable

bool is_auto_resizable() const;

The member function `is_auto_resizable` shall return true, if the vector is automatic resizable; otherwise, it shall return false.

6.2.1.3.9. length

unsigned long length() const;

The member function `length` returns the length of the vector.

6.2.1.3.10. operator()

T& operator[](unsigned long pos);

The `operator[]` shall assign a value to the vector element at position `pos`.

const T& operator[](unsigned long pos) const;

The `operator[]` shall return a reference to the vector element at position `pos`. The behavior for accessing a non-existing element shall depend on the mode returned by the member function `set_auto_resizable`. 
The returned reference is only guaranteed to be valid until the next access.

### 6.2.1.3.11. operator=

```cpp
sca_util::sca_vector<T>& operator=( const sca_util::sca_vector<T>& vector );
```

The `operator=` shall copy `vector`. The dimensions, the automatic resizable mode, and all elements shall be copied. For copying the elements, the copy constructor shall be used.

```cpp
sca_util::sca_vector<T>& operator=( sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy<sca_util::sca_vector<T> > & );
```

The `operator=` shall copy the values the values made available by the object of class `sca_core::sca_assign_from_proxy` to the object of class `sca_util::sca_vector`.

### 6.2.1.3.12. operator==

```cpp
bool operator==( const sca_util::sca_vector<T> & ) const ;
```

The `operator==` shall return true if the vectors given as argument have the same number of elements and their respective elements have the same values. Otherwise, it shall return false.

**NOTE**—This member function requires the value type `T` to have an implementation of `operator==`.

### 6.2.1.3.13. operator!=

```cpp
bool operator!=( const sca_util::sca_vector<T> & ) const ;
```

The `operator!=` shall return true if the vectors given as argument have a different number of elements or contain different values in at least one element. Otherwise, it shall return false.

**NOTE**—This member function requires the value type `T` to have an implementation of `operator!=`.

### 6.2.1.3.14. to_string

```cpp
const std::string to_string() const ;
```

The member function `to_string` shall perform the conversion of the current vector to an object of class `std::string`. Conversion shall be done by calling `operator<<( std::ostream&, const T& )`. The values in the vector shall be separated by one or more spaces.

### 6.2.1.3.15. print

```cpp
void print( std::ostream & = std::cout ) const ;
```

The member function `print` shall print the current vector to the stream passed as an argument by calling `operator<<( std::ostream&, const T& )`. The values in the vector shall be separated by one or more spaces.

### 6.2.1.3.16. operator<<

```cpp
template<class T>
std::ostream & operator<<( std::ostream&, const sca_util::sca_vector<T>& );
```

The `operator<<` shall write the current vector to the stream by calling `operator<<` of the element type. The values in the vector shall be separated by one or more spaces.

### 6.2.1.4. sca_util::sca_create_vector

```cpp
namespace sca_util {

template<class T>
sca_util::sca_vector<T> sca_create_vector( const T& a0 );

template<class T>
sca_util::sca_vector<T> sca_create_vector( const T& a0, const T& a1 );
}
```
template<class T>
    sca_util::sca_vector<T> sca_create_vector( const T& a0, const T& a1, ... const T& a15 );
} // namespace sca_util

6.2.1.4.1. Description
The functions `sca_util::sca_create_vector` shall create an object of class `sca_util::sca_vector` of the size according to the number of arguments. The vector elements shall be initialized by the values of the arguments. The first argument shall initialize the first vector element, the second argument shall initialize the second vector element, and so on till the last argument. An implementation shall provide at least functions to initialize vectors of 1 up to 16 arguments.

6.2.2. Definition of constants

6.2.2.1. `sca_util::SCA_INFINITY`

6.2.2.1.1. Description
The constant `sca_util::SCA_INFINITY` shall be interpreted as infinity, if representable as a dedicated data type, which is implementation-defined, else as if it were a floating constant that is too large for the range of the data type to which the constant is assigned to.

6.2.2.1.2. Definition

namespace sca_util {
    static const double SCA_INFINITY = implementation-defined;
} // namespace sca_util

6.2.2.2. `sca_util::SCA_COMPLEX_J`

6.2.2.2.1. Description
The constant `sca_util::SCA_COMPLEX_J` shall represent the imaginary number $j$. This constant shall be defined using class `sca_util::sca_complex`, where value 0.0 is passed as first argument of type double and value 1.0 is passed as second argument of type double.

6.2.2.2.2. Definition

namespace sca_util {
    static const sca_util::sca_complex SCA_COMPLEX_J = sca_util::sca_complex( 0.0, 1.0 );
} // namespace sca_util

6.2.2.3. `sca_util::SCA_UNDEFINED`

6.2.2.3.1. Description
The constant `sca_util::SCA_UNDEFINED` shall be interpreted as an undefined value of type double.

6.2.2.3.2. Definition

namespace sca_util {
    static const double SCA_UNDEFINED = implementation-defined;
} // namespace sca_util

6.3. Reporting information
An implementation shall provide a reporting mechanism to give information about the clustering and the solvers. The content of the information shall be implementation-defined. The information shall be reported
by the member function `report` of the class `sc_core::sc_report_handler` with the severity `SC_INFO` and the message type “SCA_INFORMATION”, and may use the verbosity levels defined by the enumeration `sc_core::sc_verbosity` in IEEE Std 1666-2011 (SystemC Language Reference Manual).

### 6.3.1. Class definition and function declarations

All names used in the class definitions and function declarations for reporting information shall be placed in the namespace `sca_util`.

#### 6.3.1.1. `sca_util::sca_information_mask`

The class `sca_util::sca_information_mask` shall provide a mechanism to mask the reporting of information.

##### 6.3.1.1.1. Class definition

```cpp
namespace sca_util {
    class sca_information_mask { // namespace sca_util
        public:
            sca_util::sca_information_mask operator| ( const sca_information_mask& ) const;
            implementation-defined
    };
} // namespace sca_util
```

The operator `|` shall add the provided element to the mask.

#### 6.3.1.2. `sca_util::sca_information_on`

```cpp
namespace sca_util {
    void sca_information_on();
    void sca_information_on( sca_util::sca_information_mask mask );
} // namespace sca_util
```

The function `sca_util::sca_information_on` without argument shall enable reporting of all information. The function with the `mask` argument shall enable reporting of all masked information. Reporting of other information shall be disabled.

#### 6.3.1.3. `sca_util::sca_information_off`

```cpp
namespace sca_util {
    void sca_information_off();
    void sca_information_off( sca_util::sca_information_mask mask );
} // namespace sca_util
```

The function `sca_util::sca_information_off` without argument shall disable reporting of all information. The function with the `mask` argument shall disable reporting of all masked information. Reporting of other information shall be enabled.

#### 6.3.2. Mask definitions

```cpp
namespace sca_util {
    namespace sca_info {
        extern const sca_util::sca_information_mask sca_module;
        extern const sca_util::sca_information_mask sca_tdf_solver;
    }
} // namespace sca_util
```
extern const sca_util::sca_information_mask† sca_lsf_solver;
extern const sca_util::sca_information_mask† sca_eln_solver;
} // namespace sca_info
} // namespace sca_util

6.3.2.1. sca_util::sca_info::sca_module
The global constant variable sca_util::sca_info::sca_module shall define a mask that can be used to enable or disable reporting of AMS module information.

6.3.2.2. sca_util::sca_info::sca_tdf_solver
The global constant variable sca_util::sca_info::sca_tdf_solver shall define a mask that can be used to enable or disable reporting of TDF solver information.

6.3.2.3. sca_util::sca_info::sca_lsf_solver
The global constant variable sca_util::sca_info::sca_lsf_solver shall define a mask that can be used to enable or disable reporting of LSF solver information.

6.3.2.4. sca_util::sca_info::sca_eln_solver
The global constant variable sca_util::sca_info::sca_eln_solver shall define a mask that can be used to enable or disable reporting of ELN solver information.

6.4. Version and copyright
6.4.1. Function declarations
All names used in the function declarations to report information on the implementation shall be placed in the namespace sca_core.

namespace sca_core {

#define SCA_VERSION_MAJOR implementation-defined_number
#define SCA_VERSION_MINOR implementation-defined_number
#define SCA_VERSION_PATCH implementation-defined_number
#define SCA_VERSION_ORIGINATOR implementation-defined_string
#define SCA_VERSION_RELEASE_DATE implementation-defined_date
#define SCA_VERSION_PRERELEASE implementation-defined_string
#define SCA_VERSION implementation-defined_string
#define SCA_CPYRIGHT implementation-defined_string

extern const unsigned int sca_version_major;
extern const unsigned int sca_version_minor;
extern const unsigned int sca_version_patch;
extern const std::string sca_version_originator;
extern const std::string sca_version_release_date;
extern const std::string sca_version_prerelease;
extern const bool sca_is_prerelease;
extern const std::string sca_version_string;
extern const std::string sca_copyright_string;

const char* sca_copyright();
const char* sca_version();
const char* sca_release();

} // namespace sca_core

Each implementation shall define the macros and constants given above. It is recommended that each implementation should in addition define one or more implementation-specific macros in order to allow an application to determine which implementation is being run.

The values of the macros and constants defined in this clause may be independent of the values of the corresponding set of definitions in IEEE Std 1666-2011 (SystemC Language Reference Manual).
6.4.1.1. SCA_VERSION_MAJOR

The implementation shall define the macro `SCA_VERSION_MAJOR` to be an implementation-defined number consisting of a sequence of decimal digits from the character set [0–9] not enclosed in quotation marks, which represents the major version number.

6.4.1.2. SCA_VERSION_MINOR

The implementation shall define the macro `SCA_VERSION_MINOR` to be an implementation-defined number consisting of a sequence of decimal digits from the character set [0–9] not enclosed in quotation marks, which represents the minor version number.

6.4.1.3. SCA_VERSION_PATCH

The implementation shall define the macro `SCA_VERSION_PATCH` to be an implementation-defined number consisting of a sequence of decimal digits from the character set [0–9] not enclosed in quotation marks, which represents the patch version number.

6.4.1.4. SCA_VERSION_ORIGINATOR

The implementation shall define the macro `SCA_VERSION_ORIGINATOR` to be an implementation-defined string consisting of a sequence of characters from the character set [A-Z][a-z][0–9]_ enclosed in quotation marks, which represents the originator of the implementation.

6.4.1.5. SCA_VERSION_RELEASE_DATE

The implementation shall define the macro `SCA_VERSION_RELEASE_DATE` to be an ISO 8601 basic format calendar date of the form YYYYMMDD, where each of the eight characters is a decimal digit, enclosed in quotation marks, which represents the release date of the implementation.

6.4.1.6. SCA_VERSION_PRERELEASE

The implementation shall define the macro `SCA_VERSION_PRERELEASE` to be an implementation-defined string consisting of a sequence of characters from the character set [A-Z][a-z][0–9]_ enclosed in quotation marks, which represents the pre-release string of the implementation.

6.4.1.7. SCA_IS_PRERELEASE

The implementation shall define the macro `SCA_IS_PRERELEASE` to be 0 or 1, not enclosed in quotation marks, which flags if the implementation is a prerelease.

6.4.1.8. SCA_VERSION

The implementation shall define the macro `SCA_VERSION` to be a string of the form “major.minor.patch_prerelease-originator” or “major.minor.patch-originator”, where major, minor, patch, prerelease, and originator are the values of the corresponding strings (without enclosing quotation marks), and the presence or absence of the prerelease string shall depend on the value of the `SCA_IS_PRERELEASE` flag.

6.4.1.9. SCA_COPYRIGHT

The implementation shall define the macro `SCA_COPYRIGHT` to be an implementation-defined string enclosed in quotation marks, which represents the copyright notice of the implementation. The intent is that this string should contain a legal copyright notice, which an application may print to the console window or to a log file.

6.4.1.10. sca_core::sca_version_major

The global constant variable `sca_core::sca_version_major` shall be initialized with the value defined by the macro `SCA_VERSION_MAJOR` converted to unsigned int.
6.4.1.11. sca_core::sca_version_minor

The global constant variable sca_core::sca_version_minor shall be initialized with the value defined by the macro SCA_VERSION_MINOR converted to unsigned int.

6.4.1.12. sca_core::sca_version_patch

The global constant variable sca_core::sca_version_patch shall be initialized with the value defined by the macro SCA_VERSION_PATCH converted to unsigned int.

6.4.1.13. sca_core::sca_version_originator

The global constant variable sca_core::sca_version_originator shall be initialized with the value defined by the macro SCA_VERSION_ORIGINATOR converted to std::string.

6.4.1.14. sca_core::sca_version_release_date

The global constant variable sca_core::sca_version_release_date shall be initialized with the value defined by the macro SCA_VERSION_RELEASE_DATE converted to std::string.

6.4.1.15. sca_core::sca_version_prerelease

The global constant variable sca_core::sca_version_prerelease shall be initialized with the value defined by the macro SCA_VERSION_PRERELEASE converted to std::string.

6.4.1.16. sca_core::sca_is_prerelease

The global constant variable sca_core::sca_is_prerelease shall be initialized with the value defined by the macro SCA_IS_PRERELEASE converted to bool.

6.4.1.17. sca_core::sca_version_string

The global constant variable sca_core::sca_version_string shall be initialized with the value defined by the macro SCA_VERSION converted to std::string.

6.4.1.18. sca_core::sca_copyright_string

The global constant variable sca_core::sca_copyright_string shall be initialized with the value defined by the macro SCA_COPYRIGHT converted to std::string.

6.4.1.19. sca_core::sca_copyright

\[\text{const char* } \text{sca_core::sca_copyright();}\]

The function sca_core::sca_copyright shall return the value of the sca_copyright_string converted to a C string.

6.4.1.20. sca_core::sca_version

\[\text{const char* } \text{sca_core::sca_version();}\]

The function sca_core::sca_version shall return an implementation-defined string. The intent is that this string should contain information concerning the version of the class library implementation of the SystemC AMS extensions, which an application may print to the console window or to a log file.

6.4.1.21. sca_core::sca_release

\[\text{const char* } \text{sca_core::sca_release();}\]

The function sca_core::sca_release shall return the value of the sca_version_string converted to a C string.
Annex A. Introduction to the SystemC AMS extensions

(Informative)

This clause is informative and is intended to aid the reader in the understanding of the structure and intent of the SystemC AMS extensions.

A.1. SystemC AMS extensions overview

The SystemC AMS extensions broaden the scope of SystemC towards design of analog/mixed-signal and signal processing systems at functional and architecture level considering the use cases executable specification, architecture exploration, integration verification, and virtual prototyping.

For this purpose, the extensions provide new models of computation:

- **Timed Data Flow (TDF)** as described in Subclause 4.1 enables the modeling and efficient simulation of signal processing algorithms and communication systems at functional and architecture level.
- **Linear Signal Flow (LSF)** as described in Subclause 4.2 enables the modeling of control systems or filter structures in continuous time using macro models connected by directed, real-valued signals.
- **Electrical Linear Networks (ELN)** as described in Subclause 4.3 enables the modeling of electrical loads, protection circuits, and buses at high frequencies using macro models for describing continuous-time relations between voltages and currents.

Furthermore, the extensions introduce small-signal frequency-domain analysis as described in Subclause 5.2 as a new kind of analysis that complements the time-domain analysis as available in SystemC, data types for computing with complex values, vectors, and matrices, and means for tracing AMS signals.

The AMS extensions are built on top of the SystemC standard. The architecture of the extensions is shown in Figure A.1. The extensions define new language constructs identified by the prefix sca_. They are declared in dedicated namespaces sca_tdf, sca_lsf, and sca_eln according to the underlying model of computation. By using namespaces, similar primitives as in SystemC are defined to denote ports, interfaces, signals, and modules. For example, a timed data flow input port is an object of class sca_tdf::sca_in.

![Figure A.1. AMS Extensions for the SystemC Language Standard](image-url)
The TDF model of computation is suitable to describe the functional behavior of the signal processing parts of a system. TDF models consist of TDF modules derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_module` that are connected via TDF channels of class `sca_tdf::sca_signal` using TDF ports derived from class `sca_tdf::sca_in` and `sca_tdf::sca_out`. The behavior of a TDF module is primarily specified by predefined member functions `set_attributes`, `initialize`, and `processing`:

- The member function `set_attributes` is used to specify attributes such as rates, delay, or timesteps of TDF ports and modules.
- The member function `initialize` is used to specify initial conditions. It is executed once when the simulation starts.
- The member function `processing` describes time-domain behavior of the module. It is executed at each activation of the TDF module.

TDF modules form contiguous structures called a TDF cluster. Clusters must not have cycles without delays, and each TDF signal must have one source. A cluster is activated in discrete time steps. At each timestep, the member function `processing` of each TDF module is executed in the data flow’s direction, considering multiple data rates.

It is expected that there is at least one definition of the timestep value and, in the case of cycles, one definition of a delay value per cycle. TDF ports are single-rate by default. It is the task of the elaboration phase to compute and propagate consistent values for the timesteps to all TDF ports and modules. Before simulation, the scheduler determines a schedule that defines activation order of the TDF modules taking into account the rates, delays, and timesteps. During simulation, the member functions `processing` are executed at discrete time steps. Example A.1 shows a TDF model of a mixer, which member function `processing` will be executed with a timestep of 1µs.

```cpp
#include <systemc-ams>

SCA_TDF_MODULE(mixer) // TDF primitive module definition
{
  sca_tdf::sca_in<double> rf_in, lo_in; // TDF input ports
  sca_tdf::sca_out<double> if_out; // TDF output port

  void set_attributes()
  {
    set_timestep(1.0, SC_US); // time between activations
  }

  void processing() // executed at each activation
  {
    if_out.write( rf_in.read() * lo_in.read() );
  }

  SCA_CTOR(mixer) {};
}
```

**Example A.1. TDF module of a mixer**

In addition to the pure algorithmic or procedural description of the member function `processing`, different kind of transfer functions can be embedded in TDF modules. Example A.2 gives the TDF model of a gain controlled low pass filter by instantiating a class that computes a continuous-time Laplace transfer function (LTF). The coefficients are stored in a vector of the class `sca_util::sca_vector` and are set in the member function `initialize`. The transfer function is computed in the member function `processing` by the LTF object at discrete time points using fixed-size time steps.
SCA_TDF_MODULE(lp_filter_tdf)
{
    sca_tdf::sca_in<double> in;
    sca_tdf::sca_out<double> out;
    sca_tdf::sca_in<double> gain; // converter port for SystemC input
    sca_tdf::sca_ltf_nd ltf; // computes transfer function
    sca_util::sca_vector<double> num, den; // coefficients

    void initialize()
    {
        num(0) = 1.0;
        den(0) = 1.0;
        den(1) = 1.0 / ( 2.0 * M_PI * 1.0e4 ); // M_PI = 3.1415...
    }

    void processing()
    {
        out.write( ltf( num, den, in, gain.read() ) );
    }

    SCA_CTOR(lp_filter_tdf) {}
}

Example A.2. Continuous-time Laplace transfer function embedded in a TDF module

TDF modules can be instantiated and connected like SystemC modules. However, TDF modules are
primitive modules and no other modules or SystemC processes may be instantiated inside. To set up a
hierarchical structure, TDF modules must be instantiated in SystemC modules ( sc_core::sc_module ).

Predefined converter ports (sca_tdf::sc_out or sca_tdf::sc_in) can establish a connection to a SystemC
channel, e.g., sc_core::sc_signal<T>, to read or write values during the first delta cycle of the current
SystemC timestep. Example A.3 illustrates the usage of such a converter port in a TDF module to model a
simple A/D converter with an output port, to which a SystemC channel can be bound.

SCA_TDF_MODULE(ad_converter) // Very simple AD converter
{
    sca_tdf::sca_in<double> in_tdf; // TDF port
    sca_tdf::sca_out<sc_dt::sc_int<12> > out_de; // converter port to discrete-event domain

    void processing()
    {
        out_de.write( static_cast<sc_dt::sc_int<12>>( in_tdf.read() ) );
    }

    SCA_CTOR(ad_converter) {}
}

Example A.3. TDF model of a simple A/D converter

LSF models are specified by instantiating a structure of signal flow primitives such as adders, integrators,
differentiators, or transfer functions. These primitives are part of the language definition. The primitives
are connected via signals of the class sca_lsf::sca_signal. To access LSF signals from the TDF or discrete
event domain, converter modules have to be instantiated. The instantiation of the LSF primitive modules
can be done in a regular SC_MODULE using the standard SystemC rules.
SC_MODULE(lp_filter_lsf) // Hierarchical models use SC_MODULE class
{
  sca_tdf::sca_in<double> in; // Input from TDF MoC
  sca_tdf::sca_out<double> out; // Output to TDF MoC
  sca_lsf::sca_sub* sub1; // Subtractor
  sca_lsf::sca_dot* dot1; // Differentiator
  sca_lsf::sca_tdf_source* tdf2lsf1; // converter TDF -> LSF
  sca_lsf::sca_tdf_sink* lsf2tdf1; // converter LSF -> TDF
  sca_lsf::sca_signal in_lsf, sig, out_lsf; // LSF signals

  lp_filter_lsf(sc_core::sc_module_name, double fc=1.0e3) // Constructor with parameters
  {
    tdf2lsf1 = new sca_lsf::sca_tdf_source("tdf2lsf1"); // TDF->LSF converter
    tdf2lsf1->inp(in); // Port to signal binding like in SystemC
    tdf2lsf1->y(in_lsf);

    sub1 = new sca_lsf::sca_sub("sub1");
    sub1->x1(in_lsf);
    sub1->x2(sig);
    sub1->y(out_lsf);

    dot1 = new sca_lsf::sca_dot("dot1",1.0/(2.0*M_PI*fc)); // M_PI=3.1415...
    dot1->x(out_lsf);
    dot1->y(sig);

    lsf2tdf1 = new sca_lsf::sca_tdf_sink("lsf2tdf1"); // LSF->TDF converter
    lsf2tdf1->x(out_lsf);
    lsf2tdf1->outp(out);
  }
};

Example A.4. LSF model of a low pass filter structure with converter modules

ELN models are specified by instantiating predefined network primitives such as resistors or capacitors. As with LSF, the ELN primitive modules can be instantiated in a regular SC_MODULE. To access the voltages or currents in the network, converter modules have to be used. The SystemC AMS extensions provide converter modules that translate these voltages and currents to double-precision floating point values in timed data flow and discrete-event models and vice versa. Example A.5 gives the ELN model of a low-pass filter implemented with one resistor primitive and one capacitor primitive. Since it is intended to use the model in a TDF context, additional converter primitives are used for converting TDF data sample values to voltages and vice-versa.
SC_MODULE(lp_filter_eln)
{
  sca_tdf::sca_in<double> in; // Input from TDF MoC
  sca_tdf::sca_out<double> out; // Output to TDF MoC
  sca_eln::sca_node in_node, out_node; // node declarations
  sca_eln::sca_node_ref gnd; // reference node
  sca_eln::sca_r *r1; // resistor
  sca_eln::sca_c *c1; // capacitor
  sca_eln::sca_tdf_vsource *v_in; // converter TDF -> voltage
  sca_eln::sca_tdf_sink *v_out; // converter voltage -> TDF

  SC_CTOR(lp_filter_eln)
  {
    v_in = new sca_eln::sca_tdf_vsource("v_in", 1.0); // scale factor 1.0
    v_in->inp(in); // TDF input
    v_in->p(in_node); // is converted to voltage
    v_in->n(gnd);

    r1 = new sca_eln::sca_r("r1", 10e3); // 10 kOhm resistor
    r1->p(in_node);
    r1->n(out_node);

    c1 = new sca_eln::sca_c("c1", 100e-6); // 100 uF capacitor
    c1->p(out_node);
    c1->n(gnd);

    v_out = new sca_eln::sca_tdf_sink("v_out", 1.0); // scale factor 1.0
    v_out->p(out_node); // filter output as voltage
    v_out->n(gnd);
    v_out->outp(out); // here converted to a TDF signal
  }
}

Example A.5. ELN model of a low pass filter structure with converter modules

The TDF modules given in Example A.1 and Example A.2 can be instantiated and connected to form a hierarchical structure together with other SystemC modules. The TDF modules are connected as in SystemC with TDF signals of class sca_tdf::sca_signal and SystemC signals as shown in Example A.6.

SC_MODULE(frontend) // SC_MODULE used for hierarchical structure
{
  sca_tdf::sca_in<double> rf, loc_osc; // use TDF ports to connect with
  sca_tdf::sca_out<double> if_out; // TDF ports/signals in hierarchy
  sc_core::sc_in<sc_dt::sc_bv<3>> ctrl_config; // SystemC input agc_ctrl configuration
  sca_tdf::sca_signal<double> if_sig; // TDF internal signal
  sc_core::sc_signal<double> ctrl_gain; // SystemC internal signal

  mixer* mixer1;
  lp_filter_tdf* lpf1;
  agc_ctrl* ctrl1;

  SC_CTOR(frontend)
  {
    mixer1 = new mixer("mixer1");
    mixer1->rf_in(rf);
    mixer1->lo_in(loc_osc);
    mixer1->if_out(if_sig);

    lpf1 = new lp_filter_tdf("lpf1");
    lpf1->in(if_sig);
    lpf1->out(if_out);
    lpf1->gain(ctrl_gain);

    ctrl1 = new agc_ctrl("ctrl1"); // SystemC module
    ctrl1->out(ctrl_gain);
    ctrl1->config(ctrl_config);
  }
}

Example A.6. Structural description including TDF and SystemC modules.

Using the frontend module given in Example A.6 and other modules for a demodulator and testbench (implementation not shown here), the structure of the top-level model in sc_main is shown in Example A.7.
```cpp
#include <systemc-ams>  // SystemC AMS extensions header
#include "frontend.h"     // definitions for subsystems
#include "demodulator.h"
#include "testbench.h"

int sc_main(int argc, char* argv[]) {
  sca_tdf::sca_signal<double> rf, loc_osc, d_in;
  sca_tdf::sca_signal<bool> symbol;
  sc_core::sc_signal<sc_dt::sc_bv<3>> ctrl_config;

  frontend fe1("fe1");
  fe1.loc_osc(loc_osc);
  fe1.ctrl_config(ctrl_config);
  fe1.rf(rf);
  fe1.if_out(d_in);

  demodulator demod1("demod1");
  demod1.in(d_in);
  demod1.out(symbol);

  testbench tb1("tb1");
  tb1.rf(rf);
  tb1.loc_osc(loc_osc);
  tb1.ctrl(ctrl_config);
  tb1.symbol(symbol);

  // tracing ...
  sca_util::sca_trace_file *tfp =
      sca_util::sca_create_tabular_trace_file("systemc_ams_example");

  sca_util::sca_trace(tfp, rf, "rf");
  sca_util::sca_trace(tfp, loc_osc, "loc_osc");
  sca_util::sca_trace(tfp, fe1.if_sig, "fe1.if_sig");
  sca_util::sca_trace(tfp, ctrl_config, "ctrl_config");
  sca_util::sca_trace(tfp, demod1.ctrl_gain, "demod1.ctrl_gain");
  sca_util::sca_trace(tfp, d_in, "d_in");
  sca_util::sca_trace(tfp, symbol, "symbol");

  sc_core::sc_start(51.2, sc_core::SC_MS);
  sca_util::sca_close_tabular_trace_file(tfp);

  return 0;
}
```

Example A.7. Top-level model in sc_main

Besides means for modeling timed data flow, linear signal flow, and electrical linear networks, the SystemC AMS extensions provide additional means for tracing AMS signals similar to what SystemC already offers for discrete-event signals. Besides the VCD format, which is best suited for tracing transient digital signals, support for a tabular format is added, which facilitates the interface for further processing of the results with mathematically oriented tools.

The SystemC AMS extensions provide support for small-signal frequency-domain analyses for TDF, LSF, and ELN descriptions. For small-signal frequency-domain analysis, the function `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_start` (Subclause 5.2.1.3.1) is called with arguments that specify a set of frequencies, for which the transfer function is to be computed. Similarly, a small-signal frequency-domain noise analysis can be invoked using the function `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_noise_start` (Subclause 5.2.1.3.2). For LSF models and ELN models, the transfer function is part of the primitives description. It just has to be transformed from the internal time-domain representation to the frequency-domain representation. For TDF modules, the user can specify complex-valued transfer functions between inputs and outputs by overloading the function `sca_tdf::sca_module::ac_processing`. The amplitude at a frequency `sca_ac_analysis::sca_ac_f` can be read from the input ports, be processed using functions specified in Subclause 5.2, and propagated to the output ports. The results of the small-signal frequency-domain analyses can be traced to a tabular trace file (see 6.1.1.5).
A.2. Introducing Dynamic Timed Data Flow

SystemC is an industry-standard language for electronic system-level (ESL) design and modeling, enabling the creation of abstract architectural descriptions of digital hardware/software (HW/SW) systems, also known as virtual prototypes. The introduction of the SystemC Analog/Mixed-Signal (AMS) extensions now facilitates modeling of heterogeneous embedded systems, which include abstract AMS behavior. This annex presents the advancements of the SystemC AMS extensions that were made in the version 2.0 of this standard to further expand the capabilities of SystemC AMS for the creation of these mixed-signal virtual prototypes.

To comply with demanding requirements and use cases (e.g., in automotive applications), new execution semantics and language constructs have been defined to facilitate a more reactive and dynamic behavior of the Timed Data Flow (TDF) model of computation as defined in the previous SystemC AMS 1.0 standard. The Dynamic TDF introduces fully complementary elements to enable a tighter time-accurate interaction between the AMS signal processing and control domain while keeping the modeling and communication abstract and efficient. The features of Dynamic TDF are presented in this annex by means of a typical example application from the automotive domain.

Introduction

The SystemC AMS 1.0 language standard enabled the description of analog/mixed-signal behavior as a natural extension to existing SystemC-based design methodologies (Figure A.1). SystemC together with its AMS extensions allow the creation of an executable description of a mixed discrete- and continuous-time system. Digitally-oriented HW/SW architecture descriptions made in SystemC—often using transaction-level modeling—can be augmented with abstract AMS behavior by using the SystemC AMS extensions. This approach supports use cases such as software development, architecture exploration, and system validation.

There is a strong need to include the interaction between the digital HW/SW and AMS or radio frequency (RF) parts in the system, especially to validate the entire system architecture in terms of functional correctness, partitioning, and dimensioning. The functionality of all of these parts is nowadays tightly interwoven with calibration and control loops that cross the analog-digital domain boundary. Traditionally, the signal processing and control-oriented paths were analyzed and designed independently from each other. However, the need for optimal system performance across multiple domains requires a more integral design and verification approach, which supports (AMS) signal processing and control functionality in a single modeling platform.

The Timed Data Flow (TDF) model of computation defined in the SystemC AMS 1.0 standard has already shown its value for signal-processing-oriented applications, such as RF communication and digital signal processing (DSP) systems, where the complex envelope of the modulated RF signal can be described as an equivalent baseband signal and where baseband algorithms are described naturally using data flow semantics. Because TDF is derived from the well-known Synchronous Data Flow (SDF) model of computation, high simulation performance can be obtained due to the calculation of a static schedule prior to simulation.

However, the use of the SystemC AMS extensions in other application domains has been limited due to the restrictions caused by the fixed time step mechanism in TDF. Modeling control systems (e.g., in automotive applications) becomes vastly inefficient by this limitation (Figure A.2). The fixed and constant time step in TDF does not allow end users to easily model systems in which activation periods or frequencies are changed dynamically. A dynamic change of frequencies is required to efficiently model voltage controlled oscillators (VCO), clock recovery circuits, and phenomena such as jitter. A dynamic assignment of activations is needed to model power down of hardware (e.g., in wireless sensor networks) or to model pulse width modulation (PWM) in a functional way. These types of applications underline the need to introduce Dynamic TDF capabilities, which are the subject of this annex.
Use cases and requirements for Dynamic Timed Data Flow

The objective of Dynamic TDF is to offer mechanisms to dynamically change key TDF properties such as time step, rate, or delay. This efficiently overcomes the previously mentioned limitations of the TDF model of computation. These new features should also support the successive transition from abstract, functional-level modeling to refined mixed-signal architecture modeling with ideal and ‘non-digital’ properties. In that respect, we consider the following relevant use cases:

- **Abstract modeling of sporadically changing signals** that are constant over long time periods and that cannot be modeled by sampled, discrete-time signals in an efficient way. A particular application is power management that switches on/off subsystems. In order to model power down, it is required to be able to specify a condition that enables/disables the execution of the AMS computations.

- **Abstract description of reactive behavior**, for which computations are executed for events or transactions, such as an analog threshold crossing or for which an immediate request or response is required (e.g., as part of a TLM model). Typical applications are sensor systems, in which crossing a threshold will cause an action. An event-triggered modeling approach for these systems would be more natural and also more efficient. A reactive synchronization mechanism would be beneficial, especially in cases where these AMS systems are integrated together with TLM-based virtual prototypes. This avoids the penalty of introducing fine-grained computations by using small time steps to detect the actual event.

- **Capture behavior where frequencies (and time steps) change dynamically**. This is the case for applications such as VCO, PLL, PWM, or clock recovery circuits, which are often controlled by analog or digital signals. Modeling oscillators with variable frequencies (e.g., clock recovery) or capturing jitter is not possible when using constant time steps. In order to allow modeling of such systems, it is required to be able to change the time step continuously during simulation.

- **Modeling systems with varying (data) rates, which are changed during operation and thus during simulation**. This is the case, for example, when communication systems are described at high levels of abstraction. To perform cross-layer optimization and to evaluate the correctness of a particular signal-processing algorithm, both the physical layer (PHY) as well as media access control (MAC) as part of the data link layer (DLL) need to be modeled. An example of such systems are cognitive radios, in which parameters such as data rates and modulation schemes are adapted to estimated parameters of the channel.

Table A.1 gives the summary of the presented use cases, requirements, and application examples.
Table A.1. Use cases, requirements, and applications for introducing Dynamic TDF capabilities

Application example: Motor control system

In order to illustrate the value of Dynamic TDF, we use a simple example from the automotive domain as shown in Figure A.3, a DC motor control system with a proportional-integrator (PI) controller and a pulse width modulator (PWM). The formed control loop reduces the impact of aging, parameter deviations, and environmental conditions on the load, which is in this case a power driver and DC motor described with a single pole transfer equation.

The PI controller computes the required pulse width based on the reference value ($i_{ref}$) and measured current ($i_{meas}$) through the load. The PWM generates a pulse ($v_{drv}$) of variable width (resulting in a varying duty cycle) that increases the current through the load.

When using the conventional TDF model of computation defined in the SystemC AMS 1.0 standard, the AMS computations are executed at fixed discrete time steps while considering the input samples as continuous-time signals. Since the PWM block has an almost discrete-event behavior, the need to have very steep ramps for the signal transitions at its output imposes the use of very small time steps. A fine-grained time grid is essential for a correct overall response of the system, as it needs to meet the accuracy constraint (time constants) of the PI controller and the Driver + DC motor. However, a too-fine-grained time grid will reduce the simulation performance, as the number of time steps and thus AMS computations will increase.

Alternatively, the PWM could be modeled as a pure SystemC discrete-event model. But this makes the simulation less efficient due to the use of the dynamic scheduling of SystemC (evaluate/update cycle) instead of the more efficient TDF static scheduling. Furthermore, it will introduce unnecessary synchronization between TDF and the SystemC discrete-event model of computation.
By introducing Dynamic TDF for this application, the computation of the motor control loop is only triggered four times per pulse period by changing the TDF time step (Figure A.4): first at the start of the rising edge, second at the end of the rising edge, third at the end of the voltage pulse plateau, and fourth at the end of the falling edge. Each time, the PWM adjusts the scheduling of the next activation based on the duty cycle sampled at its input during the rising edge. With the pulse output active, energy is supplied to the power driver of the DC motor resulting in an increase of the current. This process repeats itself while the system reaches its steady state. Note that the PWM output signal ($v_{drv}$) represents a continuous-time waveform and thus has finite-slope edges.

To efficiently model the PWM pulse with a varying pulse width, the time step attribute will be changed such that the PWM pulse’s rising edge and falling edge are included resulting in only four activations of the PWM TDF module per period, as shown in Figure A.4.

**Execution semantics and language constructs of Dynamic Timed Data Flow**

The Dynamic TDF modeling paradigm aims at efficient modeling of functions requiring dynamic activation, such as PWM, while maintaining the principles of TDF modeling as introduced in the SystemC AMS extensions. To this end, new expressive ways are added to the TDF model of computation to dynamically change key TDF attributes such as time step, rate, or delay. Recall that TDF modules interconnected by TDF signals via TDF ports constitute so-called TDF clusters and that the order in which the modules in clusters have to be activated is statically computed before simulation starts. The new capabilities of dynamically changing the mentioned TDF attributes may then require new schedules to be dynamically recomputed.

Before illustrating these new capabilities, let us start first with a conventional TDF model for the PWM block (Example A.8). The `set_attributes` callback is used to define the fixed time step of the module activation by means of a module parameter. The callback could also define the values of rates or delays. The `initialize` callback (not needed in this case and therefore not shown) may be used to define initial conditions such as delay values or filter coefficients. The `processing` callback defines the module’s PWM behavior.
// pwm.h

#include <cmath>
#include <systemc-ams>

SCA_TDF_MODULE(pwm)
{
    sca_tdf::sca_in<double> in;
    sca_tdf::sca_out<double> out;

    pwm(sc_core::sc_module_name nm, double v0_ = 0.0, double v1_ = 1.0,
        const sc_core::sca_time& t_period_ = sc_core::sca_time(5.0, SC_MS),
        const sc_core::sca_time& t_ramp_ = sc_core::sca_time(0.05, SC_MS),
        const sc_core::sca_time& t_step_ = sc_core::sca_time(0.01, SC_MS))
        : in("in"), out("out"), v0(v0_), v1(v1_),
        t_period(t_period_.to_seconds()),
        t_ramp(t_ramp_.to_seconds()),
        t_duty_max(t_period - 2.0 * t_ramp),
        t_duty(t_duty_max),
        t_step(t_step_.to_seconds())
    
    void set_attributes()
    {
        set_timestep(t_step);  // fixed time step for module activation
    }

    void processing()
    {
        double t = get_time().to_seconds();  // current time
        double t_pos = std::fmod(t, t_period);  // time position inside pulse period

        if (t_pos < t_ramp)          // calculate and clamp duty time
            t_duty = in.read() * t_duty_max;
        if (t_duty < 0.0) t_duty = 0.0;
        if (t_duty > t_duty_max) t_duty = t_duty_max;

        double val = v0;  // initial value
        if (t_pos < t_ramp)       // rising edge
            val = (v1 - v0) / t_ramp * t_pos + v0;
        else if (t_pos < t_ramp + t_duty) // plateau
            val = v1;
        else if (t_pos < t_ramp + t_duty + t_ramp) // falling edge
            val = (v0 - v1) / t_ramp * (t_pos - t_ramp - t_duty) + v1;
        // else return to initial value
        out.write(val);
    }

private:
    double v0, v1;  // initial and plateau values
    double t_period, t_ramp;  // pulse period and ramp time
    double t_duty_max;  // maximum duty time
    double t_duty;  // current duty time
    sc_core::sca_time t_step;  // module time step
};

Example A.8. Conventional TDF module of the PWM function (no Dynamic TDF)

The following new callback and member functions are introduced as part of the TDF model of computation to support Dynamic TDF:

• The callback change_attributes provides a context in which the time step, rate, or delay attributes of a TDF cluster may be changed. The callback is called as part of the recurring execution of the TDF schedule.

• The new member function request_next_activation, as well as existing TDF member functions that set attributes (e.g., set_timestep, set_rate, set_delay, etc.), can be called within the change_attributes callback to redefine TDF properties. The member function request_next_activation will request a next cluster activation at a given time step, event, or event list, which is specified as argument. Note, however, that if multiple TDF modules belonging to the same cluster redefine the next cluster activation by using request_next_activation, the earliest point in time will be used and the other requests will be ignored.

• The member functions does_attribute_changes and does_no_attribute_changes are used to mark a TDF module to allow or disallow making attribute changes itself, respectively. Before a module can make changes to its attributes, it should call does_attribute_changes first. By default, a TDF module is not allowed to make changes to its attributes.

• The member functions accept_attribute_changes and reject_attribute_changes are used to mark a TDF module to accept or reject attribute changes caused by other TDF modules in the
same cluster, respectively. By default, a TDF module will reject attribute changes. The use of `reject_attribute_changes` is especially useful when TDF modules are used to model DSP functionality, in which variable time steps are not allowed.

- The member function `set_max_timestep` is introduced to define a maximum time step of a TDF module to enforce a module activation if this time period is reached. Bounding the time step is essential to guarantee sufficient time points for the calculation of a continuous-time response, especially when embedding continuous-time descriptions (e.g., by using Laplace transfer functions).

With the help of these new capabilities, the Dynamic TDF module for the PWM block is given in Example A.9. In this example, the module is registered as supporting Dynamic TDF. The time step is then redefined by calling the `request_next_activation` member function in the `change_attributes` callback.

Note that the behavior of the PWM module has not been changed; only the module activation is affected. Therefore, we can use the same implementation in the `processing` callback as shown in Example A.8.

```c++
// pwm_dynamic.h
#include <cmath>
#include <systemc-ams>

SCA_TDF_MODULE(pwm) // for dynamic TDF, we can use the same helper macro to define the module class
{

  sca_tdf::sca_in<double> in;
  sca_tdf::sca_out<double> out;

  pwm( sc_core::sc_module_name nm, ... ) // same module arguments as in Example A.8
    : in("in"), out("out"), ... // same constructor initialization as in Example A.8
  

  void set_attributes()
  {
    does_attribute_changes(); // module allowed to make changes to TDF attributes
    accept_attribute_changes(); // module allows attribute changes made by other modules
  }

  void change_attributes()
  {
    double t = get_time().to_seconds(); // current time
    double t_pos = std::fmod( t, t_period ); // time position inside pulse period
    
    // Calculate time step till next activation
    double dt = 0.0;
    if ( t_pos < t_ramp ) // rising edge
      dt = t_ramp - t_pos;
    else if ( t_pos < t_ramp + t_duty ) // plateau
      dt = ( t_ramp + t_duty ) - t_pos;
    else if ( t_pos < t_ramp + t_duty + t_ramp ) // falling edge
      dt = ( t_ramp + t_duty + t_ramp ) - t_pos;
    else
      dt = t_period - t_pos;
    
    t_step = sca_core::sca_time( dt, sc_core::SC_SEC );
    if ( t_step == sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME ) // time step should advance
      t_step = sc_core::sc_get_time_resolution();
    request_next_activation( t_step ); // request the next activation
  }

  void processing()
  {
    ... // same PWM behavior as in Example A.8
  }

private:
  ...
};
```

**Example A.9. Dynamic TDF module of the PWM function**

Table A.2 shows an example with PWM parameters to compare the two variants of the TDF model of computation. The simulation of the conventional PWM TDF model uses a fixed time step that triggers too many unnecessary computations. When using Dynamic TDF, the PWM model is only activated if necessary.
Table A.2. Comparison between the conventional and Dynamic TDF model of the PWM

When introducing Dynamic TDF modules, where module activations may occur at user-defined time points or are driven by events, some care should be taken how to combine these new models with existing TDF descriptions, which rely on the fixed discrete-time activations. The SystemC AMS 1.0 standard defined dedicated converter ports or converter modules acting as interfaces between different models of computation. In a similar way, the interface between the conventional (static) TDF computations and Dynamic TDF are realized by dedicated converter ports to decouple static TDF clusters from dynamically changing clusters.

Summary

This annex presented new features for the SystemC AMS extensions to facilitate a more reactive and dynamic behavior of the Timed Data Flow modeling approach as defined in the SystemC AMS standard. The Dynamic Timed Data Flow capabilities have been demonstrated, which offer unique and fully complementary language constructs and execution semantics enriching the existing TDF model of computation. This means that the proven model abstraction strategy using data flow semantics is maintained, while user-defined TDF module activations are introduced to enable a tighter, yet efficient and time-accurate, synchronization for AMS signal processing and control systems. These Dynamic TDF features further expand the capabilities of SystemC AMS to support more demanding ESL design methodologies and modeling requirements for heterogeneous systems such as in automotive applications.
Annex B. Glossary

(Informative)

The technical terms and phrases as defined in IEEE Std 1666-2011 (SystemC Language Reference Manual) also apply for the AMS extensions. In addition, this glossary contains brief, informal descriptions for a number of terms and phrases used in this standard. Where appropriate, the complete, formal definition of each term or phrase is given in the main body of the standard.

Each glossary entry contains either the clause number of the definition in the main body of the standard or an indication that a similar term is defined in the SystemC Language Reference Manual (IEEE Std 1666-2011).

B.1. application

A C++ program, written by an end user, that uses the SystemC class library, or the AMS extensions that is, uses classes, calls functions, uses macros, and so forth. An application may use as few or as many features of C++ as is seen fit and as few or as many features of SystemC and the AMS extensions as is seen fit. (See 2.1.2.) (See SystemC term.)

B.2. cluster

A cluster is a set of connected modules sharing the same model of computation.

B.3. continuous-time signal

A continuous-time signal is a piecewise contiguous and differentiable signal, which may be represented in approximation by a set of samples at discrete time points. Values between the samples can be estimated by different interpolation techniques.

B.4. current time interval

The current time interval is the time from the last calculation to the current time.

B.5. discrete-time signal

A discrete-time signal is a signal that has been sampled from a continuous-time signal resulting in a sequence of values at discrete time points. Each value in the sequence is called a sample.

B.6. electrical linear networks, ELN

A model of computation that uses the electrical linear networks formalism for calculations. (See 4.3.)

B.7. electrical primitive

A primitive module derived from class sca_eln::sca_module. (See 4.3.)

B.8. frequency-domain processing

Frequency-domain processing can be embedded in timed data flow descriptions for analysis of small-signal frequency-domain behavior. The small-signal frequency-domain processing member function can be either the member function sca_tdf::sca_module::ac_processing or an application-defined member function, which shall be registered using the member function sca_tdf::sca_module::register_ac_processing.

B.9. hierarchical port

A port of a parent module.

B.10. implementation

A specific concrete implementation of the full SystemC AMS extensions, only the public shell of which need be exposed to the application (for example, parts may be pre-compiled and distributed as object code by a tool vendor). (See 2.1.2.) (See SystemC term.)
B.11. linear signal flow, LSF

A model of computation that uses the linear signal flow formalism for calculations and signal processing. (See 4.2.)

B.12. model of computation, MoC

A model of computation is a set of rules defining the behavior and interaction between AMS primitive modules instantiated within a module. (See 2.1.4.)

B.13. numerically singular

Numerically singular describes a situation, in which the solution of an equation system cannot be calculated.

B.14. primitive module

A class that is derived from class `sca_core::sca_module` and complies to a particular model of computation. A primitive module cannot be hierarchically decomposed and contains no child modules or channels.

B.15. primitive port

A port of a primitive module.

B.16. proxy class

A class, which only purpose is to extend the readability of certain statements that would otherwise be restricted by the semantics of C++. An example is to use the proxy class to represent a continuous-time signal and to map it to discrete-time signal. Proxy classes are only intended to be used for the temporary (unnamed) value returned by a function. A proxy class constructor shall not be called explicitly by an application to create a named object. (See SystemC term.)

B.17. rate

The rate defines the number of samples that are read or written per execution of a port of class `sca_tdf::sca_in`, `sca_tdf::sca_out`, `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in` or `sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out` as part of the TDF model of computation. The rate of such a port shall have a positive, nonzero value.

B.18. sample

A sample refers to a value at a certain point in time or refers to a set of values with a certain start and end time. `sample_id` denotes the index of the (data) sample. `nsample` denotes the number of samples in a set of values.

B.19. solver

A solver computes the solution of an equation system (e.g., a set of differential and algebraic equations).

B.20. terminal

A terminal is a class derived from the class `sca_core::sca_port` and is associated with the electrical linear networks model of computation. For electrical primitives with 2 terminals, the terminal names `p` and `n` are defined. Multi-port primitives may use different terminal names.

B.21. timed data flow, TDF

A model of computation that uses the timed data flow formalism for scheduling and signal processing. (See 4.1.)

B.22. time-domain processing

Time-domain processing is the repetitive activation of the time-domain processing member functions as part of the timed data flow model of computation. The time-domain processing member function can be either the member function `sca_tdf::sca_module::processing` or an application-defined member function, which shall be registered using the member function `sca_tdf::sca_module::register_processing`. 
Annex C. Deprecated features

(Informative)

This annex contains a list of deprecated features. A deprecated feature is a feature that was present in version 1.0 of the SystemC AMS extensions language reference manual. Deprecated features may or may not remain in available implementations compliant with this standard. The user is strongly discouraged from using deprecated features because an implementation is not obliged to support such features. An implementation may issue a warning on the first occurrence of each deprecated feature but is not obliged to do so.

a. Member function \texttt{set\_timeoffset} of classes \texttt{sca\_tdf::sca\_de::sca\_in}, \texttt{sca\_tdf::sca\_de::sca\_out}, and \texttt{sca\_tdf::sca\_trace\_variable}.

b. Member function \texttt{get\_timeoffset} of classes \texttt{sca\_tdf::sca\_de::sca\_in} and \texttt{sca\_tdf::sca\_de::sca\_out}.

c. Member function \texttt{set\_rate} of class \texttt{sca\_tdf::sca\_trace\_variable}.

d. The argument \texttt{sample\_id} of member function \texttt{write} and \texttt{operator=} of class \texttt{sca\_tdf::sca\_trace\_variable}.
Annex D. Changes between SystemC AMS 1.0 and 2.0 standard

(Informative)

This annex lists the more significant changes between the above two versions of the SystemC AMS extensions.

a. The member function `sca_core::sca_module::get_timestep` has been moved to `sca_tdf::sca_module::get_timestep`.

b. New member functions for TDF modules and TDF ports to dynamically change or evaluate TDF attributes during simulation (see 4.1.1.1, 4.1.1.5, 4.1.1.7, 4.1.1.8, 4.1.1.9, and 4.1.1.13):

```plaintext
sca_tdf::sca_module::change_attributes
sca_tdf::sca_module::reinitialize
sca_tdf::sca_module::request_next_activation
sca_tdf::sca_module::accept_attribute_changes
sca_tdf::sca_module::reject_attribute_changes
sca_tdf::sca_module::does_attribute_changes
sca_tdf::sca_module::does_no_attribute_changes
sca_tdf::sca_module::is_dynamic
sca_tdf::sca_module::are_attribute_changes_allowed
sca_tdf::sca_module::are_attributes_changed
sca_tdf::sca_module::is_timestep_changed
sca_tdf::sca_in::is_timestep_changed
sca_tdf::sca_in::is_rate_changed
sca_tdf::sca_out::is_timestep_changed
sca_tdf::sca_out::is_rate_changed
sca_tdf::sca_out::is_delay_changed
sca_tdf::sca_in::is_timestep_changed
sca_tdf::sca_in::is_rate_changed
sca_tdf::sca_in::is_delay_changed
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in::is_timestep_changed
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in::is_rate_changed
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in::is_delay_changed
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out::is_timestep_changed
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out::is_rate_changed
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out::is_delay_changed
```

c. New classes for TDF decoupling ports, which enable continuous-time and discrete-time decoupling of TDF clusters (see 4.1.1.8 and 4.1.1.9):

```plaintext
sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_CT_CUT, INTERP>
sca_tdf::sca_out<T, sca_tdf::SCA_DT_CUT>
```

d. New class to define the default interpolation mechanism for the continuous-time decoupling port (see 4.1.1.4):

```plaintext
sca_tdf::sca_default_interpolator
```

e. New specialized TDF port classes and member functions, which enable event-driven TDF module activation (see 4.1.1.10, 4.1.1.11, and 4.1.1.12):

```plaintext
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<T>::default_event
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<T>::value_changed_event
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<T>::event
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<bool>::default_event
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<bool>::value_changed_event
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<bool>::posedge_event
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<bool>::negedge_event
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<sc_dt::sc_logic>::default_event
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<sc_dt::sc_logic>::value_changed_event
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in<sc_dt::sc_logic>::posedge_event
```
f. New member functions to set and get the maximum timestep for modules and TDF ports (see 3.2.1, 4.1.1.1, 4.1.1.5, 4.1.1.6, 4.1.1.10, and 4.1.1.13):

```cpp
sca_tdf::sca_module::set_max_timestep
sca_tdf::sca_module::get_max_timestep
sca_tdf::sca_in::set_max_timestep
sca_tdf::sca_in::get_max_timestep
sca_tdf::sca_out::set_max_timestep
sca_tdf::sca_out::get_max_timestep
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in::set_max_timestep
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in::get_max_timestep
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out::set_max_timestep
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out::get_max_timestep
```

g. New member functions to return the last timestep value of TDF modules and TDF ports (see 4.1.1.1, 4.1.1.5, 4.1.1.6, 4.1.1.10, and 4.1.1.13):

```cpp
sca_tdf::sca_module::get_last_timestep
sca_tdf::sca_in::get_last_timestep
sca_tdf::sca_out::get_last_timestep
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in::get_last_timestep
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out::get_last_timestep
```

h. New member functions for the embedded linear dynamic equations to estimate the value one timestep ahead (see 4.1.4.3.7, 4.1.4.4.7, and 4.1.4.5.6):

```cpp
sca_tdf::sca_ltf_nd::estimate_next_value
sca_tdf::sca_ltf_zp::estimate_next_value
sca_tdf::sca_ss::estimate_next_value
```

i. New member functions for the embedded linear dynamic equations to enable zero timestep recalculations (see 4.1.4.3.8, 4.1.4.4.8, and 4.1.4.5.7):

```cpp
sca_tdf::sca_ltf_nd::enable_iterations
sca_tdf::sca_ltf_zp::enable_iterations
sca_tdf::sca_ss::enable_iterations
```

j. New function to return the maximum value of the simulation time (see 3.2.6):

```cpp
sca_core::sca_max_time
```

k. New constant to explicitly assign an undefined value of type double to the initial charge ($q_0$) or initial linked flux ($\phi_0$) of ELN primitives representing a capacitor or inductor, respectively (see 6.2.2.3):

```cpp
sca_util::SCA_UNDEFINED
```

l. The version of a SystemC AMS implementation is now available to the preprocessor using a set of macros and global constant variables to be consistent with IEEE Std 1666-2011 (see 6.4):

```cpp
SCA_VERSION_MAJOR
SCA_VERSION_MINOR
SCA_VERSION_PATCH
SCA_VERSION_ORIGINATOR
SCA_VERSION_RELEASE_DATE
SCA_VERSION_PRERELEASE
SCA_IS_PRERELEASE
SCA_VERSION
SCA_COPYRIGHT
sca_core::sca_version_major
sca_core::sca_version_minor
sca_core::sca_version_patch
sca_core::sca_version_originator
sca_core::sca_version_release_date
```
m. The member function bind of the following port classes has been made virtual consistent with IEEE Std 1666-2011 (see 4.1.1.10 and 4.1.1.13):

```cpp
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out
```

n. The default value for the timestep argument for the member function `calculate` and `operator()` of the following classes has been changed from `sc_core::SC_ZERO_TIME` into the value returned by function `sca_core::sca_max_time` (see 4.1.4.3, 4.1.4.4, and 4.1.4.5):

```cpp
sca_tdf::sca_ltf_nd
sca_tdf::sca_ltf_zp
sca_tdf::sca_ss
```

o. New member functions for class `sca_tdf::sca_trace_variable` to read a value of a trace variable (see 4.1.1.14):

```cpp
const T& read() const;
operator const T&() const;
```

p. Deprecated member functions (see Annex C):

```cpp
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in::set_timeoffset
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_in::get_timeoffset
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out::set_timeoffset
sca_tdf::sca_de::sca_out::get_timeoffset
sca_tdf::sca_trace_variable::set_timeoffset
sca_tdf::sca_trace_variable::set_rate
```
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